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imODUCTIOJf 
The researches of the Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research 
Unit in the Ruthven Area of northwestern Iowa have consist­
ently "brought to li^ t a little understood factor in marsh 
nesting habitats: cover-water interspersion. It seemed that 
a marsh must exhibit a certain balance of open water and cover 
for it to achieve its utmost potentialities as a nesting habi­
tat for waterfowl. Bennett (1938) established the normal 
nesting territory of blue-winged teal (Querquedula discors) 
as the upland area within 220 yards of the water*s edge, lliile 
this did not necessarily signify open water, i.e. water surface 
free of emergent vegetation, the principle stimulated later 
Viforkers in the area^ s marshes to look more closel7f into the 
open-water requirement. Sooter (1941) found 449 coot (Fulica 
americana) nests on San f^ een Slou^  in 1936 and 1937 to av­
erage 17.7 yards from open water, and he emphasized the necess­
ity for open water in coot nesting habitat. In 1939 Scott and 
Dever (1940) experimented with dynamiting in marshes as a 
means of creating this needed interspersion where it was lack­
ing. And finally Low (1945, p- 53), in his report on the red-
head (Nypoca americana), stated that "interspersion of the 
nesting cover with small areas of open water was one of the 
most decisive factors that determined the distribution of 
nests and the degree of cover utilization of nesting cover." 
In response to these leads from Unit workers, the writer's 
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research was aimed specifically at investigating cover-water 
interspersion in marshes and establishing the most likely 
techniques to maintain its adequacy. 
It is significant that this subject was broijght to the 
attention of biologists in drought years. In Iowa and the 
other prairie states and provinces in general, the great breed­
ing grounds of North American waterfowl, there were many 
marshes that contained solid cover stands with little or no 
open water. It was noted that such marshes were of little 
use to waterfowl, \!&ij they were not opened up naturally and 
the wisdom of opening them up artificially needed to be deter­
mined. The years of excessive rainfall since 1941 have demon­
strated that at various times the same marshes may occur as 
solid cover^ , as open water without cover, or again as broken 
cover exhibiting apparently adequate interspersion. It was 
obvious that there was a succession of cover-water phases oc­
curring naturally and with discernible reasons. Hie problem 
then required an explanation of this phenomenon with a view 
to determining which of the causative factors involved could 
be so controlled as to minimize the fluctuations in cover 
interspersion about the desired mean. 
The exact nature of the open water requirement was also 
in need of definition. If this property in marsh covers is 
considered an "environmental factor" in the common understand­
ing of that term, it must be classed as one of the more in-
/ tangible sudi factors, determined in the habitat by a complex 
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interplay of physical and bio tic influences and reacting upon 
the bii'ds as much through psychological as through physiolog­
ical pfpocesses. It may be compared with the so-called "edge 
effect'* in the ecology of uplaixi game, a factor v/hich, hov/evop 
important, still remains most difficult of complete explana­
tion. 
In an environment as complex a® that of a marsh, no one 
factor can be evaluated without weiring its influence against 
that of all factors. Other factors associated, either commonly 
or invariably, with it may be as much, more, or less limiting 
than the one factor in determining utilization of cover for 
nesting, This consideration has led the investigation into a 
scrutiny of all factors bearing on the problem of nest location 
and on the problem of cover utilization by marsh-nesting birds. 
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DESCRIPTION OP STUDY AREAS 
The Ruthven Area (Fig. 1) has toeen described by so many 
of the workers in the Iowa Cooperative Wildlife Research Unit 
that it need not be described here in detail. The moat tborough 
depiction of the area is contained in Hayden's (1943a) acco^ mt 
of the region's flora. Though observations were made through­
out the area, the interspersion studies were carried on almost 
entirely on two publie-shooting areas of the Iowa State Con­
servation Commission, namely I>ewey*s Pasture and the Oppedahl 
Tract. 
Dewey«s Pasture (Fig. 2) is a prairie relict of rolling 
upland grassland with shallow ponds in its umny hollows. Its 
402 acres border Mud Lake on the north. It lies on the eastern 
edge of a high peninsula separating Smith's Slough, on the 
west, from the extensive East Mud Lake Slough, on the east. 
To facilitate an understanding of its contained marshes, the 
area is considered as comprising five minor watersheds desig­
nated A, B, C, D, and E (Fig. 2). All ponds are numbered from 
the lower end of each watershed* The area of each watershed, 
as of 1947, is given in Table I. The major ponds in each water­
shed, except E, are more or less in connection, depending on 
water levels« Lov/ dams have been built at the outlets of pond 
systems A, b, and 0. By 1941 the existing wooden dams were 
all in disrepair. In the fall of that year new earth-fill 
dams were erected below ponds B-1, C-1, and G-J8. Nothing v/as 
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done about the dam at A-1, and by 1947 it was completely under­
mined and by-passed by the waters of tJie large -watershed. 
Table I« Disposition of Land and Water in Dewey* s Pasture 
Area in acres Ratio of watershed 
Watershed Total State-owned Upland i^ ond® to poM 
System A 384.7 140.4 344.8 39.9 9.6 t 1 
System B 73.2 73.2 59.7 33.5 2.2 ; 1 
System C 57.7 57.7 31.5 26,2 2.2 : 1 
System D 67.8 42.7 25,1 
System E 63.9 6S.9 63.7 0.2 
Total 403^ 0 124.9 
®The small isolated ponds of Systems A to B are not included. 
Watersheds B and C are wholly within Dewey's Pasture. They 
have very low land-to-water ratios, Vi/hen they overflow their 
dams, the effluent has but a few feet to rim before joining the 
waters of Mud Lake. Watershed A extends far beyond Dewey's 
Pasture and its ponds are fed by two tils drains (Fig, 54) in 
addition to a small creek. The land-to-water ratio is large 
enough that rains of moderate Intensity quickly raise the water 
levels in the ponds, ®iere is frequently a perceptibl© current 
from pond to pond (Fig. 55), and the impounded waters are usu­
ally turbid where emergent vegetation is absent. Pond D-1 in 
the eastern part of the Pasture is essentially an ©mbayment of 
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Mud Lake, separated from the lake in Bewej^ s Pastxire by a long 
and very narrow sandspit extending eastward from a hi^  bluff 
overlooking the lake at the exit of watershed C. Its water level 
is almost always continuous with that of the lake. The lowest 
points between systems D and G, systems C and B, and systems 
B and A are all less than six inches above the controlling dams. 
Since the depth of most of tbese ponds is nearly unifoiro it 
is suggested that they must have been, recently, ©idDayments of 
a larger and deeper Mud Laljs. 
All of De¥ifey*s Pasture drains eventually into Trumbull 
Lake and thence to the Little Sious River and the Missoixri. 
Watershed A empties into Smith's Slough directly, the other 
watersheds drain into the same slough by way of Mijd Lake, Smith's 
Slou^  lies between the latter and Trumbiill Lake. 
The Oppedahl Tract is an area of 97 acres containing an 
83-acre portion of East Mud i>ake Slou^ . Situated in the upper 
part of the basin, it is mostly a sedge marsh. Pig, 3 shows 
the outline of this tract of marsh. The v/ide channel north of 
the island is a broadening of the creek that enters the area 
from the northeast and constitutes the main inlet of the Mud 
Lake basin extending westward of the tract. South of the 
Oppedahl Tracts East Mud Lake Slough extends to Lost Island 
Lake from which it is separated by a high, sandy barrier. The 
Oppedahl Tract is therefore not a physiographical unit, but 
irarely a small fragment of a large marsh area east of the same 
Mud Lake which borders Dewey*s Pasture a mile away. 
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IKVESTIGATIOU MEEIODS 
Dynamiting Methods 
Blasting procediu'es will "be discussed in detail in the 
chapter on marsh blasting. 
Physical Measurements 
•Many types of physical measurements of the environment 
were made in this study. Most of these need no explanation, 
as they are standard procedures. Three types, however, need 
a few explanatory remarks. 
Sections of clearings 
Profile cross-sections of the dynamited clearings were 
made in two wayso The first method consisted of stretching 
a carpenter^ a line across the clearing and at right angles to 
its main axis. !Ehis line was tied to long, sturdy poles and 
was drawn level with a carpenter's line-level. Using either 
foldirig rale or yardstick, measurements from this line to the 
ground were then taken at foot intervals along the line. From 
two to four such sets of measurements were taken at each clear' 
ing in order to obtain an average. All profile measurements 
were computed above or below the mean marsh level, which was 
the average elevation of the ground surface at the site of the 
clearing. !Ehe second method was sounding throu^  ice when the 
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site was inundated in winter. In this instance the depth 
readings throu^  the ice were taken along the main axis of 
idle clearing in parallel lines. The average of each line 
of readings was then employed in constrtacting the average 
profile. Again the readings were computed in terms of ele­
vation "below or above mean marsh level at the site of the 
clearing. These two methods were used as eheclcs one upon 
the otiier# Ihe final profiles (S'igs* 25 to 28) depicted in 
this treatise were then as accurate as could be determined 
under the circumstances in the field. 
¥^ ater levels 
All measureji^ nts of water levels were taken directly in 
the field and correlated v/ith elevations of dam-spillways 
where these were present or expressed in terms of elevations 
below or above mean marsh level at the site involved. Contours 
within ponds and marshes were in most instances drawn from 
water-depth readings correlated with dam elevations or other 
base elevations. Water levels were employed in every way 
possible in the determination of bottom elevations. 
Soil borings 
Soil borings were taken with a six-foot,screw-type soil 
auger, '^ Oierever possible and whenever time permitted, the 
borings were taken the full 72 inches. Vfiiere hard substrates 
existed at depths less than this, borings were at least down 
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to their level. Since all tests were in marsh soils, the 
various soil types imearthed were placed into a very few 
categories! muck, peat, clay, sand, etc. ¥o elaborate 
analysis of the soils was made, since the main purpose of 
all soil borings was for determination of two factors only, 
the depth of muck or peat, and the distance to hard substrates 
where less than 72 inches belo?/ the surface. 
Botanical Study Methods 
Cover mapping 
®ae outlines of marshes and ponds mapped were drawn from 
aerial photographs. The vegetation was then mapped by trav­
ersing the marshes in several directions and pacing off di­
mensions of individual plant growths. Reasonable accuracy was 
possible with this crude method because the areas concerned 
were so small. In many cases it was possible to further check 
these cover maps by comparing them with the niimerous transects 
described below. 
Transects 
Vegetation transects were taken from the high-water mark 
(Poa line) to the deep open water in many of the ponds in 
Dewey^ s Pasture. Horizontal measurements were taken with a 
100-foot tape. Vertical measurements were taken with a yard­
stick, using for a base either the actual water level or a 
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carpenter*s line made level with a line level. The finished 
transect presented a profile of the emergent vegetation which 
was drawn to scale and vshich furnished data for plant and 
water-depth correlations, bottom gradient studies, and suc­
cession studies (Fig. 4). 
Germination studies 
A special investigation of germination amongaaergent 
plant species was made in Smith's Slough in the fall of 1946, 
The principal technique applied was the taking of seedling 
sampleis for density and distribution analysis, Coimts of 
seedlings were made within a square-foot sampling frame of 
wire. At 116 stations, distributed throu^ out the slou^  
where old emergent growth did not occur, the frame was tossed 
at random nine times for square-foot seedling counts. In this 
manner each station represented a composite square yard: nine 
square-foot samples distributed approximately over one-tenth 
acre. The results were then correlated with the previously 
existing vegetation as mapped by Low {1941a), with bottom 
contours obtained in the way described above, with the rela­
tive amounts of silt and organic matter, and with the rate of 
recess?.on in water table, 
Nest distribution study methods 
All nests were located by the simple method of frequent 
traverses of the nesting terrain. Ihis was done systemstical3.y 
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so that no area was left uninspected. The search was con­
ducted in the early morning hours mostly and advantage was 
taken of all the aids given in the reports of other investi­
gators of marsh nests. The location of the nest was spotted 
on a cover map of the marsh being explored. If no adequate 
reference points or landmarks existed in the field to aid in 
refinding the nest, a stick was driven into the ground at some 
distance frcm the nest. IJesting information was kept on es­
pecially designed field forms. The investigator carried at 
all times a clip-board on which were clipped cover maps of the 
covered areas and a supply of these field forms. 
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FACTORS EODIFTING COTOR PROPERTIES 
Primary Factors 
The relationship between birds and marsh cover consti­
tutes a biotic association, and in the broadest sense all bi-
otic associations are products of climate. influence of 
climate on marsh cover and its utilization by birds is mani­
fested through the medium of geological and meteorological 
effects on the habitat. These ars primary factors, so distin­
guished because they are altogether beyond man's control. 
Factor 1. Geology 
The geology of the two counties enclosing the Ruthven 
Area has been written by Mac^ ide (1901, 1905). The feature "6^  
of import to this discussion is that the foundation Creta­
ceous sandstones are buried under the accumulated deposits of 
four glaciationss Nebraskan, Kansan, lowan (Early Wisconsin), 
and Mankato (Late Wisconsin), The terminal morainal drift of 
the latter, consisting of boulders, ^ avel, silt, and clay, 
forms the surface topography of the area. 
Effects on basin topography. The surface topography is 
gently undulating. Hills and ridges rise 150 to 200 feet above 
the valleysJ lake and marsh basins extend below the valley 
floors two to 16 feet. (Haese basins characteristically have 
low shore gradients, because of the low hill slopes, and flat 
bottoms attributable to heavy siltation. There is considerable 
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variation in shore gradients, though within narrow limits. 
In the ponds of Dewey*s Pasture, gradients to the two foot 
depth varj from 0° 59' to S® 49*. There are no exceptions 
among the shallow marsh basins to the rule of very flat bot~ 
toms. Since most of the marshes studied have been dammed, 
the basins here considered are the areas below the controlling 
elevations of these dams» 
Effects on substrates, Marsh substrates are the product 
of upland erosion and organic acciimulations, possibly modified 
by juxtaposition with foundation clays deposited by the Kansan 
glaciation ("blue clay") or currently deposited and compacted 
("?/iesenboden clay"), Soil borings in the Oppedahl Tract in 
1941 revealed a blue clay underlying the peat at depths roughly 
proportional to distance from upland„ The average gradient of 
this hardpan is 25 yards per foot or 0® 46*. At the shore­
line ifc is never less than two feet down. In the ponds of 
Dewey's Pasture, the mucks are underlain by a coarse, hetero­
geneous, and very hard substrate with a matrix of clay. This 
stratum is quite uniformly vrlthin three feet of the ground 
sijrface and in a fev/ places within one foot. When penetrated 
by blasting in 1941 it was seen to contain much gravel, sand, 
and molluscan shells, some large boulders, and some pieces of 
petrified wood. This substrate is probably of Wiesenboden 
clays. 
The superficial layers of these marsh soils are the "mud" 
in which subterranean parts of emergent plants are imbedded. 
la 
In the siiallow basins of the Ruthven Area this mud ranges f3?om 
silts of varying organic content to pure organic soils. The 
silt is deposited "by water currents or directly by run-off 
from adjacent slopes. In any case it is the product or erosion 
of rich upland loams and is consequently a more or leas cal­
careous silt. It is deepest, least organic, and fastest depos­
ited in those basins through which course water currents {e.g» 
Barringer*s Slou^  and Trumbull Lake) and in those parts of 
basins bounded by steep slopes (e.g. north and northeastern 
portions of Mud Lake). Organic matter, a product of dead plant 
accumulation, is incorporated in the silts in varying fractions. 
Where the proportion of organic matter exceeds that of silt, 
the soil is classified as organic and is either peat or muck. 
Where the deposition rate of plant remains is greater than the 
rate of decay or if anaerobic conditions prevail to prevent 
decay, the resulting acciamulation of recognizable plant remains 
is peat| where the plant remains are thorou^ ly decayed, the 
homogeneous deposit is muck. "Eie shallow basins of the Ruthven 
Area typically have bottoms of peat and mack with varying eon-
tents of silt, rather than vice versa. 
Effects on water turbidity* The suspended sediments, which 
make waters turbid, are the silts and clays eventually deposited 
to form the substratum. Since length of suspension is inversely 
proportional to the size of particle, it follows that the up­
land loams, which predominate in the Ruthven Area, increase the 
turbidity of the local waters by contributing throu^  erosion 
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sediments in wiiich the minute particles, silts and clays, 
predominate. 
Factor 2. Weather 
The climate of Iowa is characterized as suh-humid (Bus~ 
sell 1932) and as of the extreme midcontinental type (U,S*b.A» 
1941), "bespeaking great irregularity. Mean annual precipita­
tion since 1889 (TJ.S.W.B.) has average 30.89 inches and varied 
from 19,89 to 43«?2 inches. Of the average mean, 22,05 inches 
or 71 percent occurred in the warm season, April to September. 
The annual temperature for the same period has varied from 
44,8® F. to 53.2® F. and averaged 48,5° P. The winters are 
severej the January average temperature for the state is 18° F. 
and the annual snowfall averages about SO inches. The July 
average teiEjjerature is 74® F« The average annual relative 
humidity for the hours 7 a,m. to 7 p.m. is 72 percent. As 
compared with these statewide averages, northwestern loim gen­
erally has lower temperatures and less precipitation. Pre­
cipitation data for Spencer, 10 miles west of the Ruthven Area, 
are given in 2!able IX. 
The most noticeable property of precipitation is seen to 
be its irregularity, 5!he range of annual means for Iowa bridges 
the scope from semi~arid to humid, according to Russell"s (1932) 
definitions. In the sub-humid lands, including Iowa, from one 
to 10 years out of 20 are likely to be so deficient in rainfall 
as to be designated dry or semi-arid (Russell 1932). The 
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Table II. Precipitation Data for Spencer, Iowa, 1920 to 1946. 
(1) Deviations from mean annual precipitation 
THcHei " Deviation ~ indies I>eviation 
Prxaft'i-n. Tn(>>1 ftss  ^ r* . T¥%."»>>osi ® Year eeip I dies % Year Preeip, inelies -a "" /O 
1920 33.29 •f 5.42 19,6 1936 23.26 - 4.61 16.6 
1921 22,86 tm 5.01 18.1 1937 33»75 4- 6,88 21.1 
1922 26.89 - 0.98 3.5 1938 38.19 flO.32 37.0 
1923 25»55 - 2.32 8.3 1939 23.26 - 4.61 16,6 
1924 23.86 wm 4.01 14.4 1940 26,49 - 1.38 5,0 
1925 24.07 ~ 3.SO 13,6 1941 34.21  ^6.34 22.8 
1926 32.65 4- 4.78 17.2 1942 30.92 •5- 3.05 11.0 
1927 27.23 - 0,64 2.3 1943 31.60 - 3,73 13.4 
1928 27.15 „ 0,72 2.6 1944 33.71 4-5,84 21.0 
1929 23,71 - 4.?.^  15.0 1945 26.35 - 1,52 5.5 
1930 21.61 6.26 24.6 1946 26,98 - 0.89 3.2 
1931 30.23 4- 2.36 8.5 
1932 25.04 •mi 2.83 9,0 
1933 23.33 <•» 4.54 16.3 
1934 27.66 - 0.21 0.8 
1935 28.47 0.60 2.2 
average 27.87 3.24 11,63 
masimmi 38 a 19 flO.32 f37.0 
minimum - 6.26 -24.6 
range 16.58 16,58 61.6 
(2) Deviations from mean montlily precipitation 
Inches Aver. Deviation Inches Aver. Dev. 
Month Mean Inches % Month Mean Inches <K 
January 0.8 0,46 58 July 3,4 1.37 40 
Pebrtiary 0.9 0,35 39 August 3,6 1.38 38 
March 1.3 0,49 37 September 3.7 1.81 49 
April 2.8 1.23 44 October 1.7 0.71 42 
May 3,8 1.39 37 Hoveraber 1.4 0.73 52 
June 4.2 1.85 43 December 0.9 0.45 50 
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magnitude ot departures from tlx© wean precipitation is the 
•bejst measure of irregularity in this climatic element. In 
Spencer, the average amual departure from the mean for 27 
years (1920 to 1946) was 3«24 inches or 12 percent of the 
mean. It is also significant that (l) in the three-way an-
mial breakdown shown in Pig. 5 the greatest departure from 
mean was for the May to July period, and (2) the July average 
departure was 40 percent of the mean, Sie meaning of these 
facts to cover and cover utilization will be brought out 
later. 
The irregularity of precipitation in this region is not 
limited to o^rt-tiuie fluctuations but can be demonstrated 
equally as a long-time trend. The climate of the entire world 
has fluctuated greatly in the 40,000 years since the beginning 
of the recession of the last continental glaciers» Whether 
these climatic swings constituted cycles in tiie sense of 
rhythmical occurrence of periods of maximum and loinimum pre­
cipitation is open to much debate. Russell (1941, p. 92), 
after quoting one researcher as having compiled a list of 
more than 50 "climatic cycles" varying in length from a few 
days to nearly two centiiries, concludess "Kiou^  firm advo­
cates of climatic cycles will sharply disagree, such facts as 
we possess today neither definitely demonstrate nor disprove 
the existence of any real cycle". Such climatic variability 
as has been observed may be explained as resulting wholly from 
random fluctuations." 
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Haether or not precipitation can be called cyclical Is 
immaterial actually^  since this is not synonymous with, magni­
tude of fluctuations. And tiie magnitude of fluctuations from 
both short-time and long-time standpoints is manifestly great 
on the prairie. Precipitation in the Ruthven Area, as else­
where on the prairie, is preeminently erratic. 
Effects on water levels. The erractic nature of rainfall 
on the prairie results in erratic ^ yater levels in the marshes. 
In the Ruthven Area poor drainage accentuates this effect. It 
is not likely that precipitation and water levels are anywhere 
"directly proportional, for too many intervening factors pre­
clude an insnediate expression of rainfall in water level fluc­
tuation. 'Hhe fraction of the precipitation which is delivered 
to a ponded area varies with the physical nature of the water­
shed, It can be reduced" to this formula; 
A 
S r  ~B^ (F- (Ue^t ) )  
where S is the surplus precipitation delivered to a ponded area, 
A is the watershed area, B the ponded area, P the precipitation, 
1 the interception of rainfall, e the evaporation from the 
ground, and t the transpiration from the vegetati'ye cover. S 
is actually a compound of surface run-off plus water percolating 
to water table and thence to ponded area. An of iaiese factors, 
except the ratio of watershed to pond area, are variables, and 
interception, evaporation, and transpiration are difficult of 
determination. Since the relation of watershed-basin ratio to 
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water levels is direct, comparisons of water level reactions 
to precipitation on tliis basis are feasible. Thus in system 
B of ponds in Dewey's Pasture (Fig, 2)^  where the ar«a ratio 
is 2tlt a r©insto3?ra might be expected to raise the water levels 
only one-fifth as much as it would in the ponds of system & 
where the area ratio is 10;1»- These computations.naturally 
apply only to ponded areas without outlets. Although many of 
the basins in the Ruthven ikcea do have outlets, these drainage-
ways, tinder original conditionsj, have so little gradient and 
so little water-carrying capacity (Fig. 55) that the ponded 
areas remain in the poorly-drained categc^ y. Prime evidence 
of this is the fact that water has been known to flow two ways 
in many of the more important channels of the area. The small, 
isolated ponds in Bewey^ s Pasture tjrpify the totally undrained 
basins, "kettle-hoies," which occur commonly on the Wisconsin 
drift. 
The reflection of precipitation on marsh water levels in 
the Ruthven Area breaks down completely during the summer months, 
always excepting intense rainfalls. Marsh water levels drop 
steadily from late May to September, and current precipitation 
merely halts temporarily the continuing decline* Fig. 6 shows 
that the water level in Barringer^ s Slou^  in 1946 receded at 
an average rate of one inch per week from late May to late 
August. The total water level recession was 17 inches for this 
period of three months, but the rainfall data for Spencer shoff 
a rainfall deficiency for the period of only 2,9 inches, while 
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the Estherville (20 miles north) data give an excess of 0,5 
inches. It is particularly significant that during the month 
of June the water level fell 5 inches in spite of excesses of 
0.8 inch in May and 0,6 inch in June for Spencer and 2,4 and 
2»6 inches respectively in Estherville. !I?his summer decline 
in water levels coincides with the period of plant transpira­
tion, It also coincides with the recession of ground-water 
table which has been d®ionstrated in all parts of the United 
States to be correlated with the growing season. 
First, it will be noted that the depletion of ground­
water during the growing season is quite regular, and 
seems to be little affected by moderate rains. It 
requires a storm of considerable magnitude to cause a 
replenishment of ground-water during the growing season. 
... A rain of moderate proportions in November or 
. December, after the dormant period has begun, causes a 
relatively great rise of ground water. (Cullings 1936, 
p. 360) 
QJhe majority of water basins on the Wisconsin drift area are 
ground-water ponds, 3-n which the water level is generally a 
function of the ground-water table, ©lis all points to transpi­
ration of plants, both in the marsh and outside of it, as the 
basic cause of the summer decline of water levels in the marshes 
under study. 
The fact that a summer recession of water levels is more 
or less assured Indicates that the important water level in 
marsh ecology is that prevailing at the outset of the growing 
season for marsh emergent plants and i2ie nest-establishment season 
for marsh birds, which coincide. The ground-water table in 
May is at its annual higii in sub-humid regions of the United 
States, This, in combination with spring run-off and precipi-
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tatioa in April and May, will largely determine tiie May v/ater 
levels, and consequently tlie v/ater levels tliroijgliout t3ae eura-
mer. In Spencer 23 percent of the annual precipitation occurs 
in April and May, hut the average deviations from mean precip­
itation for these two months are 44 percent and 57 percent, 
respectively. Hence the variation from year to year in May 
water levels. Because the period of heavy precipitation comes 
generally after the beginning of the transpiration period in 
the prairie provinces of Canada, the spring and suramer water 
levels there are altogether dependent on spring run-off, as 
observed in Saskatchewan by Furniss (1938), 
The rapid rises in water levels, which have such disastrous 
effects on marsh nests, are caused by intense rainfall. Ex­
pected frequencies of intense rainfall in Iowa have been plotted 
on a graph by Mavis and Earnell (1935), from which examples 
compiled in Table III v/ere derived. Unfortunately, the period 
Table III. Expected frequencies of intense rainfall in Iowa® 
Rainfall 
intensity 
To be ex­
pected 
once in; 
iialnfall 
intensity 
To "be ex-
peeted 
once in: 
2" in 1 hour 5 years 
si-" in 1 day 5 years 
4" in 2 days 5 years 
si"" in S hours 10 years 
4" in 1 da y 10 ye ars 
5" in S days 
4i" in 1 day 
5 in 1 day 
6" in 2 days 
10 years 
20 years 
30 years 
30 years 
®Based on graph in Mavis and Karnell (1935) 
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of most frequent intense rainfall in Iowa coincides with the 
peak of the nesting season, June (U.S.D.A. 1937). Kiese facts 
demonstrate well the magnitude of flooding hazard to nesting 
hirds of Iowa marshes. 
Effects on water currents^  Winds not only agitate waters 
"but also set up currents in hodies of otherwise still waters. 
In Iowa northwest winds prevail in winter, but from April to 
October southerly winds predominate with great regularity; 
April is the windiest month and August the least windy {U.S.D.A. 
1941). As a result of tiiaws and rainfall at a time of hi^  
rxm-off and of high ground-water tables, marsh water levels 
are usually at their highest in April. The high winds of that 
month probably create important water movements independent of 
currents due to gravitational flow. 
Effects on water turbidity. Rain and winds are the prime 
determinants of water turbidity. Intense rainfall, particularly, 
causes the heavy run-off (U.S.D.A, 1937) 'wdiich carries the top-
soil into the basins. This topsoil contains a large percentage 
of the finer particles T^ fiiich cause water turbidity. By agitat­
ing shallow waters, winds may return into suspension particles 
already deposited in the substratum and thus bring about tur­
bidity, Since both hi^  winds and heavy rainfall come in the 
late spring months, the marsh waters of the Ruthven Area are 
usually most turbid at that time of the year. Readings of tur­
bidity taken in May 1947 (Table IV) are probably typical for 
that season. They were greatest wherever water was in motion, 
and least in the shelter of cover. 
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Table IV. Seechl Bisc Visibilities in Waters of th.e Rutinren 
Area, May 2 and 3, 1947 
' """ ~ Visibility Visibility 
Location in Inches Location in Inchea 
Smithes Slou^  
Center of channel 8 
South of channel 13 
South of west island 8 
Center of M bay 16 
Mouth of W bay 12 
Mud Lake 
Above dam 5 
Off Dewey*s Pasture 5 
Oppedahl Tract 
Channel 10 
Marsh 16 
Dewey's Pas tur e 
Pond A-1 13 
A-3 IS 
A-4 9 to 13 
Dewey's Pasture 
Pond A-5 
A-7 
A-8 
A~9 
A-10 
A-12 
B-1 
B-2 
B"3 
B-4 
B-5 
0-2 
c-s 
G-6 
D-1 
IB-I^  
15 
7 
244-
8 to 12 
9 
22f 
IBf 
22 
214-
18f 
22f 
18f 
184-
24 to 26 
Intermediate Factors 
In this category are placed those factors that have only 
minor influences on the primary ones of climate or on the 
utilization of cover with which this study is concerned. They 
occupy intermediate positions in the chain of influences between 
the two. 
Factor Basin topography 
The all-important direct factor of water depth is obviously 
so 
a fimction of 1393131 topography and Ti?ater levels« As a factor 
In the ecology of marsh blomes, hasin topography has not re­
ceived attention commensurate with its importance. Shore 
a^dients in combination with water level determine the zona~ 
tion of emergent communities, their succession, and their 
relative areas within the cover zone. 
Effects on water depth* She distribution of water depths 
in marshes is dependent on the bottom or shore gradients of 
the bssin« An analysis of 51 vegetation transects in the ponds 
of Dewey* s Pasture, taken in 1946, gives this information ou 
shore gradients of thiserea; 
(1) The first foot of depth has an average bottom gradi­
ent of 3®, the second foot has an average gradient of 1° 30*, 
and iHae first two feet together average 2° of gradient. 
(2) Gradients down to the two-foot depth vary among ponds 
from 0® 59' to 3® 49* j among the pond systems, the average 
varies from 1° 54* (system A) to 2° 10' (system C). 
(3) Gradients at the one-to-two foot depths, which are 
the sritical ones from cover standpoint in this area, vary 
among ponds from an average of 0° 33' (pond B-4) to 3° 35* 
(^ nd B-8); among pond systems they vary from 1® 30* (system G) 
to'l° 38* (system A). 
Ihere is, therefore, great variation in bottom gradients 
in these ponds. In general the bottom slopes correspond with 
the sa.0pes of the upland above them, ©lis means that deeper 
waters are closer to upland when the slope of the latter is 
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sfceep, and in tarn the width, of the emergent zone is rou^ ly 
inversely proportional to the slope of the "botinding upland. 
Effects on cover types* Althou^  the vegetation tran­
sects in Dewey*s Pasture were intended primarily to Investi­
gate plant succession as related to water depth, they revealed 
a certain direct influence of "bottom gradient on cover types 
which could be of far-reaching importance; the less the bot­
tom gradient, the hi^ er upshore tSie deep-water ©mergents® oc­
curred (Pig. 7). Stated differently, deep-water emergent 
plants occurred in shalloinrer water as the bottom gradient de­
creased. At least two probably causes of this reaction can be 
considered. First, the coarser soils brought into the basins 
by erosion of adjacent slopes are deposited at the edge of the 
basins and the finer silts gravitate toward the deeper portions. 
Given, therefore, a stated amount of sediment entering a basin, 
the coarser soil deposition reaches to lesser depths with" 
lesser bottom gradients, leaving finer soils for deep-water 
emergent growth at higher* ^ evations in the basin. Second, 
the subsurface water table of late summer comes into the basin 
at a gradient generally much lower than the bottom gradient 
(!I?olman 1937, p. 232). Ground waters undoubtedly enter the 
basins above the hardpan. !Sie average bottom gradient at the 
one to two foot depths is 1° 30* in the ponds of Dewey's Pasture, 
whereas, the hardpan gradient is too slight to measure. In the 
Oppedahl Tract, the hardpan gradient, under steep slopes, 
averages only 0° 46*. The late summer ground-water table must 
See page 70 for cover classification. 
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tiien approximate a low bottom gradient more than a high one 
and thus brings the "capillary fringe" closer to the surface 
at the one to two foot depth levels. This may allow deep-
water emergents to withstand receding water tables at hi^ er 
elevations in the basin where the bottom gradient is low. 
These relationships are illustrated in Fig. 8. 
In investigating the biology of Ceratophyllum in West 
Okoboji Lake (lowa), Jones (1929) noted a correlation bet?re©n 
degree of gradient of substratum slop© and the distribution of 
this submerged aquatic plants His diagrams show the sams re­
lationship as here di&cussed, i.e. laie width of the Cerato­
phyllum zone was greater on low gradients and reached to higher 
elevations in the basin. 22iis is particularly remarkable since 
the coontail (Ceratophylluta demersum) is a rootless plant* Hd 
also found that (p. 44) "the inner or shoreward margin of the 
zone is more variable than the outer margin in both depth and 
distance from shore." This also is indicated in the Dewey's 
Pasture transects, Jones traced the influence of bottom gradi­
ent on CeratophyllxAm through the correlated factors of wind, 
wave action, and turbidity# In the case of rooted emergent 
aquatics, the botto.m gradient influence is probably edaphic in 
nature. 
Factor 4. Water levels 
Besides determining v/ater depths, water levels also influ­
ence directly gravitational water currents. 
e' 
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Effects on water depths. dependence of water depths 
on water levels is too obvious to discuss. It need only "b© 
stated that the two are not synonymous. Water level affects 
associated factors in the erwironment other than \^ ter depths 
and is therefcsEre higher in the chain of influences. 
Effects on water currents» Water currents may be divided 
into wind-driven currents, discussed above, and gravitational 
currents such as occur in streams. In impoimded waters, deep 
or shallow, gravitational currents are proportional in velocity 
to the gradient of the water level# Even in marshes ordinarily 
thou^ t of as still waters, there occurs perceptible water cur­
rents with rising water levels. As long as the impoundment 
does not overflow, there is a gradual reduction in current 
velocity from inlet to dam or outlet barrier* When the water 
flows freely out of the bssin, the current velocity may be uni­
form from inlet to outlet. 
Factor 5, Water turbidity 
Causes and effects of water turbidity actually ramify 
through the entire chain of influences on distribution of cover 
and its properties. It may be influenced by water currents, 
substratum, muskrats, and bottom foragers such as carp and 
other rou^ i fish, in addition to geology and weather, as already 
indicated. In turn, it may influence water depth, substratum, 
gemination, cover density, and probably other factcrs. In 
this treatise it will be considered only as it modifies the 
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effects on plants of water depth. 
Bffects on light penetration. By reducing; li^ t pene­
tration, water turbidity proportionally reduces the depth 
tolerances of any aquatic plant carrying on photosynthesis 
under water. "Uhls fact has been well demonstrated (Meyer et 
al. 1943). The significance to cover types will be discussed 
under the treatment of vrater depth as a factor in coTer prop­
erties . 
Factor 6. Water currents 
In the ecology of marsh covers water currents act chiefly 
throu^  their influence on substratum and germination. 
Slffeets on substratum* Moving waters carry in suspension 
soil particles of siise proportional to the cube of their ve­
locity. As the velocity decreases finer and finer soil par­
ticles are precipitated to form the substratum. In a marsh, 
gravitational currents occur in two velocity gradients. Ve­
locity is greatest in the center of the channel and dimini^ es 
away from it. ¥i?hen there is no overflow the velocity is great­
est at the inlet end and diminishes toward the outlet end. 
It can therefore be expected that the area of heaviest silt 
deposition will be a wedge entering the basin from the upper 
end. In the course of, or subsequent to, initial deposition 
silts may be shifted by wind-driven currents, llhis may create 
a third gradient of silt deposition determined by prevailing 
winds, and modified by indentations of the shore line (Pearsall 
1920). 
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Effects on germination* Seeds of emergent plants are 
disseminated in many ways, but probably tlie most frequently 
employed agent of dissemination is the water Itself, In 
their distribution by moving waters seeds may not differ raach 
from soil particles, as described above. The cornnion occurrence 
of large burreed (Sparganium euryoarpma) and river bulru^  
(Sclrpus fluviatilis) along marsh channels in the Ruthven Area 
may not be simply a rheotropic phenomenon. It is jisare likely 
that their seeds, which are among the largest and densest 
within their taxonomic groups, were deposited along the chan­
nels for the same reason that coarser silts were, Siis sug­
gests further that the cca?relation of emergent plant distribu­
tion and substratum may be considerably influenced by coter­
minous deposition of seeds and soil by water currents. In this 
connection it is interesting to note that the eit®rgent plants 
dominating the rapidly silting river ^ ou^ s of Illinois are 
pe»^(T^ jgn 
American lotus (Helumbo lutea), river bulrush^  rice cutgrass 
(Leersia oryzoides), wild millet (Echinochloa crus-galli), 
I )'} e- u, f'i i 
marsh smartweed (Polygon-um Mta^ lenbergii), and large burreed. 
It seems more than coincidental that everyone of these species 
produces among the largest and most dense seeds within its 
genus or family. Water currents may therefore influence cover 
types of selective deposition of seeds as well as silts. 
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Factor 7. Substrates 
Kiere is relati-vely little variation in bottom soil 
types in the Ruthven marshes. Except for tiie larger 
lakes, not studied here, the bottoms everywhere are mud with 
varying proportions of silt and organic matter, The structure 
of marsh soils is a reflection of their cc»nposition and de­
position, Hayden (1946, p. 5-6) gave a good comparison of 
structures in silty and organic soilsj 
®ie soil of Mud Lake in contrast with that of Trumbull 
is black with organic material derived from many gen­
erations of deposited aqtuatic fl<jra. Its peaty char­
acter enables it to retain moisture. It has a dou^ -
like texture and permits one attempting to walk on the 
surface to sink.. Its surface, listening with moisture, 
has no cracks in it, though much of the area has been 
free of water for about a month. Bie soil of Trumbull 
Lake as it dries has a gray silty aspect In most 
of the area revealed, the compact soil is soon traversed 
with deep fissures about two inches wide, Hhougjh 
the water table rose in the cracks to within three 
inches of the surface, the fissured surface was firm 
and supported the weight of a person with scarcely a 
foot print visible. 
Soil types directly affect cover types in the marsh and germi­
nation of emergent plants, 
Effects on cover types. Differences in proportional amount 
of silt (mostly calcareous) and organic matter (peat) account 
for nearly all soil Influence on emergent covers, for the amount 
and composition of rooted aquatic vegetation depends almost en­
tirely on the quantity and composition of silt and an. the 
organic content of the substratum (Pearsall 1917-18, 1920). 
i^ ong the gross manifestations of bottom soil composition in 
the Rutaiven Area marshes may be mentioned the predominance of 
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river "bulrush, cattails (Typha sppe), and large "burreed on more 
heavilj silted bottoms and tlie predominance of aoft-steaaaed 
bulrush (Scirpus validus), hard-stemmed bulrusii (Soirpus acutus), 
lake sedge (Carex laeuatris), and river grass (^ luminea festu-
oaeea) on peatier bottoms. 
Trampling by stock or vehicles at low water stages may 
compress the soil to the e^ ctent that even after years of higji 
water, these areas remain largely free of emergent cover. Old 
eattle trails and tractor tracks have been observed to create 
in this manner "pseudo-channels" in marshes, a form of inter-
spers ion. 
Marsh substrates are generally coKcelated with the chemistry 
of their superimposed waters. The marsh waters of the Ruthven 
Area are uniformly on the alkaline side of neutrality (Hayden 
1943b, 1946), and none are known to be saline, 33iis, together 
with the long demonstrated fact that rooted a<iuatic plants de­
rive their nutrient ions from the substratum rather than from 
the water (Pond 1905), suggests doubt that floral diversifica­
tion could be demonstrated as a response to the chemistry of 
waters. A possible exception mi^ t be the distribution of 
broad-leaved cattail (Typha latifolia), which according to God­
win and Bharucha{l932} occurs under partly stagnation conditions. 
The blanket algae (mostly Cladophoraceae) •which so completely 
mantle Barringer^ s Slough in the summer, by disturbing the 
normal O2 / COg balance, may have much to do with the abundance 
there of broad-leaved cattail. 
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Efrects on germination. Although water depths are the 
controlling factor in germination of emergent plants, the sub­
strate also has important effects upon it. With regard to 
soil structure the relevant fact is that, because of capil­
larity differences, fine soils are saturated farther above the 
water table than coarse soils. Godwin (19Sl) found pore space 
in the upper 20 cm. of peat to account for 10 percent of the 
volume of the soil. He also demor^ trated that -without influx 
of surface water from canals, etc., one cm. of rainfall raised 
the underground water level in peat seven to 12 cm* ©lerefore, 
with a receding water level the length of time bottom soil will 
rensain saturated v^ ill be proportional to the organic content 
of the soil. Seeds which require longer periods of litrmersion 
to geraiinate are thus more liable to genainste on finer soils 
and more organic soils, A further factor that may render 
peats and mucks more suitable as germination media is that 
their acids imj hasten the rupture of hard seed coats. 
Factor Q, {Termination 
As has been pointed out earlierj, the marshes of the Ruth-
ven Area usually esixibit a declining v;ater level in the sutamer 
which is little affected by current precipitation, Shis brings 
about the bottom exposure essential to the germination of most 
emergent plant seeds. The earlier and the more prolonged the 
mud exposure, the more effective will be i±L6 germiiB tion in 
re-establishing or replenishing cover stands. Since the 
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exposure of mud-flat is necessarily greater nearer ^ ore, it 
follows tliat there is almost an annual crop of new plants near 
shore which, uzxier adequate growing conditions, will work their 
way by rhizome extension (Fig. 52) into the deeper waters until 
they reach water depth or substrate conditions compatible with 
permanent growth (Hayden 1943c}. In this manner fresh plant 
bodies are constantly being injected into the emergent stands, 
ready to surplant the older growths as these die out from 
various causes* This replenishment of the cover is essential 
if it is indeed true that most emergent cover plants are short­
lived perennials. 
In those cases where the entire marsh has been denuded, 
complete drainage v/ill often result in germination throughout 
the marsh. Draining will ordinarily be a much more economical 
way of reinstating lost marsh cover than planting. In th© sum­
mer and fall of 1946 the drainage of Trumbull, Roundj» and Mud 
lakes, together v/ith their connecting sloughs, was begun by 
the Iowa State Conservation Commission in an attempt to exter­
minate carp and re-establish the lost cover stands. The result-
5.ng exposure of mud bottoms created a splendid opportunity to 
study the germination of emergents. A special investigation 
was made on Smith's Slough, which had been devoid of cover over 
90 percent of its surface since 1942, By reason of its posi­
tion in the chain of waters it vjas drained first and therefore 
was exposed at a time when conditions were most favorable for 
germination. The report on this study is too long to Include 
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here in its entirety. The salient points broaght out will b© 
listed to illustrate how complex the ecology of as simple a 
phenomenon as germination may be. 
(1) Variations in seed~production in the parent stands 
may influence the revegetation by giving certain species a 
numerical advantage In the seedling stages where competition 
is keen. 
(2) The seeds of most emergent plants possess hi^  vi­
ability. The bulk of seeds germinating in Smithes 3iough in 
1946 were probably five to seven years old, 
{3) For all their facilities for wide dissemination, 
seeds of emergent plants v?ere most abundant in the immediate 
vicinity of the parent stands. This indicated a certain tend­
ency to self-perpetuation of stands through germination as v/ell 
as throu^  vegetative propagation. 
(4) Tlie ssonation with water depth so marked in grown cover 
stands was equally reflected in seedling distribution. 
(5) Some emergent species germinated only on saturated 
mud, others in fallow v/ater, and others still in both. 
(6) Emergent seeds apparently vary in length of immersion 
required for germination. This indicates that in drainage in~ 
tended to fui^ ther germination the rate of water table recession 
may esert selective influences on species germination. 
(7) There was some indication that the seeds with harder 
coats (e.g. large burreed, river bulrush) required longer peri­
ods of immersion in shallow water to germinate, and also that 
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chemical factors in the soil may have i-nodified this immersion 
requirement. 
8^) Alternation of saturation and drying may be a criti­
cal factor in the gernflnation of reed grass (Phragnitea eom-
mimis)» 
(9) In artificial drainage, recession of the -sfater table 
may outstrip root development in seedlings arsd thus kill them. 
(10) '£he Kiore organic and finer the soil, the less are 
the harmful effects of a fast-receding water table on seedlings. 
For the survival of seedlings recession should be slower in 
sandy soils than in imicky soils, 
(11) Flooding of the seedlings with turbid water may be 
lethal to them. 
(12) Heavy trampling by livestock, particularly on coarser 
soils, was deleterious to seedling survival, 
(13) Competition among seedlings on the mud flat was re­
latively insignifleant the first growing season in culm emer­
gent species. 
(14) Competition among seedlings was chiefly manifest by 
plants having similar growth habits and ecological requirements, 
e.g. competition was greater between river bulrush and cattail 
than between cattail and lake sedge. 
(15) Under some conditions, annual weeds may give emergent 
seedlings keen competition. 
(16) Annuals offered emergent perennials most coitpetition 
on silty soils, whereas emergent seedlings dominated easily on 
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more organic soils, 
(17) Early germination of sucli aggressive annuals as 
Bidens cernua and Rumea: maritimue may pa?eelude geimination 
"4 
or seedling survival in perennial ernergents. 
(18) Competition between anmal and perennial was 
greatest in tine first season of grosf/th for tbe perennials. 
(19) It is p?obable that seedlings must attain a certain 
root-stock size, related to the amount of stored food, in the 
first season in order to survive their first winter. 
(20) The winter survival problem may involve also an 
optimum elevation of water level during the first winter 
following germination. 
The importance of germination to cover stands irsiicates, 
in "ttie light of the above requirements, that occasional or 
moderate fluctuations in water level need not be deplored by 
the wildlife manager» Without emergent seed germina tion^  ^which 
requires water level fluctuation, the marshes of the area would 
• / - ,  r i .  f .  
soon be desert watersFor sooner or later theoaergent vege­
tation would become decadent, due to age, disease, insects, 
and other destructive agents. A purposely maintained, unde-
viating water level, by disallowing seed germination, woijld 
ultimately bring about the end of the emergent cover it pro­
posed to preserve. 
Effect on cover types On barren areas germination and 
ecesis of emergent plants determines the composition of the 
initial cover subsequently exposed to the competitive and 
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selective influences operating in a mature stand. e^TRiination 
in establislied covev types lias the net effect of increasing 
the complexity of the community composition and of modifying 
its density, 
gactor 9. Mtiakrats 
Muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus) are protjably the most im­
portant of the natxiral croppers of the emergent vegetation. 
Sieir effect on interspersion is probably paralleled by such 
other bio tic agents as rough fish, insects, and disease. %;e 
ravages of insects and disease in these plants have been little 
investigated, and virtually nothing is known about them except 
that occasional widespread decimation of cover stands has been 
attributed, by a process of elimination, to some unknown dis­
ease or insect, Sooter (1941 p. 74) observed widespread de­
struction of emergent covers on Dan Green ^ lou^  in 1937 which 
he attributed to "the combined action of ice, muskrata, deep 
water and wave action, and possibly carp." Brrington et al 
(1940, p, 792) reported that in late spring and early sunraer 
1935 "stands of Cyperaceae covering rou^ ily one-third of Mud 
Lake died out from some undetermined cause," Hayden (1947) is 
currently investigating what appear to be widespread insect 
and disease ravages to deep-water emergent plants in Iowa« 
Little is yet known of epiphytotics among marsh plants. Yet 
these may well occur on a scale sufficient to effect great 
changes in marsh coyer constitution and distribution. 
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The influence of concentrations of rough fish (carp, 
"buffalo, etc») on emergent cover is a matter open to much 
debate. Early assertions that carp (Qyprlnus earplo) ate 
c 1-4 c^ -f / 
rootstocks have been fairly well discredited by stoiniach exam­
inations. It is a matter of common observation, hov/ever^  that 
carp roil the v/ater in their foraging and spawning, This tur­
bidity cou3.d limit depth tolerances of emergent species along 
the lines mentioned below. Rough fish may also do physical 
damage to the rootstocks by loosening the soil in their forag­
ing on the bottom. Hay den (1946, p, 9) hinted at this v/hen 
she wrote J 
Washing by waves could remove some of the soil from around 
the roots, yet the tendency is for the spaces between the 
olaster of stems to be impregnated with silt. Since the 
roots are to a considerable extent removed around the 
edges and underneath, it seems probably that some forag­
ing agent had been at work. 
Oiie main evidence against the theory of carp damage to 
emergent cover is the frequent coexistence of both without ap­
parent damage to the cover. Ihe stand of cattail in Rush Lake 
(Fig, 46) is to all appearance thriving, though a toemerjdous 
concentration of carp has been in it for at least three years. 
When visited In July, 1947, the carp v^ ere so teeming in the 
cattail that their collective siicking at the surface alone 
sounded, at a distance of several hundred yards, like the splash 
ing of a large flock of coots. In their raidst, the noise was 
astounding. The large fish nearly touched one another, so 
crowded were they. Several were killed by hitting over the 
head with a paddle, without ever moving the boat. Similar cai-
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centrations have "been reported from tlie Great Lakes region. 
After reporting that in 1927 nearly S#000,000 pounds of carp 
were taken by coimnerclal fishermen of Michigan, Pirnie (1935, 
p. 195) statess 
Saginaw Bay, Lake Clair, and I»ake ^ ri© have been 
the best carp prodixcing areas in Michigan; yet iiiese 
areas continue to be important feeding grounds for 
waterfowl, ... Plants come and go in endless change 
and succession even where carp are not present, and, 
on circumstantial evidence alone, it is absurd to give 
blanje or credit to the carp for weed bed ehangeis. 
Referring to these same marshes, it is reported (U.S.D.I. 1944, 
p. 25) thatj 
As the result of low market prices in recent years 
carp were as abundant in the Bay in 1942 as they were 
14 years previously. However, studies did indicate 
that the feeding activities of these fish were not 
an important limiting factor on the abundance of 
aquatic vegetation in the Bay either by mechanical 
damage (rooting) or roiling the water. 
h^e disappearance of cover in many jaarshea of the RutOaven 
Area, e.g. Mud Lake, SmithSlou^ , Round Lake, nortlssrn ponds 
in Dewey's Pasture, has been blamed on the carp, -^ cttxally, 
however, this disappearance since 1942 coincided exactly %^ ith 
a four-year succession of probably the hi^ est spring water 
levels on record. Carp, on the other hand, were in these marshes 
for many ^ ars previous to 1942. ©le marked uniformity within 
these marshes of the water depth at the open water edge of the 
remaining stands argues in favor of excessive v/ater depths as 
the agent responsible for the cover eradication, for if carp 
had done the damage there would be no explanation for iiiis uni­
formity. 
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Most of the caa?p accusations are based on questionable 
grounds, A typical statement is that of Stephens (1938, p.fJSS, 
285), in accusing carp of destroying the aquatic vegetation in 
sloughs adjoining Lake ^ koboji in Iowa. 
It seems to be a well-known fact^  among sportsmen at 
least, that carp destroy aquatic vegetation. , <%iil© 
direct evidence is lacking, the writer has adopted the 
hypothesis that carp are responsible for the destruc­
tion of vegetation in these, and perhaps in other, 
bodies of water. ... In the years of Imr water the 
slou^ s spoken of in a preceding paragraph had very 
poor, if any, connection with the lake, Supposing that 
the carp were first introduced into the main lake, 
probably with a consigjament of miimows as has been 
suggested, than the hi^ er water level (1915 on) would 
e^ cplain the entrance of the carp into the adjacent 
slou^ s, and the presence of the carp there tsould ex­
plain the disappearance of the aquatic vegetation, 
aM the absence of water birds, where they \'?ere for­
merly atRindanta It is in this way that a relation 
between \^ ater level and bird life is traced. 
In the first place, carp would probably have entered the sloughs 
with even the poorest connection with the lake, and, in the 
second place, the disappearance of the vegetation coincided 
(avowedly) with hi^  water levels but only probably with the 
introduction of carp. 
This is a matter of great importance in the management of 
carp-infested marshes. And it is difficult to understand why 
the controversy was not settled long ago» 5?he simplest kirai 
of exclusion experiments would give the solution. Exelosures 
in the cat-tails of Rush Lake, described above, would determine 
in a very few years the exact influence of carp on emergent 
cover. Sut on the basis of unbiased observation by the writer 
aiKi by others, carp are not herein considered agents of inter-
spersion. 
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Effects of muakrats on interspersion, Muskrats feed for 
tlie moat part on rootstocks and ctilm bases of what are here 
designated deep-water emergentsj cat-tails, bulrushes, reeds, 
and others# llieir lodges are built mainly of the whole culms 
and leaves of these same plants* In feeding and in house-build-
ingj therefore, they destroy deep-water einergents* a^ther than 
merely thinning out cover stands, they denude patches completely, 
leaving open water areas of several square yards about their 
lodges, '^ell-populated stands of bulrushes, cat-tails, reeds, 
or wild rice (Zizania aquatica) are in this manner interspersed 
with open water in a maze pattern, for the openings are often 
connected by open water channels (-^ ig. 46). This type of inter-
spersion is of great value to marsh-nesting ducks, coots, and 
grebes. In his writing on the redhead. Low (1945, p. 53) after 
stating the decisive importance of interspersion remarks that 
'^ sixty-four percent of the ducks chose nesting sites in vdiich 
the nearest open water was around muskrat lodges." 
Since the marsh basins of the Kuthven Area are flat-bot-
tcmed, interspersion caused by water depth (cf. belo?/) is 
generally a matter of an open center within a marginal zone 
of emergents. The raaise pattern of interspersion by muskrats 
obviously includes mucih more cover-water- edge than the ring 
pattern usually created by water depth alone. In large marshes 
or sloughs, both interspersion agents may be in operation. 
Ehis results in a marginal zone of emergents which at its open-
water edge is scalloped by muskrat cuttings (Fig. 48). In mare 
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pronovinced cases such, scalloping iDecomes an archipelago of 
cover along the edge of the emergent zones. From "both nesting 
and territorial standpoints, in the case of v/aterfowl, such a 
cover border is immenselj more valuable than a straight one 
created by water depth alone^ , 
Over-populations of muskrat, on the other hand, may 
completely eliminate the emergent cover. Such 6at~outs have been 
studied in detail in Gulf Coast muskrat marshes (Lynch et al 
1947). In Sush Lake (Palo ^ Ito County, Iowa) the cattail zone 
about the open center is approximately 500 yards deep on the 
shores where mnskrat breeding rei'uges were establi^ ed* These 
refuge strips of cover were untrapped for three years in suc­
cession, and they are now thorou^ ly eaten out, leaving two 
large gaps in the otherwise continuous belt of cover encircling 
the lake. In small ponds like those in Dewey*s Pastui'e, it is 
conceivable that uncontrolled muskrat populations could eradi­
cate all deep-water emergents, leaving open-water ponds until 
such time as re-establishment of cover beds occurred naturally. 
Direct Factors 
There are here considered those environmental factors 
which are the product of the ones discussed above and which 
bear directly on the question of cover utilization by birds of 
the marshes. 
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Pactog 10, ¥s?ater depth 
EjTfects on cover types» Depth of water is usually con­
sidered the dominant fact'or in the environment of exoergent 
plants. Zonation of marsh vegetation and. succession are com­
monly depicted in terms of water depth. Iffliile the importance 
of this one factor is easily overemiihasized, there is no deny­
ing it. Every emergent species has a certain range of depth 
tolerance (Fig. 9), but this range usually varies with season, 
with turbidity of vfater, with soil substrate, and wiiii other 
conditions of the environment. 2^ he precise mechanisBi of tol­
erance limitation is most involved, and due to the impingement 
of so many interrelated factors in the habitat, it is very dif­
ficult to define on the basis of field observations only. 
Certain a, priori deductions are possible. Ihus, since (l) the 
growth of any emergent species is determinate, and (2) photo­
synthesis is mostly performed aerially, it must follow that 
every emergent species is limited to water depths considerably 
less than the maximuia hei^ t of plant attainable. It remains 
then to be determined what proportion of the plant's super­
structure must be surged and what proportion may be immersed. 
Little has so far been ascertained on either point. 
It has been repeatedly observed by the writer that on 
similar soils the aerial length at maturity of arty species 
remains fairly constant, v/ithout regard to depth of water. 3!he 
hard-stemmed bulrush, for instance, usually has when mature 
four to six feet of length above the water level. Where the 
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water is one f^ oot deep the plant will he five to seven feet 
tall {e.g» most of the ponds in Dewey's Pastxjpe), and where 
the water is five feet deep the plant will he nine to 11 feet 
tall (e.g. Little %11 Lake in 1946). Harrovf"leaved cattail 
(Typha angM.atifolia) has been found 10 to 12 feet tall, grow­
ing out of fotir feet of water (e.g. Hush Lake, 1947) hut never 
over seven or ei^ t feel tall in water only a foot deep. Lake 
sedge usually grows three to four feet hi^  in its usual four 
to 12 inches of water (e.g. Oppedahl Tract and Uewey^ s Pasture 
ponds) hut it was fo\md six feet hi^  where waters had stood 
three feet deep in the growing season {e.g. Smithes Slou^  in 
1946). lo instance of six-foot lake sedge, 12-foot cat-tail, 
or 11-foot hard-stemmed hulrush growing in one foot of water 
has been observed, nor conversely of four-foot lake sedge, six-
foot cat-tail, or six-foot bulrush growing in four feet of water. 
Ihis at least is circumstantial evidence that hei^ t of these 
plants above v/ater is probably determinate. 
It has also been observed that water depth tolerance ir. 
emergent plants is inversely proportional to water turbidity. 
!I3rie important hard-stemmed bulrush has not been found at greater 
depths than 36 inches in the turbid waters of the Huthven 
but 25 miles away in Spirit Lake, it grcws abundantly in five 
to seven and a half feet of water (Slgier 1947). Sigler per­
sonally communicated that the bottom was clearly visible in May 
in the bulrush zone of Spirit Lake. In Hay, 1947, Secchi disc 
readings in the Ruthven Area showed visibility to vary from six 
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inches in Mud Jjake to 24 inches in some ponds in I^ ewey^ s 
Pasture. In June, 1947, the bottom of Littl© Wall Lake was 
visible at 5§-foot depths, and here grev/ both hard-stemied 
and river bulrushes. The latter are limited to 30-inch depths 
in the turbid waters of the Ruthven Area, Turbidity can affect 
these plants only as it modifies transmission of light rays 
used in photosynthesis. It is kno¥m that in this manner water 
tiirbidity greatly affects submerged plants (Meyer et al, 194S). 
But submerged photosynthesis is usually of minor import to 
emergent plants, Vifelch (1935, p» 2*76) wrotQ: "These hydro­
phytes all have one feature in common, vi25» the elevation of 
the principal chlorophyll-bearing portion above water, the sub­
merged portions usually showii^  less chlorophyll development." 
It does appear that in those species with chlorophyll develop-
ment down to the roots, e.g. round-stemmed bulrushes and cat­
tails, a certain amount of photosynthesis undoubtedly is car­
ried on under v/ater, even thou^  stomatal specialization for 
this does not occur. The amount of this fraction of the total 
photosynthesis can be expected to be proportional to the clari­
ty of the water. There may then be greater ability to drive 
the necessary aerial leiigth into air throu^  more depth of 
water when this water is clear. 
The implications of these relations, if true, are manifest. 
The depth of water in which emergent plants grow depends on 
(l) maximum height of plant attainable, (2) length of plant 
which must be emerged, and (3) turbidity of water. 
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The range of basin elevations (ergo water depths) •which 
the more eormon emergent species occupied in the ponds of 
Dewey's Pasture was determined from transects taken in 1946. 
Fig. 10 shows these ranges as correlated with average bottom 
gradients where they occurred. Two plain facts are illus­
trated, the greater the average depth of water where a species 
oecurredJ (1) the less was the average range of depths, and 
(2) the less was the average bottom gradient. Within the hard~ 
stemmed bulrush zones, the bottom gradient averaged 0° 48*. 
!Ih.e average depth at the top of the zone was 23 inches and at 
the bottom of the zone was 28 inches. !Ehe practical applica­
tion of these data in controlling interspersion will b© dis­
cussed below. 
Besides exhibiting certain water depth tolerances, emergent 
species vary also in their ability to withstand continual fluc­
tuations in %^ ater level. . Here also the explanation la ixnknown, 
l^ hy the river bulrush should thrive where water flutstuates con­
stantly while the hard-stemmed bulrush usually perishes under 
such conditions is not clear, for both have similar wid© ranges 
of depth tolerances. The northern series of ponds in Dewey's 
Pasture (A-i, A-2, A-4, A-8, and A-10) have been subject to 
drastic water level fluctuations since the controlling dam lost 
its effectiveness in 1942, Emergent plants adapted to reason­
able stability in water levels, hard-stemmed and pale great 
bulrushes (Scirpus heterochaetus) particularly, have almost 
disappeared, while plants adapted to fluctuations, river bulrush. 
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large burreed, sMireet flag (Acorus calamus), short~awned fox-
tail (Alopecurus aequalis), pale spikerush (Eleocliaris macro-
stachya)J and others, have taken over theonergent stone re­
maining- By and large, emergent plants -sdiicli occupy fluctusfe-
ing waters form poor nesting cofver for marsh, birds, even when 
water levels become stabilized# Bellrose (1941) discussed 
changes in vegetation brought abc3fut by stabilization of water 
levels in the slou^ s and lakes of Illinois. Observations in 
the Ruthven Area agree perfectly with his findings. 
Effects on muskr ats. The two prime requirements in muskrat 
habitat are adequate food and adequate water, Muskrats will 
apparently tolerate a wide range of water depths in the spring, 
summer, and fall. Ihere is probably no limit to the depth of 
water they can live in provided food is readily available. 
Complete drying up of the habitat may either <arive them out op 
expose them to decimating predation and strife if they remain 
(Errington 1939), Under icelocked conditions of winter, how­
ever, there is a definite limit to the ^ allowness of water they 
can withstand. In discussing marsh management for fur produc­
tion in Canada, Allan (1942) advises an average water depth of 
three feet at fre©ae-up. What depth at freeze-up mTaskrats re­
quire in the Ruthven Area has not been determined. It is as­
sumed to be somewhere between t\70 and tloree feet. Local trap­
pers reported that the dynamited holes in the ponds of Dewey's 
Pasture, by allowing greater depths of water at freeze-up than 
the one to two feet v;hich otherwise prevailed, have enabled 
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muskrats to overwinter where they seldom did "before* One 
pond (C-4) had no sign of muskrats pre^ iOTis to the tilasting 
in 1941, although it held an excellent growth of hard-steraaned 
bulrush and river grass. In 1946 remains of 34 lodges were 
located in the fotir-acre pond. 1!he evidence is strong that 
the deep "blasted holes, in combination with higher v/ater levels 
due to damming, had much to do with this increase in muskrat 
population. 
Effects on coyer density. The very fact that an emergent 
plant species has an optirauai water depth in v^ ich it will thrive 
suggests that the greater the departure from this optiuxiCH, the 
less thrifty will be the growth. It is a peeuliarity of most 
emergent plants that their eoizrse to elimination is by way of 
increased density with decreasing water depths and of decreas--
ing density with Increasing depth, Althou^  other factors may 
thin out an emergent stand, none do so to the extent that ex­
cessive depth of water does* The open-water edge of any emer­
gent association is almost every#!ere characterized by less 
dense growth. The simplicity of this fact is exceeded only by 
its significance to marsh birds, 
Effects on int^ spersitan. As water increases in depth, 
there comes a point where no emergent plant can grow and there 
restilts open water. It is therefore evident that interspersion 
of cover- and open water, barring muskrat or other destruction, 
will depend basically on the two determinants of water depth: 
(1) basin topography and (2) prevailing water levels. ®ie 
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outer limit of emergent^ frowth will vary from marsh to marsh 
and will visually be correlated with (1) plant species occurring 
as determined "by other factors than water depth, and (2) water 
turbidity, 'iSie maximum, water depth for emergent growths was 
30 to 36 inches in the ponds of Dewey's Pasture and 14 inches 
in the Oppedahl Tract marslri. Where water levels reinained below 
these depths the marshes had no open water and no interspersion. 
Conversely, where water depths exceeded these limits over most 
of the marsh, there was too rauch open water with a very thin 
fringe of covex' about the edges. The width of the cover margin 
was directly a function of bottom gradient. It is therefore 
important to the imintenance of interspersion in cover that 
water levels be in proper relationship to the topography of th© 
marsh basin, 
Ihe relationship of interspersion to basin topography and 
bottom gradients is of special importanca in the case of flat~ 
bottomed marsh basins such as occur so ccxmnonly in the Kuthven 
Area. Studies in Dewey's Pastxire have shown that the outer 
limit of emergent growth with respect to water depth is very 
sharply drawn. Topographical measurements in pond A-4 in 1946 
revealed that a variation in bottom elevation of only .two inches 
marked the difference between open vfater and pale great bulrijsh 
cover. This was true of both marginal growths and cover islands 
in the otherwise open center. Reference has already been made 
to the uniformity of basin elevation at the cover edge. If 
the depth tolerance of cover plants is that finely drawn, it is 
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plain th-st sJiallcw, flat-bottomed basins may be completely 
vegetated at one water level and ccraipletely denuded witli a 
water level jaaizitalned but a very few inclies liigher. Example 
of tMs was tbe vix'tually complete denudation of Mud Lake, 
Smithes Slou^ , and the northern ponds in 3>ewey*s Pasture. 
This denudation eoiiicided ?/ith excessively hi^  v/ater levels 
for- four growing seasons in succession. 
On the basis of bottom gradient and water deptii influences 
on interspersion so far considered it may be deduced that for 
best interspersion in the absence of muakrats, water levels 
in the Ruthven Area marshes during the growing season should 
be: 
a, •^ %en the bottom of the basin is not over four feet deep: 
At depth-tolerance limit of principal plant species 
to be interspersed with open water. 
b. \^ en the bottom of the basin is over four feet deep: 
At approximately 12 inches above the point where 
the average bottom gradient has a 1® tangent with 
the horizontal, 
sample computation of the depth at which the average bottom 
gradient assimes a 1® tangent with the horizontal is given in 
Pig, 11« Based on these profiles in pond B-2, this depth is 
seen to be 15 inches below the present dam elevation. Accord­
ing to the rule given above, the cover stands and their inter­
spersion with open water will be at their best when the water 
level during the growing season is three Inches (15 minus 12) 
CO-
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"below tlie present "bluegrass (Poa) line. Whicii is to say, the 
water level should he three inches belcrw what it has probably 
averaged dtiring the past fo-ur grovjing seasons. Had the preeip-
itetion during these past four groiving seasons been near ave­
rage instead of excessive (S'ig. 5) the ideal water level prob­
ably would have been maintained with the dam at its present 
elevation* 
Factor 11, Cover types 
With few exceptions, the plants constituting marsh cover 
are emergent hydrophytic plants, or "plants which are rooted 
in the bottom, sulsnerged at their basal portions, and elevated 
into the air at the tops" (Welch 1935, p. 276). Such plants 
are aquatic only in that their roots thrive under submerged 
conditions, which necessitates morphological adaptations in 
superstructure (e,g« thickened endodermia, well-developed aer-
ench^ mia, large air spaces) as well as in roots (e.g. redaction 
in root hairs and root branching)« Otherwise they show more 
affinity to terrestrial plants, especially since the impoptant 
functions of photosynthesis and fruiting are performed aerially. 
A few of these amphibious plants can exist as true aquatics 
(e.g. most Aiismaceae) and others are, in a sense, true aquatics 
in their seedling stages (e.g. burreeds, Glyceria spp.) The 
majority of species germinate in sdiallow water or on saturated 
mud and jSiotosynthesize from their earliest stages in the aer­
ial manner of terrestrial plants* !Ehey are preponderantly 
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perennials, with efficient organs for vegetative reprodixction 
in. rhizomes, tubers, and corms. 
Emergent plants in a marsh are grouped nat-urally into 
coimiiunities. 'Ihere are many instaisjes where ooiian\mities are 
difficult to delimit, but the simple r^ ile of species dominance 
suffices to segregate most groupings• According to the ac­
cepted principles of hydrarch successionj the zone of emergent 
hydropiS: ^ tes (marsh, in this paper) is divided farther into 
"reedswamp" and "sedge meadov/" associations. These ideologi­
cal categories are ill-adapted to a classification of marsh 
vegetation as wildlife cover® Marsh covers are commonly classi­
fied by wildlife biologists on the simple basis of species 
dominance, and they are further evaluated on the score of 
acreage-use ratios (Williams & Marshall 1938)• It is here sub­
mitted tliat such classifications and evaluations of marsh covers 
are unnatural and 33Baningless» Acreage-use ratios for the same 
bird species vai^ y from marsh to marsh and within the same marsh 
from year to year.— as mi^ t be exjjected from artifacts, 
important cover properties of marsh plant communities to wild­
life are not species constituency nor serai category but such 
bioecological properties in the plants and communities as (l) 
gross structure, (2) density of gro?/th, (3) depth of water re­
lationships, (4) rate of gpowth, (5) fate of dead growths, 
(6) propensity to intermixture of i^ ecies, (7) permanency of com­
munities, and (8) character of submerged debris, 
Gross structure, A^ ith respect to grces structure, emergent 
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plants fall natura3.1y Into two groups vfhieh are iiere called 
eulm eRsrgents and foliose emergents« Culm emergents are 
those in whida the abo-ve-ground parts, whether leaf or stem, 
ar© oriented vertically. 'i?he archetype iTould be a round-stemmed 
bulrush and the group wcfald include other naked-culmed btO.-
rushes, iRirreeds, cattails, spikeruahes, true rushes (Juncus 
spp»), sweet flag and iris (Iris spp,). Foliose emergents 
are plants with leaves on both horiEsontal and vertical planes, 
as typified by most Carices and grasses. Prevailing teMencies 
are for culm emergents to doainate deeper waters and to occur 
in open cowmmnities and for folios^ e^rgents to dominate the 
/ 
closed comnmnities of shallower waters. Another structural 
property of eiriergent plants which is of importance to cover 
possibilities is the rigidity of stem and leaves. By and large 
succulent and l&x plants, such as burreeds and arrowheads 
(Sap;ittaria spp.) are discriminated against,for nesting cover 
by most marsh birds, for they furnish neither adequate sup­
port nor adequate nest mterial. Sie oppc^ ite exti^ me is the 
river bulrush which is very stiff, tough, and sharp-edged. 
Except by red-xvinged blackbirds it is p?etty generally shunned 
for nesting cover when other culm emergent species are avail­
able. Rigidity is also involved in the lodging propensities 
of emergent plants. Pliability of leaf is of major importance 
to woven nests. 
Density of growth. Emergent cont-iunities display a wide 
variation in density of plants. Each plant species undoubtedly 
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has a definite density under optimtun g2?owing ccsiditions, as 
dete3?mined by (IJ life form, (S) spacing of sboots along 
rhlziomes, and (3) complexity and overlapping of clonesUnder 
ordi''iory conditions caLm eiiiergents are less dense than foliose 
emc^ rgents and form ^ open" commimities, i.e» the aerial portions 
of the plaits are not in contact, B'olioss©aergents form 
''closed" coiTiiaunities in which aerial portions are in contact. 
An open coirmunity leaves a considerable proportion of water 
curface exijoscd, thereby permitting grovfths of both subnerged 
and floating hydrophytic plants. In a closed conanunity the 
water surface is concealed by foliag,© and allows of no such 
layering. Closed coim-dunities of culm eraergents may occur in 
shallow waters, vjhile open cormnunities of foliose emergents 
may occur in deep waters. 
Depth of v/ater re la t ion ship s« Eiriergent coiaanunities respond 
to water depths more than to any other sin^ e factor* Ag stated 
earlier, the larger culm emergents nor?iBlly occur in deeper-
waters than the foliose emergents. '''I'ithin the asnergent zone, 
intermediate water depths are dominated by the most hydrophytic 
sedges and grasses ocourrlng in the apea» j^ n the marshes under 
study these are 2.ake sedge^  awned sedge (^ arex atherodes^ , and 
river grasy. These ccHimiunities are typically closed^  although 
early in the groffing season they may appear somewhat open. 
When water level is are higher than usual thei^  may be in these 
commtmlties growths of shade tolerant {submerged and flcating 
plants like ivy-leavod duckweed (Leaina trisulca), I'iccias 
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(Rleoioearpas ngtans, Rlccia flultans)^  and bladdersorts 
(Utricularla sgp.). Tlie sliallovver waters ar© occupied by 
closed foliose emergent comirEunlties in which sward (e»g. wooly 
sedge. Gar ex lamgyinosa) or tussock (e.g, tussock sedge, Qarejs 
stricta^  and northern reed grass. Galamagrostis inexpansa) 
forming sedges and grasses predominate. 
Rate of growth* Among the emergent plants which ere •used 
as nesting cover during their season of growth, an important 
consideration is the time of year of their eir^ rgence above 
water and their rate of growth. It is thus a matter of signifi­
cance that cattails and round-stefflrned bulrushes top the water 
itiuch earlier and grow much faster than b^ Jrreeds and reed grass, 
Allen (1914) found the growth rate of broad-leaved cattail in 
Hew ^ ork to be about one inch per day and the cessation of 
growth to come in the latter part of June or early in July. 
CJrowth rate in the river bulrush averaged slightly over an inch 
per day and grovjth ceased at the same time as the cattail. 
Fate of dead growths, T^he dead, previous yearns emergent 
vegetation may constitute the prevailing cover at nest-establish-
ment time, e^nce the importance of the cliaracter and duration 
/ . 
of dead gravths. Kound-steramed bulrushes are excellent nesting 
cover plants largely because the dead culms stand up well through 
the winter* Bat even in their case, winter winds may lodge them 
beyond use, spring blizzards may flatten the old culms, and 
7 „ 
hi^  waters raay soften and drown them. Winter ice-levels may > 
largely condition the (iiration of these important dead growths. 
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Weatlner from fall to spring may greatly alber the value of 
any growth as nesting cover. Certain emergent species, especi­
ally the Ixirreed, are so little euticularized and vireak that 
there remains no serial portion hy the spring folloYdng growth. 
Such plants can constitute only late-nesting or renesting cover. 
Propensity to intermixtiire of species. Communities vary 
much in numbers of plant species occurring. Communities domi­
nated by one species only are called "consociations," as dis­
tinguished from "associations," In the Ruthven •^ rea the ©mergent 
species occurring commonly as consociations are the cattails, 
the round-stemmed bulrushes, reeds, lake sedge, andwooly sedge. 
Examples of species very seldom v^ ithout ag^ c^lates are inflated 
C .  v d s / t v a - f - y  hT-i ,1^  ( ; Pd i ) *>.(1 %.X:. p M)'-' .'V ;',i  ^/ 
sedge (£arex inflata) and sweet flag. It is noW/orthy that 
the more prominent commimities within the marshes tend strongly 
to be consociations. 
For any one sit© within the marsh, there are few emergent 
species of the same life form totally adapted, and ttes© are 
strong competitors. Kie studies of Emerson (1921) on the re­
lative depth and direction of growth in the rhizomes of marsh 
emergents demonstrated that competition aKong these plants is 
largely subterranean. Species of similar groxvth forms and 
cloning habits occurring together form "competitive" communi­
ties, In the case of the larger species (cattails, bulrushes, 
burreeds) Sherff (1912) has theorized that because of the^  thick, 
strong rhizomes, the subterranean competition is to some extent 
mechanical although it is to a much ^ treater extent physiological. 
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Except in tlie case of ecotones, to be discussed later, it is 
more probable tliat consociation is the result of chance intro­
duction of seed or of germination, rather than the outcome of 
any struggle for existence (O-odwin 1923). In the 33:®ss germi­
nation of emsrgents in Smith's Slou^  in 1946, there was noted 
a large degree of consociation even among seedlings* 
In some associstions the competition is minimised and the 
SparganiuiB lor or ^ cirpus) and poi7;'gonuia shows 
that Because of'"difTerences in directTbn or in depth " 
they conflict but little. Again, because of the dif­
ferences in growth form, their aerial parts do not 
conflict seriously, Ihus a given area can usually 
support a greater mass of vegetation if these three 
growth forms be present in fair mixture than if only 
one be present* 
Common examples of such comp3^ entary communities in the Ruthven 
Area arei Scirpus acutus - Polj^ onvm coccineum, Scirpus valldus -
Alisma subcordatum, and Garex lacustris - Aeorus calamus^  
Permanency of communities« It has been observed in the 
Ruthven %ea and can be readily demonstrated by analysing the 
changes over a five-year period shown on cover-23iaps (B'igs, 34 
to 45) that the deep-water emergent communities are quicker 
to change in response to changes in microhabitat than shallow-
water communities. Sward cojomunities such as those of lake 
sedge and wooly sedge are outstandingly tenacious in the f; ce 
of adverse environmental conditions. 'J?hus the high waters of 
1942-1946 which completely eradicated bulru^ es in Smith's 
illustrated this well. 
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Slou^ , left standing a large and tlririfty stand of lake sedg©. 
In pond C-4 in Dewey*s Pasture, the thick sward of lake sedge 
after five years of excessive water depths was just beginning 
to fragment in 1947 C^ i^g. 41) as a preliminary to eventual re­
placement by species adapted to deeper waters. The zone of 
wooly sedge about many of the ponds in Bev/ey*s Pastiare in 1947 
was drovmed in numerous spots but still persisting, indicating 
eventual but very slow replacement. Reactions of nesting birds 
ix>this matter of permanency of communities will be given con­
sideration under the discussion of succession. 
Character of submerged debris. In all wiarsh nests resting 
on the water sxirface, there is a very important property of the 
habitat or cover type which has received negligible study. All 
such nests are resting on a substrate. In shallow water the 
substrate may be the ground, but in deeper water it frequently 
consists of submerged plant remains. The character and duration 
of these submerged remains may be a function of cover type. 
The writer believes that a practical classification of 
marsh covers cannot be arrived at until the mjor gaps in our 
ecological knowledge are filled. Studies of marsh-nesting birds 
such as Low's (1945) of the redhead, Allen's (1914) of the red-
winged blackbird (Agelaius phoeniceus} and V^ altesr's (1935) of 
the long-billed marsh ?irren ('i'elmatodytes palustris), which 
emphasize bio-ecological relationships, are essential. But 
even more essential now are auto-ecological studies of emergent 
plants, Arber (1920) has assembled the very kind of information 
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which is needed, but she restricted herself to ti»ue aquatics, 
British botanists have contributed the bulk of our knowledge 
of emergent plant ©oology. Tiiere is eminent need in America 
and with /teierican species for such investigations as Tansley's 
(1939), Pallis»s (1911, 1915), Godwin^ s (1931-1936), Fearsall^ s 
(1917-18, 1920, 1938), Butcher's (1933), Oliver's (1925), and 
Misra's (1938)jf to cite a few» It is apparent from the dis~ 
cussion of cover to this point, and from a consideration of 
succession, that if wildlife covers are classified on a truly 
ecological basis, particularly on a succession basis, rather 
than on a mere species-'coraponent basis, the means available for 
their inamgeraent will be laore readily discernible. 
In both 1942 and 1947, the floras of Dewey's Pasture ponds 
and of the Oppedahl I'ract marsh vmve mapped in great detail. 
However, in line with the above considerations, the final cover 
maps prepared sho%v©d the distribution of only three cover types 
(Figs. 34 to 45)« These types considered only the three more 
obvious factors in cover utilizatiom depth of water, plant 
structure, and plant density, (1) Deep-water cover consisted 
mainly of culm emergenta and of open communities, (2) Inter-
mediate-v;cter cover consisted of folioce emergents and a mixture 
of open and closed comamnities, (3) Shallov/-v;ater cover was made 
up of folios© emergents in very closed coimnunities. Ihe char­
acteristic plant species in each type are listed in '-^ b^le V. 
Under the present state of ecological knowledge, a crude clas­
sification of this kind is all that can be honestly considered. 
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Table V, Coiamon Emergent Plants in the Ihree Major Cover 
Groups In the Marshes of the Ruthven Area 
Deep-water (or culm)err®rgents; 
Typha angustifolia 
Typha latifolia 
Sparganitun eurycarptjm 
Phrsgmites. eonBinmis 
Scirpus acutus 
Scirpus fluviatilis 
Scirpus heterochaetus 
Scirpus validus 
Eleocharls Kia crostachya 
Harrow-leaved cattail 
Spoad-leaved cattail 
Large btirreed 
Reed grass 
Eard-atemmed "bulrush 
River bulrush 
Pale great btilrush 
Soft-stemmed bulrush 
Pele spikerush 
2, Intermediate-vjater (or foliose) einergents: 
Pluminea festucacea 
Carex aquatilis var» altior 
Carex atherodes 
Carex inflata var» utrlculata 
Acorus calamus 
Carex lacustris 
River grass 
VYater sedge 
Awned sedge 
Inflated sedge 
Sweet flag 
Lake sedge 
3. Shallow-water (or foliose) 
A1opecurus a equal is 
Calamagrostis canadensis 
Colamagrostis inexpansa 
Glyceria grandis 
Spartina pectinate 
Carex lanuginosa 
Carex stricta 
Carex vulpinoidea 
Eleocharis acicularis 
Scirpus atrovirens 
Juncue Budleyi 
emergentst 
Short-avmed foxtail 
Reed-bent grass 
Northern reed grass 
/toerican manna grass 
Prairie cordgrass 
Wooly sedge 
Tussock sedge 
Fox sedge 
Needle spikerush 
Dark-green bulrush 
Dudley's rush 
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Factor 12, Cover density 
Cover density as a property of water depths and cover 
types has already been discussed, Aithou^  the density of 
covers decreases as open and deep waters are approached, it 
is yet not a factor in interspersion» Interspersion is not 
a matter of degree of density but a matter of cover and no 
cover at all. It has been stated that under optimum growing 
conditions every plant species e^ diibits a certain density of 
growth. It has also been shown, particularly by Low (1945), 
that a bird species prefers a certain density of growth in its 
nesting cover. The point of significance is that optimum 
density for plant and for bird do not necessarily coincide 
(Provost 1947), Because of this, attempts to maintain through­
out a marsh the density of cover required for the nesting of 
a certain bird species may constitute a step in the direction 
of total eradication of that cover. 
Factor 13* Interspersion 
Since interspersion has no influence on other factors in 
the distribution and properties of covers but is the function 
of all, it will be considered in the next chapter with other 
avian responses to the direct factors in cover utilization. 
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Group Treatment 
A discussion of marsh, cover is rendered meanix^ less if 
the emergent vegetation is considered static. It never is« 
B^ or this reason it is essential to understand the plant suc­
cession involved, since this emphasises change, 'ihe succession 
of plant associations from deep v/ater to land, or from hydro-
phytic to mesophytic ecological conditions, has been described 
as a hydrosere or hydrarch succession, iilthoii^  the general 
sequence of submerged stage to floating stage, to reed swamp, 
to sedge meadov/ (cf, Hayden, 1943a) prevails generally, every 
locality has its own variation of the process, its own serai 
pattern, its ovm species constituency, and its own ecological 
significance, \"vhere the water level has been reasonably stable 
over a period of years, the aonation is regular and the above-
named serai stages are meaningful. In marshes where the ^ vater-
level fluctuates irregularly, as those under study, there is 
so much overlapping or intrusion of species from one stage 
into areas of another stage and so much alternating succession 
and retrogression that these commonly accepted staple designa­
tions are not only cumbersome to use but are actually an im­
pediment to an understanding of the succession. Furthermore, 
it is difficult to discuss emergent plant succession in the 
li^ t of accepted ecological terminology for two reasons, 
Tansley pointed out (1922), there is no more dangerous pitfall 
in scientific and philosophical writing than the habit of using 
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common words in a different sense from that which, they convey 
to the plain man. Yet we are confronted with such terms as 
"reed swamp" and "sedge meadovif." In the majority of communi-
ties in America aserihable to "reed swamp" there is neither 
reed nor swamp according to Ainerican understanding of these 
words, -i^ nd the "sedge meadow" stage need not contain a sedg© 
species nor is it a meadow in comraon iimerican parlance. 13i© 
second difficulty was touched upon by Goopei' (1926, p. 396). 
It is so very easy to build sets of pigeon holes and 
cram our facts into them that the temptation to do so 
is always with us. must, accordingly, rigor­
ously exclude all stock ecological terms and phrases, 
and treat the phenomena in a purely descriptive manner. 
With these acMonitions in mind, the emergent succession is 
here treated in terins purely of replacement of one species by 
another, quite regardless of the serai stages Involved in 
academic and hypothetical consideration of the phenomenon. 
Plant succession is a conceptual hypothesis which can 
lead to more confusion than simplification if interpreted too 
rigidly* The temptation to deduce succession in time from suc­
cession in space is great, i'iecing together many systematic 
and random observations, two successional plans for Ruthven 
\^Te& marshes have been prepared (Plgs, 12, 13) • Vihile these 
diagratns may indicate complexity, it must be emphasised that 
the basic successions, whida are simple, do prevail. Departures 
from the basic pattern are widespread only during period of 
gross vegetational readjustment to water levels, as occurred 
in 1941 and 1942 when vegetations were adjusting themselves to 
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a change fvom d3?y years to wet years. The plans indieste in 
a general waj wliat may b© expected under varying conditions of 
water-stabilisation, siltiisg, and grazing pressure. These sue-
eesaions resemble those occurring in Illinois, as described by 
Sampson (1921), In Illinois, however, the deep-water associa­
tions are doainated by the river bulrush instead of the hard-
steimned bulrushj, while the intermediate-water associations are 
dominated by inflated sedge instead of the lake sedge, ^^ is 
is probably due to the extreme water fluctuations and siltiness 
which characterizes most Illinois marshes. 
Ihe succession on organic soils (Pig» 12) is basically 
hardstem bulrush to lake sedge to reed joint-grass to prairie 
cordgrass (Spartina pectinata). It is seen at its best in the 
Oppedahl Tract marsh. The intermediate river grass and inflated 
sedge stages are frequent on organic soils though not universal. 
The presence of large burreed, rice cutgrass and water smart-
weed (PolyKoniaa ooccineum) is contingent on early exposures of 
mud flats for germination. (Ehese species appear to be very 
short-lived perennials, for under continued hi^  water level 
conditions in early sijumer, they disappear. Bellrose (1941) 
also noted this in Illinois. Another possibility is that due 
to longer iir.mersion requirements for germination fairly well 
demonstrated in burreeds, replenishment for growths "bj germi­
nation requires an earlier exposure of bottoms than is necessary 
for the germination of other species (hardstem bulrush, lake 
sedge J, etc.) 
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IDhe succession on more heavily silted marshes (Fig, 13} 
appears to be very responsive to water level changes. The 
basic succession seems to be reed to river bulrush to rush -
spikerush (or river grass) to slough grass, IThesre is evidence 
that under stabilized water level conditions the reed and 
river bulrush may be replaced by hardstem bulrush and lake 
sedge, probably because the silted marsh basins of the area 
still have substrates fairly high in organic content, IThe 
cattails seem to occupy intermediate positions between lak^ s 
sedge and hards tem bulrush v/here water levels are stable during 
the growing reason, the broad-leaved species (Typha latifolia) 
in waters sli^ tly deeper than are occupied by lake sedge, the 
narrow-leaved species (Typha angustlfolia) in waters sll^ tly 
shallower than are occupied by hardstsm bulrush. Fluctuations 
of water level during growing seasons appear, to quickly elim­
inate either species of cattail. Such fluctuations greatly 
favor the burreed - sweet flag - manna grass succession shown 
on the left side of Fig, 13. Sooter (1941) conducted his coot 
studies on -i^ an Green Slough when this fluctuating-v/ater suc­
cession prevailed on that marsh, as a consequence of whicsh his 
findings on cover utilization by coots would probably apply 
under very limited conditions only (cf, below, under coot). 
Because of grazing, seeding, mowing, and other mansigement 
practices on pasture lands, the climax and subclimax grasses 
of the native prairie, such as bluestem (Andropogon scoparius)» 
switchgrass {Panicuia virgatum), and slough grass, are almost 
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&vevjwhere replaced by the introduced "bluegrasEs (Poa pfatensis) 
and redtop (A^ rostls alba), and forbs like swamp milkweed 
(AacXepias incarnata) and various goldenrods (Solidago spp,) 
and aaters (•^ ster spp.). 
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FACTORS MODIB'YIHG GOVEH UTILIZATION 
Q-eneral Treatment 
¥later depth 
In their water depth at nest requirements, marsh-nesting 
"birds vary in general accordance with the structure of their 
nests. Marsh nests can be classified on a structural basis 
into (1) floating nests, (2) surface nests reaching to the bot~ 
torn, and (o) suspended nests above the water surface. The 
first and third groups are independent of water depth, except 
as it affects other utilization factors. The second group is 
very much affected toy water depth. 
The most typical of floating nests is that of the pied-
billed grebe (Podilymbus podicepa} (^ ''ig. 72), In shallow water 
it may appear built up from the bottcsn, but it usually is a 
free-floating structure. Black tern (Ghlidonias nigra) and 
Porster^ s tern (Sterna forsteri) nests (Figs, 98 to 101) are 
floating in many eases, although as a rule they are supported 
upon the surface of slightly submerged debris, which may or 
may not reach to the bottom. Diving ducks, coot (Fulica amer-
icana), king rail (Rallus elegans), and black-crowned night 
heron (lycticorax nyctlcorax) all build nests Virhich may either 
reach to the bottom or be semi-floating, oftentimes depending 
on water levels and at all times depending on the character 
of the submerged plant remains upon which they almost alv/ays 
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pest. There is therefore a gradual chaijge from free-floating 
to accidentally floating, from gjeebe to diving dxcks,. within 
this group of nests. 
Surface nests reachiJtig to the marsh bottoai are typical of 
Virginia rail (^ allus limicola ), sora (Porzana Carolina), 
/oneriean bittern (Botaurus lentiginosus)» marsh hawk (Circus 
hudsoniua), and puddle ducks v/hen these nest over waters Hests 
of this type are very critically affected by depth of water. 
They are adapted to shallow waters and are exposed to flooding 
damage far more than semi-buoyant or floating neBts, 7/hen 
bird nests of the latter groups (e.g. diving ducks, coots) are 
built in shallow water or when their nests reach to the bottom, 
they are esqjosed to the same flooding hazard. Of the birds 
typically building bottom-grounded nests, Virginia rails and 
soras are the epitome. Walkinshaw (1937, 1940) found these 
rails to be very adept at building up their nests to raise the 
eggs as water levels rose, but that even in their case the 
flooding hazard was great, •^ m^erican bitterns, marsh hawks, and 
puddle ducks are apparently poor at building up their nests, 
as sli^ t rises In water level have almost invariably drowned 
the clutches (Figs, 82, 83) under observation in 1942 and 1947 
in the Ruthven Area, Diving ducks build up their n'osts con-
sistentlyj^  provided the necessary plant materials are handy 
to the nest. If their nests are semi-floating, a rise in water 
level will not necessitate adding to the nest. 
In the Ruthven ii^ rea marshes, the common birds building 
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suspended nests are yellow-headed blackbird {Xanthoeephala 
xanthocephala)red-winged blackbird, and prairie marsh wren 
(Telmatodytes palustris dissaeptus)» The less cozHnon least 
bittern (Ixobrychus exilis) also builds suspended nests, al-
tiiou^  It may Sit tlfflBs build a bottom-grounded or semi-floating 
nest, .?»'ater depth is not a direct factor in cover utilization 
by these four species, althouc^ i it greatly affects the dis­
tribution of their necessary nest supports, 'ilihenever suspended 
nests are biiilt too low rises in water level may become a 
serious mortality factor. 
Cover type 
ils in the case of water depth, cover type is a direct 
factor in cover utilization chiefly throu^ i its relation to 
structure of nest. The various properties of covers which 
affect utilization have been discussed as functions of the many 
environmental factors in the marsh. How'they, in turn, are in­
volved in cover utilization will be briefly reviewed. 
Cover structure. Physical properties of leaf and stem in 
cover plants determines the serviceability of covers by quali­
fying what use can be -made of them as nest materials and as 
nest attachments. Floating or semi-floating nests usually 
have in their bases parts of the more, buoyant culm emergents, 
apparently serving as pontoons. Semi-floating nests are 
preferably built of culm emergent parts, as these are more 
buoyant. S-ispsnded nests are bettex» supported on t±ie shafts 
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of culm emergents while their woven baskets are better fabri­
cated of foliose emergents. Surface nests attached to culm 
emergents probably accommodate themselves more easily to 
changing water levels than nests biiilt in foliose emergents, 
althoui^  in settling with a dropping water level the latter 
may suffer less damage. Culm emer-gents appear to furnish more 
adequate building material for emergency additions to the nest 
structure. These considerations are the likely explanation 
for the fact recorded by Loxv (1945) that redhead nests in culm 
emergents (thou^  he did not use that term) are more v^ ilnorable 
to drought -while those In foliose emergents are more vulnerGble 
to flooding* 
Kie most thorou^  investigation of the role of plant and 
community structure in nest distribution has been that of 
Beeches? (1942 j# Two examples of his biotic conurmnlty designa­
tions based largely on plant st:ra.cture illustrate well the type 
of ecKfer analysis x«^ ich is of most importance to wildlife man-
agemento 
Cattail~Redwlng Com.'mmity; Thou^  sometinies fragmen­
tary in distribution within the area, the cattail 
usually forms a fairly solid consocies which, in both 
density of nests and variety of nesting species per 
acre J, appears to be the most important in the hydro-
sere P This is due in large measure to its favorable 
life-form in combination with a clumping habit, --
but Is primarily due to the stout, upright character 
of the stalks which r-xae well above the water's sur­
face and generally rernain standing over winter, (p. 13) 
Lako sedge - Marsh Wrca Gomraunity: Carex lacustris 
tends to exist as a closed oonmiunityj it is more eom-
pletely dominant in its zone and its boundaries 
more sharply marked out than those of any other plant 
in iixiQ hydroserso To state that it has the same life-
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fom as Typha means nothing, sine©, though much 
coarser than the grass-like sedges which follow 
it, the stalks offer little support. ... Primarily 
it offers the tussock or stool type of substrate 
so attractive to rails, and anyone viewing this 
community for the first time v/ould appreciate its 
fitness for the vjrens. This growth is denser, less 
erect, and doubtless easier to work, (p. 14) 
Referring to nesting Canada geese (Branta canadensis), Williams 
and Marshall (1937, p- 83) wrote: 
An adequate supporting base for nest building is 
perhaps the deciding factor in influene3.ng choice 
of site. ... hardstem bulrush, v/ith its tendency 
toward the formation of dense mats, and saltgrass, 
with its short but dense growth, fulfill this need 
for nest building ... alkali bulrush apparently 
must be supplemented by a firm base such as is pro­
vided by a muskrat house in order to -be suitable 
for nesting. Cattail seems to be similarly defici­
ent. 
Density of growth. Open communities produce a greater 
quantity and variety of foods for marsh birds than closed com­
munities. Because of this and because of the greater amount 
of unobstro-Cted xvater surface for swinming, it is open com-
raimities which as a rule constitute "rearing cover" and which 
are the more attractive to migrating iTOterfowl. They may also 
be favored as nesting sites by swimraing birds for the same 
reasons* Nests which occupy relatj.vely large siirfaces of 
water, such as those of grebes, coots, and diving ducks, natu­
rally are built in open comiriunities by preference. Open com­
munities offer less "concealment" than closed communities. 
Concealment, however, may be an anthropomorphism as (1) numer­
ous incidents of successful nesting in the open or on muskrat 
houses attest to so-called concealment being merely an acci­
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dental property of nest location, and (2) th© majority of 
nests considered well concealed are very poorly concealed at 
the time of nest establishment when the growth of the year 
offers little covei'. Kalmhach (1937) found success higher 
in the nests he had judged poorly concealed than in those he 
had judged excellently concealed, and this in a sample of 495 
duck nests. Furthermore, of the 151 nests deatro;/-ed "by crov/s 
the percentage as gro'st among poorly concealed as well 
concealed nests. He concluded (p. 25): 
The results ... lead to the inference that perhaps 
human ideas of adequate concealment may not be 
correct or 1±!.at the crows and other creatures that 
prey on ducks and their eggs are able, through as­
tuteness, keenness of siglit, or stealth, to over-
coai© the protective advantage of what man sees fit 
to call adequate concea3.raent. 
Rate of f^ rowth* 'flie effect of rate of growth upon cover 
utilization by blackbirds \7ill be discussed later. It is an 
example of how rate of growth may determine availability of 
covers on a seasonal basis. The fact observed in the Ruthven 
Area that cattails and round-stemmed bulr\ishes top the v/ater 
much earlier than burreeds and reed grass, at once predisposes 
the former species to be more fully utilized as nesting cover 
by diving ducks aiid coots, even when the latter group is co­
terminous with it. 
Fate of dead growths. The majority of marsh-nesting birds 
establish nests before the new emergent gj'-owth has tooped the 
water surface sufficiently to constitute significant cover. 
The dead, previous yearns emergent vegetation is therefore the 
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prevailing cover at nest-establisinaent time«, Hence the impor~ 
tsnce of the character and duration of dead growths. In their 
v/at erf owl-nesting studies in Utah, V/illiams and Marshall (1938) 
point out some of the significance of the fate of dead growths. 
Referring to the hardstera "bulrush, they state (p. 34): 
During the winter culms of the season hend in various 
directions producing a ground cover beneath which 
ducks find suitable nesting sites, 'flio Canada geese 
vtrere reported as utilizing this plant as a base upon 
which to build their nests, but the ducks were found 
to use it only for concealing cover or nesting mate­
rial. f 
Coneernin/.-^  the alkali b^ ilrash (Scirpus pnludoaua) they write 
The dry culms that remain each winter seldom form a 
foundation above the water; consequently, nests placed 
in this cover raust be built up around adjacent sup­
porting culms of the previous season's growth or upon 
the foundation below the v/ater. In either case the 
nearby vegetation is used for nesting materials and 
the nest is poorly concealed. 
The cane(Phra^ ffliitob coimiiunis), thoy write (p. 36), 
... grovjs to a height probably greater than any of 
the other covers, but owing to the fact that it usually 
occurs in shallow water it breaks off several feet 
above the ground, and offers few good nesting sites. 
Propensity to intermixture of species. B'rom the wUdlife 
cover standpoint the significance of intemixture of plant species 
is that comp entary communities, like open communities, con­
tain more abundant and varied food plants than competitive 
coramtanities. 
Character of submerged debris» Unless the water contains 
submerged debris to help buoy nests of grebes, coots, and 
diving ducks, most cover types are inadequate for nesting, even 
(p. 35;: 
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though all other conditions of the environment are favorable. 
In a nev/ly-flooded area, or in an area v/ith newly re-estab-
lished emergent stands, it may take years for sufficient 
submerged debris to accumulate and render the cover fit for 
nesting. The four-year old cattail and bulrush cover in Rush 
Lake as observed in 1947 (Fig, 46) was superficially ideal 
nesting cover for diving ducks, coots, grebes, terns, etc., 
but none of these birds were observed in July# It was noted 
that the water in the emergent growths was altogether free of 
submerged debris, and this is here advanced as the reason for 
the absence of surface nesting birds. Cover must matui*e befcre 
it can be of use to surface-nesting birds. The rate of matu­
rity, in the sense here used, may vary among different emergent 
species. There may also come a time of "senility" in this 
respect, i.e. the water among the emergents may become so 
cluttered with debris as to become unattractive to surface-
nesting birds. An example of this was the deleterious effect 
of islands of deca^ fing vegetation on coot nesting at Goose Lake 
described by Hendrickson (1936). Rs reported later (Priley et 
al 1938, p. 83) the small number of coot nests on Goose Lake 
•was "thought to be due in part to the clogging of parts of the 
marsh by islands of decaying vegetation" and "the old procum­
bent stems among the new growth in many places made a very dense 
condition in which it v/as very difficilt for the female to 
build." The large cattail growth in Barringer's Slou^  may be 
cited as an example of a cover approaching senility in this 
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respect. Such senile marshes wo-uld probably require drastic 
management techniques to render them again suitable as water-
fowl nesting areas, probably along the line of draining, burn­
ing, and Viraiting for the germination of emergent plants to 
start afresh with new cover stands. 
Senility, as here interpreted, represents simply an ad­
vanced stage of the inexorable plant succession occtirring in 
marshes. Because this natural process is inexorable^  marsh 
management must take it into account. If it is desired to 
maintain the deep-water or culm emergent stage of the succes­
sion, it is inevitable that drastic measures will have to be 
taken occasionally to destroy the edaphic progress the suc­
cession has made and make the venotation revert to an earlier 
condition of hydrosere. 
Interspersion 
Since open water serves no direct purpose in neat con­
struction, interspersion must be a direct factor in cover uti­
lization only in the case of birds that require open water for 
extra-nesting activities. It ia a factor imposed on cover 
utilization by the bird itself and not by the nest the bird 
builds. 
Tlie measured datura of distance of nest from open water 
does not ipso facto indicate an open water requirement for cover 
utilization. It may, in a voxi^  vm7yr. Indicate the relative 
importance of this requirement after it hns been demonstrated 
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to exist in some other way. Gori?elation of nesting densities 
with amount of interspersion, all other factors "being equal, 
should, on the other hand, demonstrate the actual requirement 
for open water and interspersion. •Amount of interspersion 
may be measured in terisis of cover~v/ater ratio or as length of 
cover-water edge per unit area of cover. These methods of 
evaluating interspersion as a cover utilization factor will be 
employed in the individual species treatments to follow. 
Individual Species Treatment 
Tlie follomng analysis of cover properties at nest sites 
is based on nest® found in 1942 and 1947 in ^ ewey's Pasture 
ponds and in the Oppedahl Tract marsh. In 1942 nests of smaller, 
non-game birds were not investigated; in 1947 all nests weve 
investigated. Samples large enough for significant analysis 
were obtained of coot and pied-billed grebe in 1942j in 1947 
adequate samples were obtained of grebe, coot, black tern, 
marsh wren, yellow-headed blackbird, and red-winged blackbird. 
The distribution of all nests is shown in Pigs, 34 to 45« 
Pied-billed Grebe (Podilymbus podiceps) 
The typical pied-billed grebe neat is a floating pile of 
soggy* decaying plant remains and muck. The above-water por­
tion is very round and about 12 inches in diameter (Figs, 72, 
73). The eggs are in a a^llov/, round depression. They are 
seldom elevated over half an inch above the v/ater level and 
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are generally resting in -water in the early stages of Incuba­
tion. 'ftie bird almost invariably covers the eggs with some 
of the nest material before leaving them, so that the iisst 
when found is not only round but smoothly convex to about two 
inches above the vvat^  level in the centcr, 'ihe below-water 
portion of the nest is a mass of debris coarser than the 
emerged portion, wider, and reacdiing to a variable depth in 
the -water but usiially well over six inches. It may contain 
many sections of green cut culms or leaves of bulrush, cattail, 
or burreed. These are usually more numerous at -tihe very base 
of the pile and suggest a service in buoying up the nest, 
AlthoTO^  really floating, the nest is -usually attached, under­
water, to some anchored plant. The greatest distance it has 
been possible to move a nest -without submerging it was three 
feet, 
a^ter depth at nest. Because of its peculiar construc­
tion, and perhaps also because of the feeding habits of both 
adult and newly-hatched chick, pied-billed grebe nests oc­
curred over deeper water in the marshes than nests of any 
other bird except the coot. In 1942 the average water depth 
at 18 nests -was 19#6 inches, in 1947 the average at 53 nests 
was 15.2 inches; the average for all 71 nests was 16,2 inches, 
Ihe range of depths in 1942 was 17 to 24 inches; in 1947 it 
was 7 to 23 inches. It was significant that the laverage depth 
at nests was unifom in all plant covers for the same year 
enable ¥1) but averaged uniformly 4 to 5 Inches shallower in 
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Table VI, Depth of ^ a^ter at Pied-billed Grebe Kests, 1942 
and 1947, at Time of Hest Establishaient 
Nests in culm emergents Nests in foliose emergents 
In, of water In. of water 
Species 1942 1947 Species 1942 1947 
Scirpus acutus 20 16 Carex lacustris 21 15 
" hetero-
chaetus 
19 15 Fluniinea 19 
fluviatilis -- 15 Misc, - 18 15 
Typha sp. 20 16 
Sparganium 20 12 
Average 19,5 14.9 -Average 19«6 15.9 
1947 than in 1942. There is a seeming contradiction in tiiese 
figures, for they reveal that within one year the v/ater depth 
at nests was fairly constant and independent of cover types, 
while between years the cover types selected were fairly con­
stant (see belo^ ?) and independent of water depth. 
Cover types. Pied-billed grebes are pre-eminently nest­
ing birds of the deep-water, ciilm emergent plant ccarsnunities. 
In the ponds of Dewey's Pasture 83 and 82 percent of the nests 
occiirred among calm emergents in 1942 and 1947 respectively, 
while 50 and 37 percent only v/ere vs^ iere foliose ©mergents oc­
curred (Table VII). The plant species most frequently present 
at nests were, in 1942, hard-stponied bulrush (50 percent) and 
lake sedge (25 percent)j in 1947 they v;ere hard-stemmed bul­
rush (S2 percent), river bulrush (26 percent), lake sedge 
Table VII. Ocetirrenee of Cover Species at Pied-billed ^ -ebe 
Kests, 1942 and 1947 
Nests in culm ©mergents Hests in f olios e emergent & 
% occurrence  ^occurrence 
Species 1942 1947 Species 1942 
Scirpus acutus 50 32 Carex lacus-
t^ ris 25 24 
Scirpus hetero-
chae'^ Jus 17 5 Pluminea tm-mm- 11 
Scirms fluviatilis 26 Misc, 25 5 
Typha sp# 17 13 
. 
Sparganium 17 24 
Total 83 82 Total 50 37 
(24 percent), and large burreed (24 percent). There was es­
sentially little difference in covers used in 1942 and 1947. 
The slight differences in cover utilization are easily ac­
counted for by the decrease in round-stemined bulrushes and in­
crease in river bulrush cover available in 1947 as compared 
to 1942, It is also significant that 62 percent of all grebe 
nests were in consociation, 46 percent in culm emergent conso­
ciations and 16 percent in foliose emergent consociations. 
There was a 32 percent increase in consociation nests in 1947 
(65 percent) over 1942 (50 percent), 
Intersperslon. The distance of nests to open water is used 
here as a rough index to interspersion requirements, far the closer 
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nests must be to open vjater tlie greater tlie inter spersion which, 
will be required for a marsh to attain its masimmn utility to 
that species. 
The average distance to open water (Sable VIII) of the 71 
grebe nests investigated was 4.8 yards. It was surprising that 
this distance averaged 12.0 yards in the hi^  water level year 
of 1942 and only 2,3 yards in 1947 when water levels in the 
ponds of Dev/ey's -Pasture v/ere somewhat lov/er. 'fhls may be ex-
Iplained on the grounds that in 1942 the deep-water eii^ rgent 
coirmrunities still occupied the centers of the ponds, and open 
water areas were mainly muskrat cuttings scattered through the 
communities while by 1947 these same coiamunities were all 
marginal zones about wide-open centers. In other wco?ds there 
Table VIII, Distance of Pied-billed ^ e^be Nests 5'rom Open 
"^ a^ter at Hest-establishment Time, 1942 aM 1947 
Nests in culm emerpcents Mests in foliose en^ rsents 
yds, to open 
water 
yds, to ojjen 
water 
Species 1942 1947 Species 1942 1947 
Scirpus acutus 8 2 Carex lacustris 19 2 
" hetero« 
chaetus 27 1 Fluminea 2 
" fluviatilis 2 Misc. 15 3 
Typha spp. 7 3 
Sparganiura 5 3 
Average 9.B 2.3 Avera ge 17.0 2.S 
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is here ©videnee that distance to open watei? can "be great 
when the interspersion is of the maze pattern, This is further 
demonstrated in the responses of coots and redlieads (see be­
low). The fact that distance to open water was greater in 
folios© emergents is correlated with the more landward position 
of these comiaunities. The greater average distance in pale 
bulrush (14 yards) is due to the solidity of this cover as it 
occurred in 1942 in pond A-4:» The average distance in this 
pond was 27 yards in 1942; in 1947, when the growth was ex­
tremely thin (Pig. 73) it was only one yard. Ihis variat3.an 
within the same cover species is seen also in the lake sedge. 
This sedge coimminity had been fragmented by hi^  waters in 
the interim years, and the distance of nests from open water was 
reduced from 19 yards in 1942 (3 nests) to 2 yards in 1947 (9 
i^ sts). The general uniformity in distance to open water among 
nests in different cover species in 1947 as compared with the 
lack of \miformity in 1942 is, as in water depth, a reflection 
of the basic differences between maze pattern interspersion and 
ring i^ ttern interspersion. 
Interspersion data for grebe nests in -^ ewey^ s Pasture in 
1942 and 1947 is presented in '•'•'able IX and Fig, 14. There is 
a fairly good direct correlation between density of nests and 
yardage of cover-water edge (Pig, 14), Nest density also in­
creased with proportion of open water in the rnarshes up to 
about 80 percent. The indication is that under conditions of 
ring pattern interspersion, density of pied-billed grebe nests 
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Table IX. Host I^ ensities of Pied-billed Grebe and Gover-'''at®p 
Interspersion in the Ponds of -^ ewey's Pastiire 
T'fumber Nests per Yards of cover- Percent of 
of cover water edge per pond in 
Pond Year Hests acre® acre open water 
i\-a 1942 2 0.26 54 8 
A»10 It 4 0.37 114 12 
B-2 « S 0,44 27 4 
B-.3 1 0.66 53 5 
C-6 ti 1 0.20 0 0 
A-4 1947 3 1»30 500 67 
A-7 tt 1 2»00 2,250 86 
A-8 » 6 3.90 725 81 
A-9 ti 1 0*82 143 12 
A-10 5 2,79 736 84 
3-1 n 2 2.64 860 61 
B-g n 8 2.06 397 59 
B-3 » 1 0.67 219 67 
B-4 ti 1 0,62 423 18 
B-5 ff 2 0.70 215 17 
B-8 11 1 1.22 301 29 
C-2 tt 1 1.91 336 26 
C-5 t! 2 0.72 348 48 
C-5 U 1 2.43 852 66 
0-6 n 1 0.54 507 61 
Cove2? aad pond are exclusive of diallow-water emergent zones 
which are not used for nesting 
will be greatest v/hen open water occupies 60 to 90 v 
the marsh area and will "be proportional to th® 
water edge. 
The relation of nest density tp-
water edge per nest is given 1p' 
appears to be an inverse 
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Table X. Pled~billed Grebe Ifest-densities and Apportionment 
of Cover-water ISdge and Open Visttev Among Ifests in 
Ponds of I^ ewey^ s Pastiire 
Hests 
per Yards cover-water Acres open water 
Pond Year Acre edge per nest per nest 
1947 1.30 381 1.54 
A-7 1947 2.00 158 .43 
A-8 1942 0.26 247 .29 
1947 3.90 186 1.08 
i4-9 1947 0.82 176 .17 
A-10 1942 0.37 310 .54 
1947 2.79 264 1.88 
B-1 1947 2.64 326 .61 
B-2 1942 0.44 60 .08 
1947 2.06 193 .70 
B-3 1942 0.66 88 .09 
1947 0.67 326 ,99 
B-4 1947 0.62 666 .56 
B~5 1947 0.70 308 .53 
B-8 1947 1.22 246 .33 
C-2 1947 0.91 570 .39 
0-3 1947 0.72 484 1.30 
C-5 1947 2.43 350 .78 
C-6 1942 0.20 0 .00 
1947 0.54 880 2.94 
System 
A 1942 0.58 290 .46 
B 1942 0.49 70 o09 
C 1942 0.20 0 .00 
A 1947 2.50 245 1.32 
B 1947 1.31 271 .63 
C 1947 0.82 514 1.34 
Total 1942 0.^ 8 183 .28 
1947 1*47 292 1.04 
Two years 0.88 266 0.86 
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water or water edge per nest. The correlation {seems further 
to exist in certain xBases, for which no certain explanation 
is apparent due to insufficiency of ecological date. This 
relationship, if true, could have a very important "bearing on 
cover uti7.izatlcn« It suggests that with a great abundance 
of food in the open water the requirements for open water and 
edge in grebe nesting terrains may be decreased* ®iis hypo­
thesis is substantiated by the fact that those ponds which, 
from superficial ejcamination at least, produced the greatest 
quantity of aquatic food (the B ponds particularly) showed 
lesser appcsp tionment of open \7ater among grebe nests than ponds 
which v/ere particularly poor in such food (poM A-10 notably). 
'Ihis relationship brings into the picture of cover utilization 
the matter of territoriality. From the standpoint of nest 
substrate, barring gross inadequacies in the habitat, there 
are usually far more potential nest sites than there are nests --
for all marsh-nesting species. In 1947, for instance, it is 
Inconceivable that nest densities of any species were limited 
in the B-ponds by availability of nest sites, 'JSae only limit­
ing factors that can reasonably be considered are intra-specific 
pressures involved in territoriality, 
The grebe family contains the most aquatic of inland nest­
ing birds. Most species are so bound to water in the nesting 
season as to be virtually flightless. Because of their limited 
motility, they are eminently suited to a study of territoriality. 
Yet little is known of the territorial behavior of North 
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iiiTierican species. European species have been closely stiwiied 
and have yielded much inf orwstlon on the territorial principle 
and on inter-speeifie relationships on nesting marshes. It 
is therefore necessary to discuss territoriality in the pied-
hilled grehe by analogy with closely related European species. 
Tlie latter vary in nesting hehavlor from the strictly terri­
torial (Podiceps r. rufIcollis) to the colonial (Fodiceps 
nigricolliswhile the entire range may occur in on© species 
(PodicQpa cristatiAa) and on one marsh (^ enables and Lack 1934). 
It is probable that the same latitude In nesting tolerances 
occurs among North ikaerican, grebes. Observations in the Ruthven 
iirea suggest that the pied-billed grebe is t err it csp ia 1 and is 
a close counterpart of the Eiuropoan little grebe (Podlceps r. 
ruficollia). Ihis contention is based primarily on thetsren 
spacing of nests wherever they occurred in large ntmibers and 
on the isolation of pairs within covers during the season of 
nest use. 
Reporting on a three-year study of the nesting of the 
little grebe, Hartlej'" (1933, p. 82) wrote as follov/s;. 
Little Grebes begin to defend terrcitories in the 
middle of -J^ ebr-usry, These are small areas — about 
1/4 acre •— situated in the parts of the verj shal­
low lake that are overgrown with marestail (Hip-
pur is vuIgari3), Where several territories Border 
on an open space, free from v/eeds, this constitutes 
a neutral area where paired birds can meet and as-
sociate with others, without fluting* 
II ap-^ ears that other European grebes also defend territories 
within covers while open \yaters are neutral feeding and rear­
ing habitat, I'he neutrality of open ^''/aters is observed by 
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cx^ ested grebes (Podlceps cylstatus) whether tliey are nesting 
in colonies or in isolated and defended territories (Venables 
and Lack 1934). Ihere is no evidence for contrary behavior 
ainong North -American species, and it is here assumed that 
pied-billed grebea defend territories within cover while open 
waters are neutral terrain. 
Of the grebe-inhabited marshes in the Huthven Area, four 
appeared to esdiibit saturation densities. These ¥/ere ponds 
A-8, A-10, B-1, and B~2, all in 1947 (Table XI). llie grebe 
Table XI. Territorial Data for Pied-billed Grebes '//here 
Saturation Populations ^ ere Assumed to Exist 
in 1947 
Pond Mests 
Acres of 
Cover per 
ifest 
Acres of Open 
Water per Nest 
c^res of 6over-
Water Sdge 
per Best 
A-8 6 0.26 1.06 186 
A-10 5 0,36 1.88 264 
B—1 2 0.38 «61 326 
B-2 a 0.49 .70 193 
Aver. (21) 0.38 1.08 268 
territories on these ponds varied from an average of 0.536 acres 
on pond A-8 to' an average of 0.49 acres on pond B-2. "The ave­
rage territory for the 21. pairs on these four ponds was 0«38 
acres, a figure close to the l/4 acre given by Hartley (1933) 
for the little gi^ ebe (Podiceps r. nxficollis). 
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Since feeding is done on neutral open waters, it would 
seem that in grebes, at leasts territoriality serves no food 
purpose, "Ehis has been vigorously advanced in the case of 
the crested grebe (Podiceps cristatug) (Venables and Lack 1934, 
1936; Lack and Lack 1933) and has been frequently challenged. 
It was stated above that the Ruthven Area data suggest that 
grebe territories may be smaller v^ hen the open wfter is more 
productive of food, Th,e territorial data in ^ able X further 
suggests that territories may also be smaller where the ap­
portionment of water among nests is greater. If one were to 
disagree v/ith the commonly accepted theory that territory is 
defended area, the territory of the grebe ccaild be con­
ceived as including a portion of open water, undefended ter­
rain. 'J3iore could probably be demonstrated then an inverse 
relationship between the food production of this open-water 
feeding, loafing, and rearing terrain and the cover terrain 
used mainly for nesting. Selous' (1933) theory of "nido-sexual 
vortices" as against "territories" would explain the phenomenon 
more satisfactorily than crude attempts to fit the observed 
facts into a theory not demonstrable though universally ac~ 
cepted.® 
a ~ 
All bird behavior can adequately be explained on a stimulus-
response or taxis basis {'Jinbergen 19S9, Howard 1935, J^ oble 
1939, Selous 1933) and on associative memory (Holmes 1911), 
It is neither necessary nor valid to ascribe to birds conceptual 
activation when behavior on a loiver psychological plane satis­
factorily explains all observed facts. Territoriality meaning 
defense of area or "positive reaction to place" (Nice 1941) 
divorced of associative memories goes beyond the psychological 
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level o£ birds "because area or terrain per se can constitute 
a stimulus only on a conceptual basis. "fHe writer interprets 
so-called "defence" {a word as inept as "territory") behavior 
as simple intolerance or aggressiveness manifested under tlie 
conditioning influence of a physiological state. Such action 
is the expression of an emotion which is part of the hormonal-^  
ly induced sexual behavior pattern released by the sight of 
the mate, the nest, or the yoxmg, as stlurall* Because place 
memory, emotional memory, and associative njemory exist in 
birds, the site of sexual or nidal activities may act as 
stimulus in the absence of the above-mentioned stiitruli, Hhe 
amount and intensity of intolerance will be roughly propor­
tional to the distance from the primary stimuli of mate, nest, 
or young. The force of terrain as secondary stimulus Y/ill be 
proportional to the amount of strife in which the bird engages, 
for each act of strife ("defence") will add to the stimulat­
ing efficacy of the terrain. Since coition and nesting must 
occur somewhere and since, as Selous remarked, territory Is 
everywhere, the area of sexually motivated repulsion has been 
interpreted, anthropomorphically, as an area of ownership. 
Having made this asstamgtion, it was then necessary to fabricate 
some sort of raison d'etre for such a "territorial instinct." 
Food guarantee, spacing oi^  the population, population checks, 
and many more gratuitous functions of territory have been 
advanced, championed, challenged, and all eventually doubted. 
Lately the avian equivalent of human "liebensraum" is popularly 
accepted. So many exceptions to every rule of territoriality 
have had to be made, that the principle has been categorized 
(Nice 1941) ^  rldiculum. One can truly say that territory 
in birds has come to mean so much it means nothing, the 
inevitable fate of an unsound theory. The theory, as now 
generally accepted, violates Lloyd Morgan's princlplei "In no 
case may we interpret an action as the outcome of the exercise 
of a higher psychical faculty, if it can be interpreted as the 
outcome of one which stands lower in the psychological scale," 
Because behavior necessarily occurred sanewherej^  the fallacy 
has been made and perpetuated of assuming that somewhere" to 
be a cause when actually it v/as merely a coincidence. So 
successfully disseminated has been this unfortunate interpreta­
tion of behavior that it has plunged all dir.cussion of sexual 
behavior in birds into a morass of eonftjsion \'/hich one can 
only pray will be dispelled soon. 
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Black-crowned Heron (Is-ycticorax n» h.oactli) 
In Barrlnger's Slougb. tliere he s been for some years a 
marsh-nesting colony of black-crovirned night herons (Bennett 
and LaMar 1957)• Ihis colony was visited twice in 1942 (Provost 
1947)« It occupied about 1,5 acres of a 10-acre tract of reeds, 
360 yards from the nearest land. The nests v/ere 3 to 10 yards 
apart, in thin reeds, over 16 to 30 inches of v^ ater. The es­
timated 150 nests were chimney-like structure built entirely 
of reeds, flaring to a width of about 16 inches at the top, and 
rising 10 to 24 inches above the water (Fig. 74) 
By 1947 this colony had increased to about ^ 0 nests« 
rookery now in solid cattails and the nests viere built al­
together of old stalks of beggar-ticks. Bidens sp., (Pig. 75), 
the same annual weed which occupied numberless acres of mud 
flat the previous fall. These nests v/ere much flimsier than 
the reed nests of 1942, They were added to throughout the lay­
ing and incubating period at least. By the time the young were 
fledged, the nest remains were mere platforms barely above the 
water level (Fig. 77), 
Depth of water. Depth of water at nest can have no direct 
bearing in the selection of nesting sites by a bird species 
which normally nests in the tree tops* Water depth is obviously 
an accidental ftinction of the cover type selected. In 1937, the 
nests v/ere in vraters 13 to 26 inches deep (Bennett and LaMar 
1937), in 1942 on waters 16 to 30 inches deep (Provost 1947), 
and in 1947 on waters 18 to 30 inches deep. 
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Cover types. The 'black-crowned ni^ t heron is a fine 
example of a species in the process of adopting the marsh as 
a nesting habitat. The bird nests in trees like other herons 
almost ©"verViTher e, except in the prairie regions. On this 
hjpotiissis, it vfould be expected that the bird had not yet 
established preferences in the matter of cover type (Table 
XII3» Prom 1937 to 1947, the colony is seen to have shifted 
Table XII« Hest Data for Black-crowned Hight Heron Coloi^  in 
Barringer's Slou^ , 1937, 1942, and 1947 
Year 
Number 
of 
STests 
Kes't 
Bens ity 
per Acre 
Hatching 
Peak 
Nest 
Gov er Ma t er ial s 
Tards 
from 
Land 
1937® 31 6 July 8 Scirpus 
acutius 
do. 100^  
1942 150^  100 May 9 Phragmites 
communis 
do, 360^  
1947 300^  60 June 1 Typha 
a'ngusti-
f olia 
Bidei® 
ap. 
100^  
®1937 data from Bennett and liSMar (1937) 
"w 
Estimated 
from one to the other of the three major culm onergent types 
in the slough. In 1937^  when the colony was in bulrushes, all 
three cover types were abundant. By 1942, the bulrush was 
scarce, and the colony was in reeds. The cattail always pre­
dominated in the Slou^  but it was not used until the bulrush 
communities were greatly redticed and the reed eommunities v;ere 
exterminated. Bulrushes and reeds offered good nest materials 
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at the nest site, but apparently tlie "birds nesting in cattail 
had to travel some distance to obtain nesting materisQ-s, and 
even then thej were apparently not of the best* 
Interspersion* At least in 1942 and 1947 the heron colony 
was situated in the midst of a scalloped pattern of interspers-
ton created by muskrats and high waters (Fig. 48). Althou^  
no meastirements were taken^  it vras noted that few nests were 
more than three yards from open water* This open water con­
tained the large algal mats and floating bottoms on vihich the 
herons were seen to forage often. 
Ameri can Bittern (Bo taiirus lentiginosus) 
The five .^ iraerican bittern nests found in Dewey^ s Pasture 
in 1942 were reed and sedge platforras raised from 2 to 6 inelies 
above water 8 to 13 inches deep, and built among bulrushes and 
burreeds at the edges of the ponds (Pigs. 78, 79; Table XIII). 
Three of the nests vfere vfithin 40 yards of one another in a 
Table XIIx. Nest Data for American Bittern in De^ ey^ s Pasture, 
1942 
lest' Inches of a^rds to 
N" -^ ber Pond Cover species water at Open 
nest -'ater 
1 B-S Scirpus acutus 8 20 
 ^ "~7 Scirpus acutus and Sparganiiaa 13 6 
3 A-7 " " " " 11 9 
4 A-7 " " " " 9 8 
5 0-7 Scirpus fluviatilis 8 none 
Average 9'.'8 8.6 
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half-acre pond (A~7)t, Ihis was remarkable considering the soli­
tary and unsocial nature of the "bird, liie clutches v/ere com­
pleted within a fev/ days of one another, June 5, 7, and 8, 
"Chis density was far in excess of what Bent (1926) considered 
an exception to the usual solitary nesting, viz. five nests in 
a half-mile square slough. 
All five nests were resting on lodged and submerged plant 
remains (Fig. 78)• The submerged debris^  particularly, enabled 
the bitterns to nest over water deeper than is usually found 
at their nests. This is another testimonisl to the decisive 
importance of nest substrate in cover utilization. 
Eastern Least Bittern (Ixobrychus _e. exilis) 
llie least bittern is not rare in the Ruthven Area, but 
because of its secretiveness it is not readily observed. Two 
nests v;ere found in Uewey's Pasture in 1942 and one in 1947 
(Table XIV). i--.ll three nests were built of hard-stemmed bul-
Table XIV, West Data for Least Bittern in i^ ewey*s Pasture 
~ • Inches Inches Yards to 
Pond Year Cover species 
of 
./ater 
above 
Yvater 
Open 
iiifater 
A-8 1942 Scirpus acutus 20 12 10 
B-10 1942 Sparganium e^ lrycarp^ B3l 16 14 3 
B-4 1947 Scirpus acutus 18 8 • 4 
Average 18.0 11.3 5.7 
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rush and more or less suspended. One 1942 nest was in hard-
stem bulrush (Fig. 80) and the other in bur-reed, supported 
by a strand of barbed wire (Pig. 81). iSie 1947 nest was sus­
pended in hards tern taxlru^ and was altogether out of the wates?. 
',7ater depth. In view of the construction t3?pe, depth of 
v^ater could not have had a direct bearing on the nesting site 
selection in these bitterns. 
Cover type. The nature of 'ciiese nests indicates a require­
ment for strong upright supoorts of the culm emergent type. 
The average least bittern nest, however, was not much larger 
and was certainly must less bulky than the nest of a yellovj-
headed blackbird, Nevertheless the nest in bur-reed could, 
probably not have been suprjorted without the help of the barbed 
wire, Jf the three nests m'ere representative of least bittern 
nests in general, their requirements in cover type are probably 
similar to those of the yellow-headed blackbird. 
Cover density. An outstanding feature of the three nest 
sites v/as the extreme density of the cover. It was also noted 
that other least bitterns observed in the nesting season v/ere 
invariably among very dense growths, mostly consociations of 
culm emergents. 
Althcxi^ the least bittern nests were altogether out of 
the v/ater, they were yet not suspended in the sense that 
passerine nests are# Sliey v/ere not lashed to plant stalks but 
merely rested upon these v/here they occurred very close together 
some distance above the water. This requirement for extreme 
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density of stalks or supports may be the reason for the least 
bittern's selection of impenetrable covers for nesting. The 
"excellent concealment" of the nest i?iay thus be but an acci­
dent. 
Jnterspcrsion. 'Ihere was no indication that distance from 
open water had any direct bearing on the choice of nesting 
sites by least bitterns. The dense covers necessary as nest 
substrates often exist as "islands" of culm eraergents surrounded 
by open water, especially Vifhere narrow-leaved cattail is select­
ed for nesting sites. In such cases p^r^oximity to open water 
may be again but an aocident of the site. 
Mallard (Anas platyrhynchos} 
•i^ie raallard in Iowa is primarily an upland-nesting duck. 
In the Ruthven A.rea it nested within marshes much more often 
than did the blue-i-vinged teal which always outnumbered it on 
the uplands. In 1942 three mallard nests were found in lake 
sedge in water 5 to 7 inches deep ('Fig. 82). They were removed 
from open water 4, 10, and 12 yai'ds (average 8.7 yards). In 
1947 one mallard nest was found in lake sedge five yards from 
open water and over 7 inches of water, and two nests were lo­
cated in hardstem bulrush at \TOter depths of 7 and 15 inches 
and removed from open water, respectively, 35 and 4 yards. 
Tliere was much evidence that the nest in 15 Inches of ¥/ater 
(pond B-3) was originally built by a redhead and later expro­
priated by the mallard hen. Its complement of seven eggs was 
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eventually drowned out by a sli^t rise in water level which 
would probably not have much affected a redhead-occupied nest 
(Pig. 83i. 
Duck nests, because of the great v!?ei^t of bird end clutch, 
require substantial substrates. In the case of the mallard the 
usual substrate is the ground itself. This is so, even when 
the nests are in lake sedge or shallov; v;ater» \vhen the water 
is much over a foot deep, the nest substrate is usually sub­
merged debris in the form, usually, of lodged and drowned culms 
and leaves* Thouf^i diving ducks nest on sTxch substrates con­
sistently in the Ruthven %ea, there is evidence that puddle 
ducks like the mallard do so only at a great risk of nest de­
struction. Ihe birds are apparently not adapted to nesting on 
any substrate but the ground. Ihe fact that Williams and 
Marshall (1938) found 65 percent of 312 mallard nests on the 
Bear River marsh in hardstem bulrush seems to refute this com­
pletely, But they also state that in 96 percent of ^oal-water 
duck nests (of T.'tiich mallards constituted 17 percent) the 
inside bottom of the bowl v/as within three inches of the mud. 
And they also state that the ruddy duck (Erismatura jamaicensis) 
and the redhead had 52 percent and 25 percent of their nests, 
respectively, between three and eight inches off the bottom. 
It is therefore obvious that the overwhelming maj ority of ducks 
nests (2410) on the "iiarsh were bottom g -ounded, incl^ading those 
of the mallards. In the Flathead Valley of iuontana, mallards 
nest primarily on uplands (CJirard 1941), as only 8.94 percent 
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of 267 mallard nests were in aquatic vegetation, Girard^s 
conclusions on cover are apropos (1941, p» 234). 
Studies have been made in various sections of the 
country relative to the evaluation of cover types, 
and while they are interestiiig and informative. It 
is the writer's judgement that the results obtained 
are chiefly of local value. So far as the mallard 
is concerned, the main factor is an abundant and 
properly manr.ged food supply. Ducks, particu3-arly 
the mallard, will apparently adjust themselves to 
whatever cover is available^ 
Blue-winged Teal (Querquedula discora) 
Ihe blue-winged teal is even raore essentially an upland 
nesting duck than the mallard. In 1942, when an intensive 
search for blue-winged teal neRta was made in Dewey's Pasture 
and the Oppedahl Tract, only one nest out of 44 was foLind over 
water. It v/as 5.n the lake sedge of the Oppedahl -ract and had 
five inches of water under it. a slight rise in the 'vater 
level drovmed out the clutch. 
It might be stated here that thouj^ several nests of 
shoveller (Spatula clypeata) and pintail (Dafila acuta) vvere 
fOLind, none was anywhere but in upland bluegrass. 
Redhead (Hyroca americana) 
The redhead, which it was hoped Y/ould give valuable in­
formation on relative importance of interspersion to cover 
utilization, was unfortunately scarce in the Ruthven %'ea both 
in IC'42 and 1947, 'Ko nests \verc found in the Oppedahl Tract, 
and only nine were located, in Dewey's Pasture, 6 in 1942 and 
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4 in 1947. The re<±Lea(3. nests weve s^irface cones of plant mate­
rials usually but not necessriPlly reaching to the "bottom. %.ey 
Tjere comraonly added to during the progress of 1±ieir use, especi­
ally in response to rising water levels. 
'A'ater depth. The 1942 nests v/sre in from 12 to 17 inchcB 
of Y/ater (average 14»4 inches); the 1947 nests were in from 10 
to 19 Inches of v/;.ter (average 16,0 inches). The average depth 
of water at all nine nests was 15.1 Inches. The sample was too 
sinall for critical analysis of this factor (Table XV). Low (1945) 
Table XV. Hest Data for HedJjeads in Bewey's Pasture 
Inches of Isvds to 
water at open 
Year Pond Cover species nest water 
1942 A-7 Scirpus heterochaetus 12 27 
1942 A»10 Carex atherod!es 13 12 
1942 D-1 Scirpus acutus 
Typha latll'oiia 16 18 
1942 D-1 Scirptis acutius 
Sparganium eurycarpuja 17 1 
1942 D-1 Scirpus acutus 
Typha latifolia 15 7 
Average 12.6 li!) .0 
1947 C-4 Scirpus acutus 19 7 
1947 D-1 '  ' f f  " '  f f  '  ID 4 
1947 B-1 n n 17 2 
1947 3-4 t( « »! . 18 2 
Average 16.0 3.8 
found 160 redhead nesta in the Ruthven -^'-rea to be built in water 
varying from 0 to 34 inches in depth, the averages beinji^ 15.4 
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inches in 1938, 9.1 in 1939, and 8.6 in 1940, He assumed the 
9.1 inch average of 1939 to be the favored water depth because 
the water level that year was fairly stationary during the 
nesting period. Williams and Marshall (1938) reported 25 per-
cent of 343 redhead nests had the bottom of their bov/ls within 
three to eight inches of the bottom. This, of course, v/as not 
synonymous -with v/ater depths and the coraparable figures given 
by Low (l945) were averages of 22«6 inches in 1938, 16.8 inches 
in 1939, and 16.0 inches in 1940. This indicates that elevation 
of redhead nests above the gi'ound may vary greatly from marsh 
to marsh and from year to year« It is also Indication that 
redheads prefer to ground their nests on the bottomo As Low 
(1945, p. 50) •wrote: 
Often the nests had no foundations other than the 
stalks of the plants on vfh-ch the nest ?/as built, 
but more frequently, even though the nests were 
constructed in dense plant growth, the foundations 
extended down to the bottom. 
In years of hi^ v^ater levels, such as 1938,1942, and 1947, it 
is very likely that most redhead nests will not be grounded on 
the bottom because of the gr^eat depth of water in those covers 
which furnish the birds with nesting materials. These probably 
represent subnormal conditions for the redhead, as is reflected 
•by the nesting success foLind by Low for 1938 and observed 
by the writer in 194^5 and 1947. Ihe poor reproductive suc­
cesses of diving diick species in the past four or five years 
may be attributable in part to excessive depths of water in the 
covers to which they were confined by nesting material require­
ments . 
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Cover type. Four of the nesta found in 1942 vj&re in culm 
©mergents (mostly hardstem bulrush) and one was in awned sedge, 
a foliose emergent. In 1947 all fo^ir nests were in hardstem 
bulrush consociations. Again the samples are too small for 
critical analysis. 
All researches, however, have pointed to the eminent de­
sirability of culm emergents for nest construction. Low (l946) 
found redheads to gather nest materials within two or three 
yards of the nest site. He also found the largest pieces of 
nesting materials to be of cattail, bulrush, and burreed. The 
requirements of nest construction probably largely determine 
the preference for nesting sites in these culm emergents. lla© 
fact that over 90 percent of redhead nests found by Williams 
and Marshall (1938) were in what are here designated culm, 
emergents cannot be interpreted as a necessary preference for 
such since culm emergents covered practically the entire searched 
areas. However, as in the case of water depth, redheads v/ill 
nest in other than culm emergents when they have to. Low found 
41.9 percent of all redhead nests in foliose eri^rgents (30.0 
percent alone in lake sedge). His conclusion was that (1945, 
p. 52) 
The plant species in which the redheads nested appeared 
to be largely determined by the depth of water at the 
beginning of the nesting season and by proper inter-
spersion and density of cover, rather than a prefereme 
for a plant species itself, 
Ihe fact that his 1938 nests were in much deeper water than 
those of either 1939 and 1940 seems to refute this, for the 
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shallower water preferred could have "been found nearer shore --
albeit then In different cover species. As for the inter-
spersion factor, it is altogether likely that, with higher 
water levels, open watei's reached closer to shore that year. 
It is more probable that the structure of the nest and the 
requirements of the bird itself result in preferences for 
certain water depths and certain cover types. The researches 
of Low (1945) and others indicates that the optimum water depth 
is about 8 inches and the optiHium cover type is round-stemmed 
bulrush. Ihe birds probably seek to find these two factcsrs 
coinciding but in the absence of such coincidence they can 
nest readily enough in a variety of covers and a variety of 
water depths. The bird^s requirement of open water imposes a 
third factor, interspersion, upon these requirements establi^ed 
by nest structure. 
Interspersion. Bie 1942 nests were from 1 to 27 yards from 
open water (average 15.0 yards). The 1947 nests were from 2 
to 7 yards from open water (average 3.2 yards). The average 
distance from open v/ater for the nine nests was 8.9 yards. 
Analysis of nesting density as related to open-water ratios and 
cover-water edge are obviously Impossible with this small sample. 
Low (1945) found redhead nests to vary from 0.3 to 250 
yards from open water, the averages being 61 yards in 1938, 
36 yards in 1939, and 31 yards in 1940. Assuming the redhead 
to require interspersion of cover with open water, these are 
considerable distances. As was observed with pied-billed grebe. 
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however, distance to open water is primarily a function of the 
typ© of interspersion occurring, ®iese long distances from 
open water foimd "by Lov; were due to the predominance of the 
maze pattern of interspersion (caused by muskrats) on the 
marshes studied, i^ow states (p« 51) that "the nests averaged 
28 yards from muskrat lodges, which for 64 percent of the nests 
was the nearest open water." With reference to the only valid 
measure of interspersion requirement, Ijqw (1945 p. 53) wrote: 
Over the marshes as a whole the nesting densities 
reached a maximiom vsftiere not less than 10 percent 
and not more than 26 percent of the habitat was 
open water. 
In this statement he proposed the maze pattern of interspersion, 
as here conceived, as the ideal type for the redhead. In the 
years of his study there was little of the ring-pattern inter­
spersion which prevailed in i^ewey's Pasture ponds in 1947, so 
that it v;as not possible for him to give data for comparison 
in this respect. If tiie correlation of redhead nests witai 
amount of cover-water edge is greater than with proportional 
amount of open water, as is suggested by 1942 and 1947 data for 
grebes and coots, it may well be that the maze pattern of inter­
spersion will result in greater utilization of the cover within 
a marsh. 
A consideration of water depth, cover type, and interspers­
ion requirements does not cover all the factors in cover utili­
zation. Certain properties residing ivithin the bird itself 
play a most important role. The marshes of the Huthven •'^rea. 
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even In Low's time, could have acoonn'nodated a far greater 
number of nesting redheads than ever occun^ed. Under audi 
conditions of under-population territoriality may not be 
very influential in cover utilization, Ivat a behavior char­
acteristic such as gregariousness may be« The possibilities 
of gregariousness as affecting cover utilization (and acreag'©-
use ratios) is discussed below under treateent of the black 
tern, I-ow (1945, p» 54) did make an observation vAiich may 
find partial explanation in this factor, 
Ih-e redheads showed a definite preference for the 
ends of slou^s and marshes as nrssting sites. Ho 
particular difference was noted. bet'^?een the compo­
sition of the cover or the v/ater depth in the ends 
as contrasted to the sides of the same nesting 
habitats. Seventy-five percent of the redhead 
females chose to nest in the corners or ends of 
the marshes or lakes. ITiis preference applied 
equally well to large and. small areas. 
The distrlbiition of nests shown on his cover maps (Low 1941a) 
shows a definite clustering within marshes large (Barringer^s 
Slough and Smithes Slough) and small (ponds of Dewey's Pasture). 
Such clustering can more reasonably be accounted for on the 
basis of properties residing in the bird than on properties 
of the cover. If such is the case, acreage-use ratios under 
conditions of undsr-population are meaningless as indices of 
the value of different covers. Use of such ratios as indices 
of cover value would be even further complicated if ducks, 
like many of the small birds, tend to select tlrie same nest 
sites year after year. 
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Canyaaback (Hyroca vallsinerla} 
From all indications, the canvaaback*s requirments for 
nesting cover closely parallel tjiose of the red^iead. In this 
study only one nest was found, in pond B~5 in 1947. It v/as 
built in solid hardstem bulrush, over 16 inches of water^ and 
three yards from open v/atsr (^ig. 86). 
Ruddy Duck (Erlsmatura jamaicensis rubidaJ 
The nests of the ruddy duck differed from those of the 
redheads and canvasbacks in several important respects. They 
were usually less finely molded and much tnore nondescript 
(Pig» 87}. Until the clutches v^ere completed, ruddy duck nests 
v/ere mostly piles of old vegetation with scarcely discernible 
bowls. They were built of an;/ type of vegetation occurring in 
the marshes. They were frequently built of green vegetation, 
a fact correlated with their relatively late nest-establishment 
time • 
'^ 'ater depth. The depth of water at the ten ruddy duck 
nests found in 1947 ranged from ei^t to 21 inches and averaged 
• 14.5 inches (I'able XVI), In culm emergents the average depth 
vms 15.6 inches and in foliose emergents it was 13,0 inches. 
The data are inadequate for critical analysis. 
Low found ^ vater depth at 71 nests to vary from 0 to 36 
inches and to average 13.5 inches. The 1938 nests were in 
water more than twice as deep as the nests in 1939 <ind 1940. 
He stated (1941b, p. 511) that: "The choice of nesting sites 
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Table XVI. Hest Data for Ruddy Ducks in Dswey'^s Pasture in 
1947 
Pond Cover species 
Inches of 
water at 
nest 
Yards to 
open 
water 
A-5 Sparganium eurycarptim 16 5 
A-5 Scirpus acutus, Carex lacustris 10 6 
B-1 Scirpus acutus 18 6 
B»5 Scirpus acutus, Fluminea festucacea 13 3 
0-3 darex lacus'tris 19 0 
C-4 Garex lacustris 9 4 
C-4 Scirpus acutus, Sparganium 21 1 
G-5 Garex lacustris 15 12 
C-7 Garex laciistris 17 1 
G-8 ^arex lacustris 8 5 
Average 14.6 4.3 
was governed primarily "by the existing water depths, which in 
turn affected the vegetation." 
Cover type« The ruddy duck is a very late nester and as 
a consequence its nests are often found in growths of the year, 
in contrast to those of redhead and canvasback which are usually 
established before the new growth has topped the water level. 
However, Low (1941b) found that of 71 nests the average was 
constructed75 percent of old and dead vegetation. Of the 10 
nests found in 1947, five were in cover containing culm eraerg-
enta, mostly hard-steTraned bulrush, and seven vrere in cover 
containing lake sedge, a foliose emergent. It was probably 
significant that five nests in lake sedge consociations were 
over 13,6 inches of water, close to the over-all average^ 
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Low's studies demonstrated a rensirkable similarity in 
cover density at ruddy duck and redhead nests. Redhead nests 
(Low 1945) were 63 percent in dense vegetation, 34 percent in 
medium vegetation, and 2 percent in sparse vegetation; ruddy 
duck nests (Low 1941b) were 53 x>ercent in dense vegetation, 
32 percent in medium vegetation, and 5 percent in sparse vege­
tation. 
During the same years and in the same marshes, Low (1941b, 
1945) fomd 32 percent of ruddy duck nesbs and 34 percent of 
redhead nests in round-stenimed bulrushes, and 42 percent and 
40 percent, respectively, in sedges. Of the ruddy duck nests, 
14 percent were in cattail coverj of the redhead nests 16 
percent were in this cover. Six and seven redhead nests, 
respectively, were in reed and burreed; none of the ruddy duck 
nests \¥ere in these cover.® Since these studies covered three 
years (1938-1940) and the samples ?/ere substantial (160 red­
head nests, 71 ruddy duck nests), there is here evidence that 
the requirements of the tv/o species in cover type are quite 
similar* 
Interspersion. Kie ten nests found in 1947 averaged 4.3 
yards from open water. In hard-steromed bulrush this distance 
averaged 4.0 yards, and in lake sedge it averaged 4.4 yards. 
In Low's (1941b) study ruddy duck nests ivere from one foot 
to'200 yards from open water, and averaged 32.5 yards over the 
One r-uddy duck nest in 1947 was in burreed co.-isociation and 
built entirely of the same plant. 
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three year period, Again this me asurem^nt, and its variations 
from year to year, closely approximated similar data for the 
redhead. 
In /.general appraissl of nesting cover, the ruddy duck is 
seen to differ from the redJiead only in showing sli^tly more 
preference for foliose emergent covers and in utilizing growths 
of the year more fully. 
Marsh Hawk (Circus hudsonius) 
In 1942 two nestings of a pair of marsh hawks in th® 
Oppedahl Iract marsh ti'ere observed. Both nestt- were ground 
platforms of reeds in small reed islands surrounded by lake 
sedge {Fig. 88). Ihe first nest, later flooded out, vras raised 
five inches above five inches of water, 2!he renesting was 
similar but over seven inches of v/ater. Its fate was not ob­
served. 
King Rail (Rallus je» elegans} 
Three king rail nests were found in Devjey^s Pasture in 
1947, IVo were built in lake sedge over 11 and lo inches of 
water, and eight and five yards, respectively, fi'ora open 
water (Fig. 91). The third was in very dense and heavily lodged 
hardstem bulrush over 16 inches of water and only three yards 
from open water (Fig, 90), 
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Virginia Rail (Rallus 1, limicola) 
In each of 1942 and 1947 two Vii'ginia rail nests were 
found, The 1942 nests were both in lake sedge, over 13 inches 
of water, and 20 and 28 yards, respectively, from open water 
(Fig, 92i<i The 1947 nests also in lake sedge bat over 
water only five inches deep, and were five and^^t yards frrart 
open water* 
s-lalkinshaw (1957) found Virginia rail nests in Michigan 
in from 4 to 10 inches of water (10 to 25 cm.) and elevated 
four inches above the water level (14 cm. less 3 cm. average 
cup depth). He found the rails to be adept at building up their 
nests \7hen water levels rose, Nests along the Great Lakes were 
mostly in hardstern bulrush cover, while nests in the interior 
were in sedges Interspersed with cattail and other large emerg­
ent plants. He does not anyv?here mention open water or open 
water edge as a requisite in Virginia rail habitat. 
Sera (Porzana Carolina) 
Of the seven sora nests located in 1947 (Table XVII) two 
were in Dewey's Pasture, one in pure lake sedge and another in 
pure river bulrush. The remaining five, in the Oppedahl Tract, 
were in combinations of culm and foliose emergents, chiefly 
cattail-river grass. The depth of water at the nests varied 
from 5 to 13 inches, and averaged 8,1 inches. Distance from 
open water varied from three to 40 yards, and averaged 25,6 
yards. In the Oppedahl Tract marsh, the distribution of aora 
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Table XVII. Nest Data for Soras in 1947 
Inches of Inches Yards to 
water at above Open 
nest vmt&T water Marsh Cover apecies 
A-8 
B-10 
Garex lacustris 
Sclrpus fluviatills 
0^p« Tract Typha -Fltmai ne a - G a r ex 
Ty|>ha "Plumine a 
Carex-Acorus 
it M 
» ft 
jf »( 
9 
13 
5 
6 
9 
9 
6 
1 
1 
2 
2 
2 
3 
3 
6 
3 
50 
35 
15 
30 
40 
Average 7,9 2.0 25»6 
nests corresponded fairly well with the distribution of the 
cat-tail-lake sedge ecotone; none of the nests were found in 
pure cattail and none in ljure lake sedge. 
Walkinshaw (l940) reported the average depth of water at 
sora nests in %chigan to be seven inches (18 cm.) and to vary 
with rainfall in the way that Virginia rail nests did. He 
demonstrated water levels to be a most decisive factor in cover 
utilization by these soras. '^Sometimes a marsh may have soras 
in it one year but none the following, due to a difference in 
water level alone." (p. 156). He found the presence of sedges 
to be essential to sora nesting cover. His observations sup­
ported the theory above given that soras are birds of the 
sedge-cattail ecotone. He gives as an example (p. 158)? 
In a small cattail marsh in Calhoun Co., the sora 
nests abundantly each summer. The entire central 
portion of t!ie marsh consists of cattails while at 
the extreme border are sedges. Out of tirirteen nests 
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found on the area only one was located in the cat­
tails j the rest wer-e at the uniting herder of sedges, 
built in the sedges themselves. 
The flMing of five sora nests in the Oppedahl '^ract in 1947 
when none was found in 1942 may i-e fleet either the spread of 
the lake sedge-cattail ©eotone In the interim years (Figs, 44, 
45) or the x^estrictive effect of too higii water levels in 1942. 
In both years soras nested in this marsh more abundantly than 
is indicated by the nuxjiber of nests found. Sora nestj; fjre 
extremely difficult to locate except in the very early period 
of thsir use. Under certain atmospheric conditions and at the 
rigiit time of day they can then be fotind without too much labor, 
glorida Qall3.nule (Gfallinula chloropus cachinnans ) 
Florida gallinules were not numerous in the K-ulhven «rea 
in 1942 and 1947, None iq-as ever seen on the small xnarBhes 
such as those of Dewey's Pasture. The few observed were on 
extensive marshes such as Barringer's Slou^., -Brown^s Slough, 
and i-ast Mud Lake Slougti, One nest only was found, in 1942 
(Fig. 89), It was in the mixed lake sedge and cattails of the 
Oppedahl Tract, 27 yards from open water# It was poorly con­
cealed. It was made of burreed and cattail and in construc­
tion was much like a coot's nest. It had no discernible lining 
but was partly roofed over. Tho-i:tgh the depth of water under 
it fluctuated nine Inches during the period of observation, 
the eggs were always from two to three inches above the water 
level, shoxving that the nest was probably buoyant enou<^ to 
accommodate itself to these fluctuations. 
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American Coot (£ulica americana) 
The coot's nest represents a transition betv/een the float­
ing nests of terns and the bottom-grounded nests of rails* It 
may be described as semi-floating, for it accocimodates itself 
readily to moderate fluctuations in water level and whether or 
not it roaches to the bottom of the marsh is more or leiss a 
matter of water level. Its underwater foundation is less firm 
and more resilient than that of a redhead's nestj it compresses 
easily when water levels are receding and yet is buoyant enou^ 
to rise v/ith rising v;ater levels. The superstructure is a 
cone of plajit parts v»'lth a depression to hold the eggs. In 
1942 and 1947 nests the eggs rested from one to six inches above 
the water, averaging 2,7 inches above it (Table XVIII). Jlest 
Table XVIII. Elevation of 143 Coot Clutches •^'-bove Water, 
1942 and 1947 
Inciies 
above 
water 
Number 
of 
nests 
i^ercent 
of 
nests 
Inches 
above 
water 
Numtee'r-
of 
nests 
Percent 
of 
nests 
1 13 9 4 21 15 
2 46 31 5 3 2 
5 59 42 6 2 1 
Total 143 Average 2.7 in. 
materials in gross construction is given in Table XIX, Com­
paring the percentages of use with the percentages of plant 
occurrence at nests, it is seen that the round-stemmed bul-
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Table XIX« Occurrence of Common Cover Species in Coot Hests, 
1942 and 1947 
Flumi-
Scirpus Scirpus Seirpus Tjplia Spargan- Car ex nea 
Year a cut us he.tQro- f luvia^ spp. lum eury lacus- restu-
chaetua t ill's"" carptmi cacea 
1942 
1942 
nests 24 11 2 5 18 3 0 
1947 
nests 44 9 5 21 3 17 2 
67 26 5 12 43 7 0 
1947 
5^ 51 10 6 24 3 20 2 
rushes v/ere favored as nesting material, while folioae emergents 
were discriminated against. In 1942 88 percent of the coot 
nests in Dev,/ey's Pasture had a distinct lining of lake sedge. 
In both 1942 and 1947 it appeared that cattail leaves were 
second choice as nest lining material. Late nests seldom had 
a distinct lining. A ramp from nest cup to water was a fre­
quent characteristic of coot nests (Pigs. 94 to 97), 
water depth, 'ITie 42 coot nests in Bev.rey's Pasture in 1942 
were over an average of 20,6 inches of water, and the depth of 
water at 87 ne«ts in 1947 average 13,9 inches (Table XX)« The 
variation among the cover species and between years is a 
remarkable parallel of the pied-billed grebe*s. The coot nests 
in the Oppedahl Tract marsh were fev/er and in shallower water 
(Table XXI), In both areas 1947 nests averaged over 8 inches 
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Table XX. Deptli of .'/ater at Coot Wests in Dewey* s Pasture, 
1942 and 1947» at Hest-establishment Time 
Wests in culm emergents Wests in folioseemergents 
Cover species 
Inches of 
water Cover 
Inches of 
species water 
Scirpus aeutus 21 15 
Scirpua heterochaetus 22 15 
Soirpus fluviatilis 15 15 
Typha spp, 16 13 
Sparganium 22 12 
Carex lacustris TT 
Pluminea festucacea 21 16 
Misc. 20 14 
Average 21,1 13,8 Average 19.0 14,1 
Table XXI. L'epth of Water at Coot Hests in the Oppedahl Tract 
1942 and 1947, £.t Hest-establishment Time 
Nests in eulra emergents Ifests in folios© enBrgents 
Cover species 
Inches of 
water 
1942 1947 Cover species 
tnche s of 
water 
1942 1947 
Scirpus acutus —- 9 Garex lacustris 16 8 
Typha latlfolla 18 8 Fluminea 18 8 
Sparganium 18 
Average 17,8 8.1 Average 16.6 7.5 
less water than the 1942 nests. In both years the \vater depth 
Was rou^ily similar in all types of cover. 
Reporting on a study of 462 coot nests located on 2)an 
Green's Slough, in the Ruthven Area, in 1936 and 1937, Sooter 
v/rote (1941, p. 50); 
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ITie depth of vmt&r over which coot nests were 
placed •^vas evidently strictly from choice of nest­
ing cover rather than of water depth. The nest­
ing cover would of course be governed somewhat 
by the depth of the water. »«here preferred habitat 
WQs found coot nests were observed in the water 
from less than one inch deep to the deepest v/ater 
available. 
On the basis of nest substrate and nest raaterials, coot nests 
seem to be less dependent on water depths than the redhead arid 
more so than the pied-billed grebe. 
Cover type. In both 1942 and 1947, three-quarters of the 
coot nests in Dewey's Pasture had culm em.ergents in their en­
vironment and only one-third had foliose emergents.(Table XXII), 
Table XXII. Occtirrence of Cover Species at Coot Kests in 
Dewey's Pasture, 1942 and 1947 
Mests in culm emergents 
fo occurrence 
Cover species 1948 1947 
Scirgus acutus 36 29 
"" H^ ero 21 7 
" ^3 2 9 
Typh-Q spo, 10 26 
Sparg'anium 26 8 
Ifests In foliose emergents 
^ occurrence 
Cover species ""1942 1947 
Carex lacustris 28 29 
Fluminea 2 6 
MscT^ 26 9 
Total 78 75 Total 29 29 
As in the case of the pied-billed grebe, the changes in relative 
\j.se of cover species from 1942 to 1947 are explainable on the 
basis of decrease in round-stemmed bulrush cover and increase 
in river bulrush cover. The increased use of cattail in 1947 
was due to the Inclusion of nests in the cattail grov/th along 
the margin of Mud Lake. 
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or tlie nests in Dewey's Pasture, 66 percent were in plaat 
consociations, 45 percent in culm emergent consociations (19 
percent in cattail, IS percent in hardstem bulrush), 16 per­
cent wei--e in foliose emergent consociations (all in lake sedge), 
and 5 percent in miscellaneous plant consociations. 'She In­
crease in consociation use in 1947 (77 percent) over such use 
in 1942 (43 percent) was 79 percent. 
In the Oppedahl Tract (Tahle XXIII), only one nest in 1942 
I'ahle XXIII. Occuri'ence of Cover Species at Coot Nests in the 
Oppedahl Tract, 1942 and 1947 
llests in culm eraer^ yents Hests in foliose emergents 
/ I occurrence 
1942 1947 
% occurrence 
1942 1947 
Cover Species Cover Species 
Scirous acutus 11 Carex lacustria 60 45 
Typha spp. 60 89 Pluminea 20 22 
Sparganium 60 — 
Total 80 100 Total 80 66 
(20 percent) occurred in a plant consociation, of lake sedge. 
In 1947, tv;o nests occurred in cattail consoclations and one 
in hardstem bulrush consociation, for a total of 33 percent in 
consociations. This loiv percentage is a reflection of the 
plant successional changes occurring, vjhich resulted in much 
ecotonal occurrence in the coot cover of the marsh. 
Sooter's (1941) coot studies on Ban Green Slough were done 
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at a time when the emergent vegetation was apparently under­
going drastic redistribution* In 1936 65.46 percent of coot 
nests were in hardstem bulrush which occupied about 36 percent 
of the avai3.able cover. In 1937 this co^er type was being 
destroyed by a variety of agents and the waters were seemingly 
much deeper. Only 25,3 percent of the coot nests were found 
here, although the bulrush still constituted 34.2 percent of 
the available cover. In 1936 only 8,81 percent of coot nests 
were in burreed and sweet-flag v^hich accounted for 36,3 per­
cent of the cover available. Though the acreage of sweet-flag 
and burreed had not changed in 1937, the remarkable total of 
52,1 percent of all coot nests were in this cover type. Under 
normal circumst£^nces hardstem bulrush certainly constitutes 
immensely superior nesting cover to burreed and sweet-flag. 
Scoter remarked (1941, p. 49): 
One of the favorite nesting materials was hardstem 
bulrush (Sclrpus acutusja and coots were observed 
to gather the stalks at a distance of 35 yards from 
the nest site. However, in practically all of the 
nests the larger portion of the baildlng material 
was gathered at a much porter distance, ITests lo­
cated in hardstem bulrush ^vere made largely of that 
plant. 
The inference is plainly that hardstem bulrush is a preferred 
nesting cover. Among the nests in l^ev^ey's Pasture in 1942 and 
1947, hardstem bulriish occurred in the immediate vicinity of 
36 and 29 percent, respectively, of the nests; yet it consti­
tuted the bulk of 57 and 51 percent, respectively, of the nests. 
As computed from Scoter's (1941) data for coot nests on 
Dan Green Sloiigh, the acreage-use ratio for hardstem bulrush 
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dropped from 1,81 in 1936 to 0.74 in 1937, t^hile for sweet 
flag the ratio increased from 0.27 in 1936 to 1.86 in 1937 and 
for foiirreed it increased phenomenally from 0.11 to 1.40. The 
ratios are all based on large samples. This certainly sub-
stsntiates the remark mads else'vjhere in this paper that acreage-
us© ratios are fundamentally artifacts; they represent only 
cover utilization on one marsh in one season and they are of 
little use as tools for man-- gement. If such variation in these 
ratios occur in coots, which apparently select nest sites on 
the h^tsis of cover, they must vary more yet in a species like 
the redhead, v^iich must also consider depth of water in select­
ing its nest site. 
Interspersion. Distance to open xi^ater in Dewey's Pasture 
coot nests averaged 8.2 yards in 1942 and 3.1 yards in 1947, 
for an over-all average of 5 yards (Table XX.IV). The data also 
Table XXIV. Distance to Open V/ater of Coot Nests in I^evsrey^s 
Nests in cxxlrn .r. ? ernergents Kests in fbliose emergents 
Yards ha Yards to 
open 
wateT 
Open 
water 
Cover species 1942 1947 Cover species 194^ 
Scirpus acutus 7 4 Garex lacustris 5 4 
Scirpus hetero- 4 1 l^Tini"ne0 festucacea 26 3 
cJiaetius Misc. 18 2 
Scirpus fluviatilis 1 2 
'JPypha spp. 8 3 
Sparganium 6 2 
Average 6,2 3.0 Average 7.1 3.5 
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indicates tliat distance to open water v/as essentially a f^xnction 
of cover type. Th.e Oppedahl Ti'act data (Table XXV) suggest 
Table XXV, Distance to Open vVater of Coot Nests In the Oppedahl 
Tract, 1942 and 1947, at lest-establishment Time 
Yards tio 
open 
water / 
Yards to 
open 
wa ter 
Cover species 1942 1947 Cover species 1942 1947 
Sclx'p^ s^ acutus 2 Carex lacustris 14 23 
Typha spp. 11 21 Plunainea festueacea 4 18 
Sparganium 5 — 
kVBvage 9.5 21,1 ii-verage 11.8 20. 
further that when the foliose einergents occur in a solid block 
rather than in a fringing zone the distance to open water may 
be greater. By comparison, the 1956 and 1937 nests on Dan Green 
Slou^ {sooter 1941 j averaged 17.7 yards from open v/ater. It 
is conceivable that wave and v/ind action alone might cause coots 
to nest farther.from open water in such a large marsh. 
The relation of 1942 and 1947 nests to interspersion as 
measured by percentage area of open w-ter and yards of cover-
water edge per t^nit area of cover is given in Table XXVI and 
Fig, 16. A definite correlation is indicated. The few points 
in the scatter charts which do not ccnform. to the correlation 
trend are readily explained by inadequate samples or arbitrary 
designation of very snail marshes as distinct ponds. 
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'i?a"ble XXVI, Hest Densities of Coots and Intersperslon in 
Marshes of Ruthven . Area, 1942 and 1947 
Nttmber l^esta Yds. of cover 
of per Vifater edge Pei'cent Hosrsh. 
Marsli Year nests acre® per acre open 
A-1 1947 1 1.58 377 28 
A-2 1942 1 2.63 0 0 
4-4 1942 3 0.68 56 3 
1947 5 2.18 500 67 
A~5 1947 1 0.81 376 48 
A""6 1947 1 0.95 93 15 
A-8 1942 11 1.43 64 8 
1947 8 5.19 725 81 
i\~9 1947 1 0,81 143 12 
0
 
H
 1 1942 15 1.38 114 12 
1947 4 2.24 736 84 
B-1 1942 1 1.10 0 0 
1947 4 6.28 860 61 
B-2 1942 2 0.29 27 4 
1947 12 3.09 397 59 
B-3 1942 1 0,60 53 5 
1947 3 2,02 219 67 
B~4 1942 1 0.78 0 0 
1947 1 0.62 423 18 
.;.V5 1947 3 1.05 215 27 
•v-8 1947 1 1.22 301 29 . 
C-2 1947 1 2,09 336 26 
C~3 1942 1 0.20 30 1 
1947 6 2.17 348 48 
G-4 1947 1 0.62 423 18 
«£> 1 O 1942 1 0.20 0 0 
1947 4 2.16 507 61 
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TalDle XXVI» (Continued) 
Marsh Year 
lumber 
of 
nests 
Kests 
per 
acre® 
Yds. of cover 
•s?ater edge 
per acre 
Percent marsh 
open 
C-7 1947 1 12,50 375 27 
c-e 1947 1 3,33 879 63 
C-9 1947 1 6.28 0 0 
C~10 1947 1 1.48 582 68 
D-1 1942 5 0,22 49 7 
1947 19 1,04 156 25 
Opp. 
Tract 1942 5 0.07 36 7 
1947 9 0.13 29 9 
a 
Cover and marsh are exclusive of shallow-water emergent 
cover v;hlch is not utilized for nesting. 
As in the pied-billed grebe nests, therefore, open waiter 
mar the nest was essential.- iEhe density of nests increased 
7;ith the length of cover-xvater edge per area and with the re­
lative amount of open water in the cover. The reason for an 
open water requirement may be the fact observed by Sooter 
(1941, p. 49) that "the coots in locating nests invariably 
placed the nest close to an avenue of escape to open water or 
\ 
a runway so that the bird could take off and fly to safety." 
Apparently open water is a necessary component of a nesting 
territory. 
In seeking to determine the precise nature of open \vater 
or interspersion requirements, the data on coot nests v/as 
investigated from the standpoint of yards of water edge and 
acreage of open water per nest. The results are given in 
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Table XXVII. Coot Nest Densities and Apportiomient of Cover-
Water Edge and Open Water Among Kests in Marslies 
of the Ruthven Area, 1942 and 1947 
______ Yds"! cover water ^ 
per edge per Acres open v/ater 
Marsh Ye ar acre^ nest per nest 
A~1 1947 1.58 238 0.25 
A-2 194S 2.63 0 0 
A-4 1942 0.58 97 0.04 
1947 2.18 229 0.92 
A-"5 1947 0.81 466 1.16 
A-6 1947 0.95 97 0.18 
A~8 1942 1.43 45 0.05 
1947 5.19 140 0«81 
A-9 1947 0.81 176 0.17 
A-10 1942 1.38 83 0.14 
1947 2,24 330 2,35 
B-1 1942 1.10 0 0 
1947 5.28 163 0.30 
B-S 1942 0.29 90 0.13 
1947 3.09 128 0.46 
B-3 1942 0.60 88 0.09 
1947 2.02 109 0.33 
B-4 1942 0.78 0 0 -
1947 0.62 686 0.36 
B-5 1947 1.05 205 0.35 
B-8 1947 1.22 246 0.33 
C«2 1947 2,09 370 0.39 
G-3 1942 0.20 150 0.05 
1947 2.17 161 0.43 
0-4 1947 0.62 352 0.27 
C~6 1942 0,20 0 0 
1947 2.16 220 0.73 
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Ta"ble XX¥II. (Continued) 
Marsh Year 
Hests 
per 
acre^ 
Yds. cover Water 
edge per 
nest 
Acres open water 
per nest 
C-7 
C-8 
C-9 
C-10 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1947 
12.60 
3.33 
6,28 
1.48 
30 
264 
0 
396 
0.03 
0,52 
0 
1.43 
System 
A 
B 
C 
1942 
1942 
1942 
1.42 
0.49 
0.20 
67 
54 
75 
0.09 
0.07 
0.03 
Pond 
D-1 
0, T, 
1942 
1942 
0.22 
0.07 
229 
366 
0.30 
1.07 
System 
A 
B 
G 
1947 
1947 
1947 
1.06 
2.10 
2.05 
217 
170 
204 
lfl.06 
0.40 
0.51 
Pond 
B-l 
0. T. 
1947 
1947 
1.04 
0.13 
148 
241 
0.32 
1,12 
Total 1942 
1947 
0,36 
0.70 
115 
190 
0.21 
0 »63 
2 yrs. 0.53 164 0,49 
q 
Cover and marsh is exclusive of shallow-water cover which 
is not utilized for nesting. 
Table aXVII and Pig. 17. There were 0.63 acres of open water 
per coot nest in 1947 and only 0,21 acres, one third as much, 
in 1942. The outstanding unifontiity in open water apportion­
ment among B pond nests in 1947 suggests that each nesting 
pair may require in its territory a certain amount of open 
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water« It is fiartlaer suggested that the amount required per 
pair may vary with the food production of the open water, I'he 
clear water of these B ponds produced everywhere about the same 
quantity of food. Territorial open v/ater requirements, •under 
this hypothesis, wmld be the sarae in all ponds. The open 
waters of the A ponds, on the other hand, varied considerably 
in relative food production and on the v;hole were poor pro­
ducers chiefly because of barren bottoms and great turbidity 
of water, mi^t be expected from our hypothesisj^ open v/ater 
apportionment was much larger than in B ponds, and the largest 
water areas per nest, 2.35 acres, iirere in pond -^-10 which v jbb  
virtually a plant desert. The open vrater food production in 
C ponds was, to all appearances, not very-different from that 
in B ponds. 
Yards of coverH?irater edge per coot nest averaged 190 in 
1947 and 115 in 1942. Fig. 17 indicates that edge requirements 
decreased with densities within the nesting cover and that there 
v/ere different phases of the same effect, correlated probably 
witii cover types,food production, or seasonal progress of nest­
ing, At any rate the scatter chart is typical of correlations 
existing in different phases. 
'Ihe nesting coot is a territorial bird, and its nest is 
an integral part of the territory. Apportionment of marsh 
area among nests present does not give the average size of 
territories unless the entire marsh is defended by cocks. Among 
the 35 coot-inhabited marshes studied in 1942 and 1947, only 
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six were apparently so defended, two in 1942 (A-B, A-10) and 
foiar in 1947 (B-1, B-2, B-3, C-3), These six marshes were 
accordingly considered saturated with reference to nest density. 
Ta1:)leXXVIII presents the territorial data for the 51 coot pairs 
involved. 
Table XXVIII. Territorial Data for Coots in •'^ewey^s Pasture, 
1942 and. 1947 
Yds. of Type of 
cover- Inter­
% of ter­ v/ater spers-
Acres® per nest ritory in edge per ion 
Pond Nests cover water total open vaster nest 
1942 
A-8 11 0.65 0,05 0.70 7 45 maze 
A-10 15 0.59 0.14 0.73 19 83 maze 
1947 
B-l 4 0.19 0.30 0.49 61 163 inter­
media te 
B-2 12 0.33 0.46 0.79 58 128 ring 
B-3 3 0.50 0.33 0.83 40 109 ring 
C-3 6 0.46 0.43 0.89 48 161 ring 
Averag es 
1942 (26) 0,61 0.10 0.72 14 67 
1947 (25) 0.36 0.41 0.77 53 139 
Total (51) 0,49 0.25 0.74 34 102 
s Shallow-\vater cover,not used coots, is deducted from 
marsh averages. 
It is seen that although interspersion in 1942 was of the 
pronounced maze pattern while that in 1947 was of equally pro­
nounced ring pattern, the average size of territory in the tv/o 
years w;-s nearly identical. It is also obvious that neither 
ratio of water to cover nor amount of cover-water edge is cor­
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related \7ith size of territory. And, finally, it is clear 
tliat saturation density can occur as well when only seven 
percent of the imrsh is open water as it can when over half 
of the irasrsh is open. The difference in sizes of territory 
in ponds B-1 (0.49 acres) and C-3 (0.89 acres) does suggest, 
however, that some unmeasured factor may influence size of 
territories. Cover adequacy as nesting substrate can he ruled 
out as both ponds could have accoiamodated many more nests* 
There remains the foot-production factor, ihich cannot be 
circxxmvented. Aqur,tic food of the type selected by coots is 
certainly more limited than foods of those passerine birds 
upon which much of the argument against food limiting terri­
torial sizes is predicated. If Hoivard's theory of landmark-
selection as bounding spatial reference is accepted, it is sug­
gested that boundary landmarks in a marsh, especially in its 
open vyaters, may be scarce and territorial sizes accordingly 
more plastic than in other habitats. 
The average size of all 51 territories here considered 
was 0,74 acres. This is somewhat larger than sizes (average 
2706 sq. yus, or 0.66 acres) g^ven by Hujcley (1933) and Hovrard 
(1935) in their classic example of coot (Fiiliea atra) terri­
toriality in the moat at Hartlebury Castle. Howard's ob­
servations furnished impressive evidence for his deduction 
that size of territory is specific, \%iile he demonstrated 
this point, his astute observations were yet all on one and 
the same moat. His deduction of specificity shotild have been 
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limited, to the conditions of terrain prevailing on that one 
moat, for he had no evidence that under different cover, in-
terspersion, or food conditions the coots may not have suc­
cessfully defended tei'ritories of different sizes. The studies 
in Dewey's Pasture were not sixfficiently behavioristic to 
contradict his universal application of size specificity in 
territories, tout they did suggest that some unmeasured factor 
may have done so» 
The effect of territory sizes on nesting density (or vice 
versa) is coa^licated by the factor of conpressibility in 
territories. In their study of territory in two species of 
Euplestes, Moreau and Moreau (1938) found one species to have 
territories ranging from 9 to 1000 square yards in size, vjhile 
the other, closely related, species had territories varying 
only fr(»n 600 to 1200 (900 ~ 300) square yards. The former 
was characte'^ized as "compressible" territory and the latter 
as compressible within limits established by population den­
sity. Kendei^ considered the eastern house wren as exhibiting 
territories compressible v/lthin limits and concluded that 
(1941, p. 117): 
The size of territory varies inversely with the size 
of the house wren population and does not exert a 
limiting influence on the total numbers of the species 
in the area until it approaches the minimum compres­
sible limit. 
The American coot probably exhibits territories compressible 
vjithin narrow limits, probably of the order 0.75 - 0.20 acres. 
Under conditions of low population density, territories may 
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include peripheral terrain vvhich coixld not be adeqtiately de­
fended. under conditions of heavier population pressure. It 
is also probable that food production of the marsh may effect 
the size of territories. Pood availability is discounted as 
a factor in territorial size in the great crested grebe 
(Venables and Lack, 1934, 1936), in the eastern house v/ren 
{Kendeigh 1941), in the Euplectes (Moreau and Moreau 19S8), in 
the European i»obin (Lack 1940), in the wheatear (Lack 1933} 
and in many other passerine birds* But all these researches 
assume territory to be only defended area, an interpretation 
to which this writer does not subscribe. 
The data for both coot and grebe nests indicate that 
populations of these birds in some Dewey*s Pasture ponds in 
1947 approached saturation liiaits. Under such conditions cover 
utilization or nesting densities may be determined more by 
the areal demands of territoriality than by properties residing 
in the cover. The introduction of this factor in the cover 
utilization problem brings with it the suggestion that once 
adequate nesting covers exist in a marsh the problem of manage­
ment for waterfowl shifts to one of reducing, if possible, the 
territorial space demands of the individual pairs. If these 
demands are modified by relative amounts of cover~vmter edge 
or of open v/ater area, then it would be indicated that nesting 
densities could be increased by manipulation of both, amount 
and type of interspersion. The data secured in 1942 and 1947 
v/ere not adequate to solve the problem, Kie disposition of 
oonds in Dewey's Pasture make it an ideal locale for a terri­
torial study of the coot and the grebe. study of this type 
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carried on iiere and concurrently on a large ^mTsh. such as 
Barringer's *^lough would go far tow rds estahla-shing the precise, 
nature of the interspecsion requirement in these species and 
in waterfowl in general. 
Forster*s 'i'ern (Stepna forsterl) 
The great ntajority of Porster^s terns in the Ruthven -'-rea 
in 1942 nested in Barringer*s Slough. Infcrmation on their 
nesting was gathered almost entirely from tv/o explorations of 
this slough» On May 19 the slough was thoroughly explored by 
boat. Though the Forster's tern is supposedly not a colonial 
nester (Bent 1921), the nests found were in a fairly circum-
scr-ihed area of four acresj the entire marsh being 1000 acres. 
Here in thinly scattered reeds were many musljrat houses and 
feeding platforms seemingly deserted. Most of the 30 odd tern 
nests wei't- on these structures. Two muskrat houses held four 
nests each. The rat house nests xvere merely sli^t caps in 
the house structure with very little added? s few had linings 
of shredded leaves (Fig. 98). afests not on muskrat houses 
showed better construction, necessarily (Pig* 99). ITiey were 
serai-floating cones of cut reed stalks raised three to five 
inches above the water and hollov/ed out to hold eggs. Clutches 
were counted in 18 nests, as follows; 
1 egg 5 nests 3 eggs 7 nests 
2 eggs 5 nests 4 eggs 1 nest 
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Establishment of nests was therefore still under way, probably 
having beg\m about May 10 since these early nests hatched 
starting June 6 (see belov/j. Isolated nests elsewhere in the 
slou^i vfere rare. 
On June 9 this colony v/as revisited. It had increased 
to an estimated 150 nests, all \'i'ithin the same area of frag­
mented reed cover. A new type of nest substrate was now In 
use, a type not mentioned by Bent (1921) who, as evidence of 
the bird's adaptability, describes a great variety of nest 
locations. Ihe later, and much more numerous nests, ?/ere built 
on floating algal mats lahich had not yet appeared on May 19 
v/hen most nests were on muskrat houses, 'fhes© mats were very 
dense and buoyant blankets of algae, appearing at the surface 
usually in early June, and eventually covering acres of marsh 
waters from shallowest to deepest, 'fhe major plant components 
of these mats were algae of the Gladophora familys Plthophora 
varia, Rhizoclonium crispum, R. hierogl:yphicum, and K. hooker!, 
(Hayden 1943). ihe nests v/ere conical mounds of plant detritus 
about a foot in diameter surmounted by a dry nest of dead 
rushes and cattails, with a cup four inches across and 1/4 inch 
deep to hold the eggs. An algal mat 85 feet square might hold 
five to ei^t nests (Fig. 56). Hot one of these algal-mat 
nests held hatched young on this date (June 9). Many of the 
earlier (muskrat-ho-use) nests, however, held newly-hatched 
young. Of the 2& or so chicks seen none was over a day or two 
old. 
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One large muskrat jb-ouse near the center of the colony 
was occupied "by a mink. On it were fomid, among other prey 
("black-crowned night heron, Florida ^llinule, American coot) 
three freshly-killed Forster* s tern adults (Fig. 57) • The 
mink probably killed these on their nests, A nearby rat-house 
which on !lay 19 held four tern nests now contained but one; 
fjnd not far away was an algal mat with six tern nests, every 
one of them empty, Bie mink could probably not have estab­
lished itself so far frora land (30u yards of water 2 to 3 feet 
deep) without algal mats to use as stepping stones across the 
marsh* 
yjhile muskrat-house nests and algal-mat nests are more or 
less independent of the cover factors being here considered 
(water depth, cover type, and intc£rspersionj, this nesting 
colony of Forster*s tern illustrated a radical change in nest­
ing substrate with the season. It may almost be stated to be 
charn cterisfeic of most marsh-nesting birds to utilize very 
different nesting substrates or nesting covers in early and 
late nests, Ifesting success if usually different in the two 
types, and studies with many species of bird are beginning to 
demonstrate that later nestings are usually the more successful, 
The Implication of this in yearly production of any species is 
currently being given much attention by wildlife biologists. 
Black Tern (Ghlidonias nigra surinamensls) 
There v/as a noticeable difference in most black tern nests 
in 1942 and the majority of them in 1947, as observed in Bev/ey's 
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Pasture. The average 1942 nest v/as somewhat of an apology foa? 
a nest (Pig* 100), with the eggs resting almost in water and 
buoysd up by a mere "baneh of wet plant remains floating on 
remains of muskrat activity such as crumbling houses, feeding 
platforms, and even bxmchcs of green cuttings^ , or f!kBting on. 
algal or other mats. One tern usod a coot nest from which the 
last chick had been gone only six days* Scoter (1941) reported 
16 old coot nests with tern eggs on Ban Green Slough in 1937. 
Few nests were found in 1942 on v/ater less than two feet deep, 
©le many nests observed on Barringer^s Slou^ confcxrmed to 
these rerr^rks about Dewey's Pasttire nests, 
'ilhe 1947 black tea:^  nests in Dewey*s Pasture were mostly 
substantial structiares (Fig* 101), supported by drovmed sedges, 
at the periphery of the ponds. Hone was over as much as two 
feet of water. There was practically no muskrat activity in 
the ponds of the pasture this year. The distribution and the 
type of black tern nests appeared to be detexsnined by the musk-
rat population. 
Water depth. Most 1947 nests in i>ewey's Pasture occurred, 
not in culm emergents over deep v/ater us in 1942, but in drowned 
foliose ©mergents over water of intermediate depths. Th® range 
of water depths at the nests \vas 10 inches to S5 inches, and 
the average was 14.6 inches (Table XXIX). 'ihere was little 
indication that depth of water had anything to do with the 
selection of nest sites, it was rather a fortuitous property 
of that nest site. 
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Table XXIX. Depth of '^ster at Black I'ern Nests, 1947 
Kest s in culm emergents Hests in foliose emergents 
Inches of Inches of 
Cover species water Cover sDecies water 
Sclrpus acutus 16 
Scirpus he terochae tus IS 
Typha spp. 10 
Sparganliim 12 
Garex lacustrls IS 
Carex lanuginosa 12 
Fluminea festucaeea 17 
Avera ge 15.9 Aver age 13,9 
Cover type. The majority (65 percent; of the 1947 nests 
were hiiilt over the top of loaded and submerged sedges about 
the periphery of the ponds, between the culm emergents (where 
these occurred) and the upland (Pig» 53). 3?hls zone was domi­
nated by lake sedge offshore and wooly sedge landward. In 55 
percent of the instances where culm emergents occtirred at the 
nest site, they were associated, with foliose emergents, whereas 
only 21 percent of the nest sites in foliose emergents contained 
culm emergents (Table It is obvious from the great vari­
ety of nest substrates used by black terns that cover type in 
itself^ like water depths is not a direct factor in the selec­
tion of nest sites. 
Interspersion. Ho measurements of distance to open water 
in black tern nests were taken because they v/ould have been so 
meaningless. The hi^ -raater levels v;ere in the process of 
drowning oij.t the shallow-water sedges (^arex lacustris and 
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Table XXX. Occui*rence of Cover Species at Black Tern Kests 
in 1947 
'Sfests in culm eraergents Bests in foliose" enier^ents 
fo occurrence % occurrence 
Cover species Cover species 
Scirpus acutus 30 Garex lacustris 44 
Scirpus heterochaetus 7 Carex lanuginosa 5 
Tjpha spp. 2 Pluminea festucacea 28 
Sparganium 14 
Total 47 Total 66 
£• lanuginosa). The great majority of the tern iKfsts were on 
clumps of sedge bent just tmdep the water surface and at the 
edge of small patches of such drowned sedge ^ ich constituted 
open water. The versatility of the birds in selecting nest 
substrates v;as further evidenced by a nest built on a plank 
floating at the edge of such a small opening in the cover, 
The distribution of black tern nests in 1942 was described 
as follows (Provost 1947); 
Isolated nests on small ponds were frequent. On the 
larger ponds and marshes the black tern nests were 
uniformly scattered, but were more or less in clusters. 
Thus on the 1000-acre Bf^rringer's Slough the nests 
were not concentrated in one large colony, as were 
the For sterns tern neats, but occurred ratJier in many 
well-scattered groups of 10 to 20 nests, interspersed 
with isolated nests. 
This characteristic nest distribition on a large marsh found 
its counterpart in the scattered ponds of I>ewey*s Pasture in 
1947. Of the 43 nests on that area 34, or 79 percent, ?/ere on 
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the ponds of system B. The remaining nine were well scattered: 
three on system A, five on system C, and one on system D. The 
system B group of 34 nests also exhibited a concentration, for 
12 or 35 percent were on the v/est shore of pond B-2 which com­
prised but a small fraction of the entire pond system's area* 
In the Ruthven Area, therefore, black terns exhibited an 
incipient colonial habit in nesting. Selection of nesting 
sites in these as v/ell as in tr*uly colonial nesters is probably 
not a group phenomenon, '.Vithin flight range of a population 
of black terns there may be an infinity of adequate nesting 
sites, Vi/hen the nesting urge begins to exert itself, a fev/ 
pioneering birds may alight on prospective nesting terrain. 
If a sizable area offers a concentration of good nesting sub­
strate (e.g. west shore of pond B-2 in 1947) several jairs may 
select nest sites close to one another. These will then form 
a nucleus tp which a large number of birds will be attracted 
because of innate gregariousness. This type of site-selection 
influence, so obvious in the case of the black tern, may act 
as well in populations of other species which exhibit gregari­
ousness in or out of nesting season. It may well esjplain the 
clustering of nests in large under-populated marshes, and, 
incidentally, invalidate acreage-use ratios or other super­
ficial criteria of cover evaluation. 
Prairie Marsh VVren (Telmatodytes palustris dissaeptus) 
The prairie marsh wren builds a spherical, woven nest stis-
pended from emergent vegetation. Prom the standpoint of nest 
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substrate there is no necessity for water standing under the 
nest. There may, however, be limitations set on elevation 
above the water and on cover type, both by the nest and by the 
bird. ITie 46 female (as distingui^ed from the more numerous 
unused nests constructed by the males) nests visited in 1947 
were elevated above the water surface from three to 16 inches, 
the average being 11.2 inches. Only six (13 percent) were 
leas than 10 inches above water. The majority of the nests 
(54 percent) were from 10 to 12 inches above water. 
Depth of Vsfater. At 46 female nests studied in 1947, the 
depth of water under the nest varied from three to 20 inches 
and averaged 6.7 inches. This measurement seemed to be al­
together an accidental property, established by the cover 
selected. 
Cover t;^pe. The wrens greatly favored lake sedge as a 
nesting substrate. Of fee 46 nests investigated in I^ ewey's 
Pasture and the Oppedahl !a?act, 41 or 89 percent were in solid 
lake sedge. Of the remaining five, four were in lake sedge 
associated v/ith cattail or river grass, and only one w^as in 
cover devoid of lake sedge, Althou^ some of the lake sedge 
nests were partly supported by dead stalks of cattail, the 
great majority were supported entirely by the sedge. This 
observation agrees with the statement of v«alter (1935) that 
an at^undance of Car ex is the limiting factor in territorial 
selection. 
It is difficult to understand why the cattail-sedge 
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ecotone in the Oppedahl Tract inarsla was not more utilized by 
wrens. I^ ensity of nests in the sedge consociation was 0.69 
nests per acre; in the ecotone it was 0.55 nests per acre, 
lliis same ecotone contained 2.48 nests per acre of red-winged 
blackbirds, the highest density for that species found on any 
cover tract of that size. Since nesting substrates of the 
redwing and the marsh wren are very similar the possibility 
of strife between these species can be entertained. That the 
wrens occasionally destroy redwing clutches by puncturing the 
eggs is a demonstrated factj it was observed in this study 
also. Tills inter-specific strife may also explain the scarcity 
of marsh ?/rens in ideal cover about the ponds in Dewey*s Pas­
ture, for there the redwings had apparently been driven by 
yellow-heads into marginal cover which was actually more suit­
able for marsh wren nesting. The effects of such a "strife 
chain" (see below) may have accounted for the concentration 
of both redwings and marsh wrens in the C ponds of Dewey*s 
Pasture, where only a token population of yellowheads nested, 
Interspersion. !Ehe average distance of marsh wren nests 
from open water was 7.7 yards, and the range v/as from 0 to 35 
yards, Kie median distance was 3.8 yards, affording thxis a 
further example of the unreliability of this measurement as 
an Indicator of open water requirement, for the marsh wren 
obviously does not require open water or Interspersion in its 
nesting territory. 
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Yellow-headed Blackbird (Xanthocephalus xanthocephalus} 
In the yellow-headed blackbird, as in the marsh wren just 
discussed and the red-winged blackbird to be discussed, the 
nest substrate is the cover vegetation itself. All factors 
in the environment are in its case subordinated to the one of­
fering nest support. The woven and suspended nest is a very 
substantial structure. Presumably because of its great weight 
and depth, it requires culm emergents for support. Only one 
nest out of 190 in 1947 was built in a foliose anergent, 
prairie cordgrass. Pifty-eight percent of the nests were sup­
ported by round-stemmed bulrush and. forty-two percent were 
built on cattails. Aramann (1938) reported nests on Mud Lake 
{the saine which borders Dewey's Pasture) from 1933 to 1935 to 
be supported chiefly by cattails, burreeds, reeds, marsh 
grasses and sedges, and willow saplings. He reported the 
bulrush as an infrequent support only, thou^ it dominated the 
marsh, The bulrush was 8cirpus valIdus, the soft-stemmed 
species. The 1947 nests here discussed were mostly in Scirpus 
acutus; a few were in Scirpus heterochaetus. These are the 
hard-stemmed species, and may offer adequate support while 
the soft-stemmed species of Mud Lake in the mid-thirties did 
not. Among the nest supports listed by Aumann, all bat the 
reed occurred abundantly in the areas investigated in 1947, 
The greater variety of nesting supports he found is difficult 
to explain since the area covered was less than that invesi-
gated in 1947 and the annual nest samples were snaller. 
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Ainmann reported early nests built on dead vegetation of 
the preceding year while later nests were supported hy green 
vegetation. The same was noticed in 1942 and 1947, In pond 
D-1 of Dewey»s Pasture the nests were examined on May 29 and 
30, 1947^ and it was found that in 62 percent of the 29 nests 
•fcfuilt on old hards tern bulrush the clutches were completed, 
while in 87 percent of the 16 nests built on new cattail the 
clutches were either not started or only one day old. Stated 
otherwise, 96 percent of the early nests v/ere in old bulrush 
and 83 percent of the later nests were in new cattail. Hest-
establishraent dates were synchroniaed in both groups and the 
time difference between them was computed at 11 days. The 
later nesting group was probably of fii^t-year females, as 
ibmnann found a 10-day lapse betv/een the nesting of adiilt and 
first-year females. A similar distribution occurred in the 
B system ponds, where 84 percent of the early nests (25) were 
in old hardstem bulrush and 56 percent of the later (about 10 
days) nests (23) were in new cattail, mostly in pond B-1. 
I'here y/as good evidence that in 1947 gonadal and floral develop­
ment were so synchronized that adult females nested in old 
growths while year-old females nested in growths of the year. 
In Fig. 18 nest-eatablishment dates were plotted for bul­
rush and cattail on a cumulative-v/eek basis. The curves show 
three distinct peaks. The first. May 18-24, represents the 
synchronized nesting of adult females. It was evenly;" divided 
between cattail and bulrush. Ihe second peak came 11 days 
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later and was characterized by greater proportional use of 
new cattail. These later nestings were probably those of 
year-old females. The third peak almost equals the first in 
magnitude. It came in the middle of June and very likely 
represented renestings due to heavy nest losses caused by 
rising water levels and storms in early June. Ihis renesting 
occurred preponderantly in bulrush. 
In reconstructing the probable history of yellow-headed 
blackbird nesting in 1947, it appears that adult females 
nested early and in old growths. I'heir nests were lo^v and 
suffered heavy casualties attributable to rising water levels 
and v/ave action in early June. Tlieir renestings were in ad­
jacent but new grov/ths, mainly of bulrush. The year-old 
females nested later and in more stijirdy substrates. Their 
nests were mostly in new cattail and hi^er above the water. 
The storms of early June destroyed less of their nests than 
of those of adult females. Besides illustrating a ^ift in 
cover utilization through the season, this suggests that year 
old females, though starting to nest later than adults, may 
have fledged their young earlier than the adults. 
The nests found in 1947 averaged 10.3 inches above the 
water surface, varying from 4 Inches to 24 inches at the time 
of nest establishment ('Jable XXXI). Corresponding figures 
given by Amiviann (1938) for 1933 to 1935 were a variation 
from 6.5 to 27,5 inches and an average of 14.5 inches. These 
are elevations to the eggs. Tlie c^ap depth averages 6.5 cm. 
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Table XJJCI. Elevation of Eggs Above Water in Yellow-headed 
Blackbird Hests at Clutch-establishment Time, 
1947 
!fumber"~of Tnbhes' above water of eggs 
Marsh nests Scirpua acutus Typha spp. Total 
A-4 1 7.0 ••• ml 7.0 
A-5 5 11.4 — 11.4 
B~1 22 13.2 14.6 13.7 
B-2 29 7«0 8.1 7.3 
B-3 18 8,6 —• 8.6 
B-4 30 10.7 10.9 10.9 
B-.5 4 10.3 •« m» 10.3 
C-3 13 8.2 8.2 
D-l 47 10.6 11.8 11,2 
Opp, 3?ract 19 12.0 10.5 10,6 
Average (188) 9.7 11.2 10^3 
Distribution 
Inches above Ntoaber of 
water nests Percent 
0 - 4 24 13 
5 - 8 36 19 
9 - 12 85 45 
13 - 16 28 15 
17 ~ 20 10 5 
21 - 24 5 3 
according to Ainmann. Amraann fotmd the elevation of the nest 
above water to vary with the plant species support. In 1947, 
nests in cattail were consistently hi^er above water than 
nests in bulrushes. 'Ihere was no indication of a reverse re­
lationship between depth of water at nest and elevation of 
nest above water. In Amraann's samples the total elevation 
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above the bottom was 34 inches and the ratio of depth of water 
to elevation above water was 50:50. In 1947 the total eleva­
tion above bottom avss 26 inches, and the ratio of water depth 
to elevation above water was 39{61. 
Elevation of nest above water is apparently a critical 
factor in nest success. In pond B~g, nests v/ith young on 
June 18 averaged 4.6 inches above v/ater against an average of 
7.0 inches for all nests on the pond. Of these nests, 33 
percent held dead young as the result of flooding. OSie young 
in these flooded nests averaged 4.3 inches above the water 
level, a height easily reached by vmves. In pond B-3 the t^ vo 
nests with dead young 4 inches above water, the average 
for the pond being 8.6 inches. Ammann (1938) found swamping 
by rising water to be by far the largest known cause of nest 
losses (16.1 percent). Hests too high above water are liable 
to toppling over. Toppled nests in 1947 averaged 16,6 inches 
above water in bulrushes and 22,0 inches in cattail, excesses 
over averages of 38 and 100 percent respectively. This top­
pling over was in some cases accentuated by uneven grov/th of 
nest supports. Ammann found females very sensitive to a tilted 
nest brimJ they usually tried to rectify the condition or 
abandoned the nest* He found, however, that they never added 
material to the nest after- egg-laying had begun nor abandoned 
a tilted nest after a full clutch was laid until all the eggs 
had fallen out. In 1942 and 1947, it was observed that the 
large mass of the nest frequently became a mere platform hold­
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ing large young after the nest had toppled over due to weaken­
ing of the supports. 
Depth of water at nests in 1947 varied from 8 to 28 inches 
and averaged 15.9 inches, Aitcnann (1938) found depth of v/ater 
at nest to average 17 inches. He stated that an almost uni­
versal requisite at the time of nest-lDuilding was water at 
least a foot deep under the nest, this being the bird^s most 
characteristic nesting habit. The 1947 data agree with this, 
as only 30 nests (15.8 percent) were over v/ater less than a 
foot deep at the time of nest establishment and only 10 nests 
(5.3 percent/ v/ere over water less than 10 inches deep. Depth 
of water under nests varied greatly atnong marshes (I'able X3QCII). 
llie extremes were an aversge of 10.3 inches in the Oppedshl 
Tract and an average of 22,6 inches in XJoiid B-'4 in '•^ewey^ 3 
Pasture. 
Open w?:tter is probably not an essential feature of yellow-
headed blackbird nesting territory. In 1942^ ponds a-4, A-9, 
and A-10 had large populations of nesting yellowheads though 
there was little open w- ter in them. Amnann (1938) found nests 
all over the center of Mud Lake in 1933, when there was little 
open water present, and very fev/ within 75 feet of shore- In 
1934, there v/as again little open water and the emergent vege­
tation was very densei the nests were over the vfoole lake bixt 
very fev; were within 100 feet of shore. In 1955 water levels 
were very high and emergent vegetation was sparse everywhere 
except along shore; the nests were confined to a belt about 
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I'able JJ.Xllm Depth of Water at Nests of Yellow-headed 
Blackbird at Clutch-establishment tirae, 1947 
Number of Inches of water at nests in 
Marsh nests Scirpue acutus Typha spp. Total 
A-4 1 11.0 WW 11.0 
A-5 5 17.0 — 17.0 
B-1 22 19.8 19.4 19,6 
B-2 29 18.0 24.1 19.5 
B-3 18 18.4 — 18.4 
B-4: 30 17.1 25,0 22.6 
B-5 4 17.0 - - 17.0 
C~3 13 18.5 MB MB 18.5 
D—1 47 11.6 12.7 12.1 
0pp. Tract 19 10.0 10.4 10.3 
Average (188) 16.2 17.2 16.9 
Distribution 
Inches of water Number of nests Percent 
0 — 4 0 0 
5 - 8  4 2 
9 - 1 2  43 2 
13 - 16 38 20 
17 - 20 60 32 
21 - 24 28 15 
25 - 28 15 8 
20 to 350 feet from sl^ore. He ^vent so far as to state that 
muskrats by making large clearings of open v/ater around their 
houses made otherwise good nesting habitats very undesirable 
for yellow-headed blackbirdi:;. 
The relation of nest densities in cu3.m emergents (which 
was the only cover iJsed) to percentage of open water in that 
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cover Jand to yards of cover-viater edge per acre is given in 
Table XXXIII and Pig. 19, If any correlation existed it was 
very poor. And yet distances of 1947 nests to open water 
vjer-e very simll; 58 percent \7&re within t^i'fo yards, 74 percent 
were v/ithin three yards, and 85 percent ?/ere within four yards 
(Table JDC.IV), The average distax3ce was a mere 2.76 yards. 
Judging by this criterion alone, one \vould conclude interspers-
ion to be more essential to yello?^-headed blackbirds than to 
any other marsh-nesting birds. Ttiis constitutes a good example 
of the unreliability of this measurement as a criterion of 
open water or interspersion requirements. 
In sumitiary, therefoar'e, the yellow-headed blackbird requires 
for nesting cover culm emergents of adequate density standing 
in a foot or more of v/ater. 
Giant Red-v/ln^ (Agelaius phoeniceus arctolegus) 
'Ilie red-v/inged blackbird builds a s^ ispended nest like that 
of the yellovvhead but not as deep nor as heavy, and usually 
with a mud or peat layer under the lining. It apparently does 
not need as strong or as upright a sux>port as the yellowhead's. 
Standing water under the nest is not req':ired, as nests are 
frequ'jnt enou^^i over dry land and even occur in tree tops. In 
1942 it Viras noted that most redwing nests in i^evvey^s Pasture 
were in shrubby growth around the ponds. In 1947 no nests were 
found anywhere but over water, on emergent plant supports, 
Hie reason for this is not clear. It is suspected that rela­
tions with yellowheads may be involved. 
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Table XXXIIl. Yellow-headed Blackbird Hest Demi ties and 
Intei^spersion in Marshes of Eutlwen -^^rea, 1947 
Marsh 
Hiimber 
of 
neets 
Sests 
per-
acre® 
Yards of cover-
water edge per 
acre 
Percent of marsh 
open water 
A-4 1 0.54 623 72 
AS 5 16.65 1,058 80 
B-1 22 29.00 608 61 
B-2 29 10,05 475 66 
B-3 19 1S.75 219 40 
B-4 30 2.01 448 19 
B-5 4 4.21 518 53 
C-3 13 9.62 378 66 
D-1 47 4.22 254 12 
Opp, 
I'ra c t 19 1.90 22 28 
a 
Only deep-v/ater emergent cover here included. 
Table XXXIV. Bistance to Open Water of Yellow-headed Blackbird 
Wests, 1947 
Ya'rHs' ""to "" limber o? TercenF" 
open water nests of nests 
0 6 3 
1 48 25 
2 57 SO 
3 30 16 
4 21 11 
5 11 6 
6 12 6 
7f 5 3 
1 to 2 105 55 
1 to 3 135 71 
1 to 4 156 82 
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As in the case of the yellowheads, there was in 1947 a 
shift from cover species to cover species used as nest support 
during the season (Fig. 20)* The total nest-establlshment 
curve shows three peaks. As in the yellowhead, the first and 
second peaks probably represented nesting of adult and year-
old females respectively. The third peak, 28 days after the 
first, represented the second nestings. This last peak occurred 
nine days later than the last peak for the yellowheads which 
has been ascribed to renesting following destruction of first 
nests, Red-winj;;;ed blackbirdB almost always raise tv/o broods 
a year (Allen, 1914) while yellowheads never do (itomann, 1938). 
Old cattail stalks were greatly favored as supports for 
early nests, as Allen (1914) had observed three decades ago 
and 1000 railos away. Both cattail and harclstem bulrush stalks 
shaded the same use curve as the over-all curve for all nests, 
thou^ the bulrush vias used less frequently. The lake sedge 
was used consistently as nest support, but relatively mare as 
the season advanced. River bulrush was utilised more for 
second nestings than for first nestings, which is estplained 
by the fact that dead stalks remaining ear3.y in the season 
were lodged and generally offered a poor substrate while the 
new growth came very late in the season. Prairie cordgrass 
was used almost only as second-nesting substrate; it figured 
lightly in first nestings but v/as the most used of al!.l sub~ 
strates for second nestings, Ihe total use of the various 
plant supports for 309 neats is given in Table XXXV. About 
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Table XXXV, Nest Data for Red-winged Blackbla?ds in Ruthven 
Area, 1947 
InSiei Inches Yards io 
No» of water above open 
West support nests % at nests water water 
Garex lacustris 125 32. ,1 11, .4 7. ,9 10, .4 
Spar^ina pectinata ' 72 18. ,5 12, .0 8, >7 3, ,4 
Typha spp. 59 15, ,2 8, .7 8. ,5 20, .7 
Scirpus acutus 
R RRJN "T-II I "T ""4," ' 1 * >1 * S^cirpus rluvxatilis 
44 Hi .3 12. 6 8, ,1 2, .6 
29 7, .5 10, ,2 7. 8 7. ,0 
iicorus calamus 13 3i t *3 10. 2 111 8, •4 
9 2. 3 8. 7 7. 9 1.7 
Misc811ane ous 38 9. 8 9, .7 B, .2 9, .7 
Totals arid 
averages 389 0
 
0
 
»0 10, .90 8, •29 9, .25 
one-third of all nests were in lake sedge, Ovea:' one-'half v/ere 
in lake sedge and prairie cordgrasa, Ttiis situation is almost 
the reverse of that found in yellow-headed blackbii'ds Mtiere 
189 out of 190 nests were in the culm emergent bulrush and 
cattail. 
These data and the nest-distribution shovm in Figs. 34 to 
45 clearly demonstrate that redwings occupied only the outer­
most margins of the ponds in i^ev/oy's Pasture but were established 
throughout the Oppedahl Tract marsh. The distribution in the 
Oppedahl Tract also illustrates a decided preference for the 
cattail-sodge ecotone. The nesting densities per acre were 
0,73 in lake sedge concocies, 0,69 in cattail consocies, and 
2,48 in the ecotone between the two. There lis a strong pos­
sibility that yellow-headed blackbirds prevented redwings from 
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utilizing tiie deep-water culm emergent covers more. Under 
the conditions found, however, the redwings were essentially 
birds of the ecotone« They ^vere thus very much affected toy 
plant succession in the marshes. 
Redwing nests were elevated from one to 84 inches above 
the water level, the average "being 8»29 inches® Ihis eleva­
tion was remarkably uniform among the different substrates, 
varying from. 7.8 inches to 8.7 inches except for the nests in 
sweet flag which v/ere very late nests and 11.1 inches above 
water* i/xcept for the latter, the highest nests were in 
prairie cordgrass, and these also xvere late nests. In his 
studies, Allen (1914) found elevation of the nests above water 
to increase steadily with the season. The elevations her© 
presented were as of the time of nest building. 
By conparison with heigpit of nests, depth of water at 
nests was very variable, not only among substrates {Table XXXV) 
but among marshes. As already mentioned, redwings throughout 
their range show no definite requirement for water directly 
under the nest. 
It is obvious that redwings do not require open water or 
intersperslon In their nesting habitat (Table XXXVI)» Fig. 21 
reveals no correlation v«rhatever betv/een nesting densities and 
relative amounts of open water or cover-water edge. By compar­
ing these diagrams with similar ones for coot and grebe, it 3s 
seen that correlat5.ons of nesting densities with relative 
amounts of open water or of cover-water edge are the most valid 
criteria of intersperslon requirements. 
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Table XXXVI. Red-winged Blackbird Best Densities and Inter-
spersion in Rutlwen Area, 1947 
Cover~wa ter Percent 
Ito. Nests per edge, yards marsb in 
Marsh nests acre per acre open ^ ^ter 
A-1 6 5,65 224 19 
A~2 2 2.82 347 30 
A-3 3 10.34 659 47 
A-4 12 3.91 374 60 
A~5 4 2,13 248 38 
A-7 4 12,88 510 58 
A-8 6 2.28 451 71 
A-9 7 4.14 104 9 
A-10 8 3.18 524 79 
B~1 10 5.61 367 40 
B-.2 21 2.21 162 37 
B-3 1 0,35 114 26 
B'"4 5 1.88 256 12 
B-5 10 2,22 137 19 
B-6 7 15.50 98 10 
B-7 4 17,38 0 0 
B-8 11 7.25 162 18 
B-9 9 18.40 0 0 
G-1 8 8.97 237 62 
G-2 14 9.98 264 22 
C-3 16 3.71 224 37 
C"*4 22 16.57 265 17 
G-5 21 19.65 328 42 
0-6 26 6.23 211 41 
C-7 9 28.08 94 9 
C-8 7 1.30 488 49 
G-.9 3 3.56 0 0 
G-10 14 15.40 435 61 
Syst. A 52 3.12 311 58.1 
Syst. B 78 3.26 172 28,5 
Syst. C 140 8.89 243 39.6 
Pond D-1 50 2.63 148 24.1 
Opp,Tract 69 0.90 28 7.9 
¥otal 3  ^ •W3 
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Associated Species Treatment 
The occurrence of plant associations as competitive and 
complimentary coramimitiea> already discussed, undoubtedly has 
its equivalent in the animal world. And the principle in­
volved, of greater competition ivith greater ecological simi­
larities, probably operates similarly with animals. 
Competitive bird associati ons 
The most conspicuous example of competitive bird associ­
ation in the Ruthven Area was that of yellow-headed and red-
winged blackbirds. Examination of Figs. to 45 shows how 
altogether mutually exclusive the nests of these two species 
tended to be within the marshes. ITo reason can be advanced 
why the redwings did not occupy the cattail and bulrush con­
sociations other than that the yelloii^heads prevented them. 
Outside the yellov/head's range, redwings use such consociations 
of culm emergents to the full. Aumiam (1938) remarked that 
there v;as strife bGt^veen the two species becatise their terri­
torial relations were similar. He found this strife to in­
crease when the yellowheads were forced to occupy cover over 
shallower water than they normally used,i.e. when theyinveighed 
on the terrain usually occupied by '"edwings. The review of 
nest properties given above indicates a great similarity in 
acttial nest construction and substrate requirement. And from 
all that has been written of the food habits of the two species 
they are essentially the same. These two blackbirds constitute 
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as good an example of a competitive association as the pied-
billed grebe and coot (see below) do a canplimentary one, 
'I!h.e three passerine dominants of Ruthven Area marshes 
are yellow-headed blackbirds, red-winged blackbirds, and 
prairie marsh wrens, 'Ihe yellowhead~redwing--wren complex is 
an example of a three-vay competitive cominunity. 'i'he ideal 
nest substrate for the yollowhead is a culm erae:r-gent, the 
ideal for the wren is a foliose emergent, while the redwing 
coimnonly uses either type. The result is a zonation, with 
yellowheads dominating the culm emergent consociations, the 
wren dominating the foliose emergent consociations, and the 
redwing, in betvjeen, dominating the ecotone (Fig. 45). "^%ile 
the nesting reqixirements overlap, there still exists the 
gradient from yellowhead which cannot nest without calm, emergent 
support to wren which cannot nest without sedge weaving mate­
rial. Strife between the two blackbird species was mentioned 
above. There may be strife between redwing and wren under 
crowded conditions. The brunt of the strife is born by the 
redwing (which is fittingly aggressive) for it may meet resist­
ance from both sides. Under conditions of vestrie ted culm 
emergent co.isociations (e.g. i^ewey's Pasture ponds in 1947) 
the yellowhead may be forced into the ecotone v/hich, thou^ 
marginal, still offers culm emergent shafts for neat supports. 
This may increase strife between the blackbirds. If the yel­
lowhead is dominant, as Ammann (1938) believed, the redv/ings 
may be forced into the foliose emergents which, though norginal 
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for them, still offer nest supports th.ey can use. lliis in 
turn may intensify strife "between redwing and wren. ITiis 
chain of pressures or strife-chain could even be extended to 
the realm of pi'airie marsh vjren and short-billed marsh wren 
(Gistothorua stellaris) relations, ^iiould this phenomenon 
of strife-chain be an actuality, amount of strife would be 
as much a function of the environment as one of species in­
tolerance. 
The data of this investigation is inadequate for a con­
sideration of competition among sub-dominant or merely associ­
ated species of marsh bird communities. Certain possibilities 
may be entertained. Ihus, within the rail family there appears 
to be a great similarity in nest substrate and food require­
ments of the species, and a spatial gradient similar to the 
blackbird-wren complex is evident. The king rail dominates 
the deep water covers, the sora is definitely a dominant of 
the CTilm emergent and foliose emergent ecotone. The Virginia 
rail apparently dominates the follose emergent consociations 
In intermediate waters, /ind, finally, the studies of Walkin-
shaw (1957, 1959) indicate that the yellov/ rail (Coturnicops 
noveboracensla) prefers the foliose emergents in the most shal­
low waters, 
Compleaientary bird associations 
As an adjunct to this investigation, a striking example 
of comp3,ementary associations in birds was revfalod. 'Ihls is 
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the coot and pied-billed grebe association. It was noted in 
1942 that nests of these two species v/ere often paired together. 
In 1947, with larger samples, the unique phenomenon was very 
evident (Pigs. 34 to 41), and 26 such pairs were encountered 
in the ponds of Dewey's Pasture. Three-quarters of all 36 
grebe nests occurred paired \ip with coot nests. '%en nest-
site properties were assembled, it was seen that althou^ the 
coot nest sample was three times the size of the grebe nnst 
sample, the two species coincided in almost every conceivable 
way (Table XXXVII), To what extent this similarity of nest 
site preferences may have Influenced the striking neighborli-
ness of the two species is not known. Goinmensalism in nest 
building may also have been involved, though evidence of it 
was not particularly looked for nor found. It is significant 
that these co-dominants of the deep~water covers have compli­
mentary habits in both nest construction and feedin,f> The 
coot's diet, as determined by Jones (1940) from 792 stomachs, 
is 89.39 percent plant food. Of tlie small amount of animal 
food taken, 96 percent is Insect and molluscan. The pied-
billed grebe, accordin^^; to Bent (193.9, p. 44) feeds "largely 
on animal matter such as small fish, snails, small frogs, 
tadpoles, aquatic worms, leeches and water insects." The 
occurrence of leeches in tlie diet of the piod-l.illed grebe is 
rjarticTilarly interesting insofar as Sooter (1937) found leeches 
corun-'only ixifesting ^wvenile coots and coot nests. 
In their study of the great crcsted grebe, Venables and 
Table X^iXVII, Comparison of Nest-aite Properties of Coot and Pied-billed Grebe Nes^ts 
in Dewey's Pasture, 1942 and 1947 (C - Cootj G - Grebe) 
Cover species 
Inches of water 
% of ne-sts contained in at nest 
1942 1947 1942 1947 
C  G C  G O G C G  
Yards to open water 
1942 1947 
C G C \ G 
Scirpus acutus 
Sclrpus heterochaetus 
Scirpua fluviitllis 
Typha spp. 
Sparganium eurycarpum 
Cares: lacustris 
Pluminea festucacea 
32 
21 
2 
10 
26 
28 
2 
50 
17 
17 
17 
25 
29 
7 
9 
26 
8 
29 
6 
32 
5 
26 
13 
24 
24 
11 
21 
22 
15 
16 
22 
18 
21 
20 
19 
20 
20 
21 
15 
15 
15 
13 
12 
14 
16 
16 
15 
15 
16 
12 
15 
19 
7 
4 
1 
8 
6 
5 
26 
8 
27 
7 
5 
19 
4 
1 
2 
3 
2 
4 
3 
2 
1 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
CULM EBffiRGElTTS 
POLIOSE E&IERGElifTS 
TOM 
78 
31 
83 
50 
75 
34 
82 
37 
21 
18 
20 
20 
14 
14 
15 
16 
6 
6 
10 
17 
3 
4 
2 
3 
20.5 19.6 13.9 15.2 8.2 12.0 3.1 2.3 
H 
•<5 
% nests in consociations 
Culm emergents 
Poliose Eicergents 
Total 
Combined data, 1942-1947 
iverage distance to open 
water (yards) 
Coot Grebe 
31 34 52 50 % contained nests; culm em. 76 82 
5 17 22 16 % contained r^ests: fol. em. 33 40 
36 51 74 66 % nests in consociations? 
culm emergents 45 46 
% nests in consociations; 
foliose eoiergents 21 16 
% nests in consociations; 
Total 66 62 
Average depth of water at 
nest (inches) 16.3 16.2 
5.0 4.8 
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Lack (l9o4, 1956) found a lilgli degi'ee of toleranco "between 
this Exjrqpean species and coots and v/aterhens (Gallinula 
chloropus). The extent of this inter-specific tolerance is 
indicated in this quotation (1934, p. 194); 
A fev; pairs of Coot and Moorhen (Gallinula ch. 
chloropus), v/hich nested in the same reed-bed, 
were qul^e unmolested, even v/hen the female Grebe 
arrived at her nest on one occasion to find her 
eggs being incubated by a Coot. She waited 
quietly while the intruder slipped off and then 
mounted in her place. 
In the breeding seasons of 1942 and 1947, no indication of 
strife between coot and pied-billed grebe was observed. Had 
any degree of inter-specific Intolerance exifited, it certainly/ 
would have been observed on the many crowded marshes under 
constant study. 
Other examples of complementary associations noted in tMs 
investigation were sora-redwing and Virginia rail-prairie marsh 
wren. The position of the various duck species within either 
complementary or competitive associations cannot be discussed 
on the basis of observations made in this Investigation. For 
some reason not clear, none of the marsh or grassland nesting 
ducks seem to dominate their respective bird associations. 
The dominance of coots in duck-nesting marshes is not necessarily 
a result of recent continental decimation of waterfowl. Bent 
(1926) and others reported that coots dominated prairie irershos 
everywhere at the t\irn of the century, v/hen waterfo'/fl v/ere still 
abundant. The disparity in coot and diving duck numbers today, 
which is so deplored by sportsmen, is probably but an exagger­
ated phase of a relationship v,hich has always existed. 
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©IE li-AGTORS 
The basic assumption of this discussion is that no one 
factor in an animal*s environment can he evaluated v/ithout 
giving equal consideration to all factors, i.e. it cannot be 
evaluated "out of context." 
Factors Conditioning Cover Properties 
Marsh covers as nesting environments are ccmoounded of 
a vast conplex of interacting factors. The factor complex is 
a raany-brp shed jhain of influences leading from the primary 
ones of geology and weather to the end product factors vi4iich 
directly influence cover utilization. Fig. 22 is an attempt 
to show this factor complex graphically. The importance of 
any factor in this complex in determining the final properties 
of cover can be said to be proportional to its impingements 
within the complex. Regardless therefore of the relative 
significance to cover utility of water depth, it still ranks 
above any other factor affecting utilization because of its 
more numerous imp in. gem en ts. Conversely cover-water interspers-
ion ranks the least in importance, even to cover utilissation, 
because it has no Influence on other factors in the complex, 
being rather a function of their collective influences. 
The factors iinmediately responsible for interspersion are 
water depth and muskrat activity. Herein must therefore lie 
m 
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the most likely possibilities of interspersion control. Prom 
the ecological standpoint manipulation of water level or of 
the muskrat population are the only methods available for 
varying interspersion which do not bypass various impingements 
within the factor complex. Any other method is intrir:«sically 
and ecologically unsound. 
Factors Conditioning Cover Utilization 
Cover utilization is seen to be the resultant of three 
groups of factors; (l) properties residing in the cover as 
accoMii'Odating nest structures — water depth, cover type; 
(2) properties residing in the bird — territorial demands and 
instincts such as gregariousnessj and (3) properties residing 
in the bird population — chiefly size of population. 
Limitations imposed by nest structure 
'jEhe structural characteristics of any marsh nest require 
conforming properties in cover as a substrate. Water depth, 
per se, is a limiting factor only in the case of nests built 
with the groimd itself as a substrate. Floating, semi-floating 
and suspended nests are independent of it as a direct influence 
Cover type limits cover utiliziation by its detescmination of 
nest material availability for all nests, by its determination 
of submerged substrate for serai-floating nests, and by its 
determination of anchorage facilities for surface nests and 
suspended nests. It further affects cover utilization by its 
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rate of gro\vth and seasons of availability, and by its density 
as reflected in open or closed communities. These two factors, 
water depth and cover type, one simple and the other very com­
plex, alone determine whether or not any particular cover can 
be utilized for nesting by any particular species of bird. 
They do not, ho^vever^ determine whether or not that cover will 
be used. For in this matter properties of the bird play as 
great a role as properties of the nest. 
Limitations imposed by the birds 
Utilization of covers, or density of nests \'vithin covers, 
is greatly influenced by properties residing altogether in the 
birds and bird populations. In the first place, however ade­
quate the cover it will not be utilized if the birds simply are 
not there. 'Sfhen populations are very low, the proportional use 
of cover (acreage-iise ratios, etc. I cannot be interpreted as 
indication of relative adequacy in covers. Per cover use may 
then be purely chance and certainly many adequate covers will 
remain unused. Conversely, when populations are overly dense, 
covers of marginal adequacy may be occupied because of terri­
torial or tolerance pressures and even fhe proportional use gT 
these covers may be no Indication of their relative adequacy. 
Evaluations of nesting covers based altogether on proportional 
use would be valid only when normal populations occur. And 
what constitutes a normal population for any bird species is 
almost impossible of definition. 
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Banding studies have demonstrated that in many, if not 
most, "bird species there is a strong instinct to return year 
after year to the same nesting site {Allen 1925, ch. XIIIj 
Lincoln 1935). In a species which is hunted it is quite 
possible that decimation of a certain nesting population, on 
or off the nesting area, may noticeably deplete the covers 
in a subsequent year. In the spring of 1942, a larger migra­
tion of redhead passed throu^ the Ruthven Area than in 1938 
(Provost 1946} and yet the local nesting population in 1942 
was much smaller than that of 1938. The available nesting 
cover in either year could have accommodated a much'greater 
nesting density. It can reasonably be conjectured that the 
Ruthven Area nesting population of :'edheads met with catastroph­
ic mortality previous to 1942» 
Oover utilization may be limited by psychical properties 
of the individual birds. One such, factor may be the nesting 
terrain requirements. I'his imposes distinctive limitations 
with each bird species. Interspersion enters the picture 
here for it determines amount of open water and cover-water 
edge, either or both of which may be essential components of 
a nesting terrain. The interspersion requirement exists only 
in those bird species which require open water for their extra-
nesting activities — courtship, defence of territory, loafing, 
taking-off or a lifting from the air, and feeding. It may be 
discounted at once in the case of terns, rails, herons, marsh 
hawks, and all passerine birds nesting in marshes. For in 
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none of these 3r,\as it ever "been demonstrated that open water 
is essential to any of their activities dttring the nesting 
season. 'Dais elimination leaves, for the Ruthven Area marshes, 
only grebes, coots, and ducks as species requiring open water 
in the nesting season® Grebes, particularly, and coots are 
almost constantly on water in the nesting season. Virtixally 
all their extra~nesting activities are restricted to the water 
and many to open water. In their cases, all evidence points 
to adequate interspersion as being an essential in the nest­
ing terrain and consequently as being a limiting factor in 
cover utilization, 
Ihe case for ducks is differentp chiefly because they fly 
during tiie season of nest use. They vary in their requirements 
for open wnter, though all species need it to a certain extent. 
All species, as far as known, use open water for courtship and 
coition^ alfch(3Uf5h these activities are mostly performed before 
selection of n«st site. Drake outposts and loafing spots are 
generally at the edge of open water (Hochbaura 1944) and psychi­
cal requii-'ements may involve a strip of such edge to be "de­
fended:." Again, thoc0 activities are not necessarily in the 
vicinity of the nest. Dicing ducks, particularly, feed mostly 
on qpeii wjiterne These need not tos in the vicinity of the nest, 
as they do in the case of coots and grebes. There is left but 
one afrfcivity actually requiring open v/ater near the nest — 
take-off ari''l alighting (Low 1940lo Thic applies only to diving 
ducks a From this it follows that among ducks, interspersion 
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is a liuiiting factor in cover utilization only in the case ot 
diving ducks. 
In suratnary, only six species of bird nesting in the 
marshes of the Ruthven Area actually require open water near 
the nest. In order of urgency of the requirement, these are; 
pied-hllled grehe, eared grehe (Golym'bus nlgricollis), coot, 
redhead, canvasback, and ruddy duck. The Florida gallinule 
may be a seventh. 
Diversity of cover, or florlstic complexity, may influence 
nesting densities (Beecher 1941), This presupposes that fev/ 
birds can find a complete habitat v/ithin the confines of a 
single cover type. To vifhat extent this may Influence nesting 
densities within marsh covers is not certain. Many marsh-
nesting species appear to nest abundantly in consociations 
where floristic diversity is practically nil. In many cases 
not just the neat but the entire territory occupied I^y a nest­
ing pair may be In such consociation (e.g. prairie marsh roen, 
yellow-headed blackbird). Hov/ever, it is clear that greater 
floristic diversity will result in a greater diversity of 
nesting species and a corresponding increase in total neat 
density. 
There may finally be mentioned intor-apecific and intra-
specific tolerances as modifying nest densities. In birds, 
intra-specific tolerances are stimraed up in the concept of 
territory. Tho size of nesting territories in any bird must 
limit cover wbllizatioii, regardless of nest sxibstrate potentl-
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all ties. If eacli tex-rlfcory raunt contain a certain area of 
open water or a certain length of open water edfcej^ the dis-
pofjition of tlie open water, i.e. interapersion, will liiait 
cover utilization regardless again of substrate potentialities 
or of total area of cover. In the case of the pied-billed 
grebes and coot a it was dehaonstrated that while nest densities 
increased v;ith increasing proportion of open water or water 
edge within the cover, they decreased v;ith increasing amounts 
per neat. The implication is that size of territories may 
vary with density of birds. Or, more likely, the density of 
nesting birds may vary with the adequacy of the habitat. In 
other words, thou^i territoriality may impose limits on nest­
ing densities within covers, the covers may in turn modify the 
spatial requii^ements of territoi^y. 
Ihough little is knovm about inter-specific tolerances in 
birds, there is some evidence that competitive conOT-unities do 
occur and that strife betwoon s ;eciea may produce dominants-
The resulting pressures may affect sizes of territories in the 
vanquished species and nesting densities within a particular 
type of cover may consequently vary from year to year or from 
marsh to marsh irrespective of either cover properties or norma 
size of territory. 
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Th,e natural Order 
The role of dominance 
In the Ruthven Area marshes, several hirds dominate cover 
types by pressure of numbers; pied-billed grebe, coot, black 
tern, rails, prairie marsh wren, yellow-headed blackbird, red-
winged blackbird, swamp sparrow, and Maryland yello\vthroat. 
Adjacent prairie slopes are dominated by bobolink and meadow-
larkj adjacent wooded areas are doKiinated by yellow warbler and 
alder flycatcher* The coircaimities are: 
Scirpus or Typha consociea G-rebe-coot-yellowhead 
2. Kcotone with next Bora-redwing 
lacustris consocies Virginia rail-marsh wren 
lanugino'a'a, Spartina 
or Cal'amajyrostia consocies Swamp sparrow®-yellowthroat 
5« Upland blue grass border Meadowlark-bobolinlc 
6. 'iVee and brush border Yellow warbler~alder fly­
catcher 
Black terns may occur as dominimts or co-dominants in any of 
the first four coirnnunities. Diving ducks are occasional as­
sociates in no, 1 and less frequently in nos, 2 and 3. Least 
bitterns are scattered afsociates in no, 1, v/hil© eared grebes, 
Franklin gulls (Larus pipixcan), Porster's terns, and black-
crowned ni^it herons colonize in no, 1. King rails occur in­
frequently in no, 1 and no, 3. Florida g?llinules probably oc­
cur mostly in no, 2, Amex'ican bitterns may nest in any of the 
comraunities, depending on charncter of submerged substrate. 
Swamp snarrow (Nolosplg;a genrg.1 ana), yellowthront (Geothlypls 
trlchaa), me a dowlark XSturnella~neglecta), bob olink iDolichonyx 
oryzivorus), yellow warbler "(pendroica aestlva), alder fly-
catcher (Empldonax tralllli), 
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Marsh hawk, short-eared owl (Aalo flammeus}, and sliort-billed 
marsh wren occur mostly In no.4. No» 5 has as frequent co-
dominants, grasshopper sparrow (/ittmaodramug savannarum) and, 
as less cortumon associates, mallard, pintail, shoveller, gad-
wall (Chaulelasmus streperus ), vJilson's phalarope (Steg^anopus 
tricolor), and upland plover (Bartrarfiia longicauda). No. 6 
has as associates green horon (Butorides virescens), robin 
(Turdus migratorius), and the colonial grackle (Quiscaliis 
quisoula}, 
uiomo of the biz'ds are attracted more to either consocia­
tions or associations of plants within the marsh. Birds which 
nest more coiimiionlj in consociations are, in oi-deri least bit­
tern, prairie riarsh wren, yellow-headed blackbird, king rail, 
black-crowned night heron, pied-billed grobe, and coot. Species 
typical of plant associations are, in orders red-v;lnged black­
bird and sora, Hiere appears to be a greater consociation use 
in the deeper waters than in the siiallow waters. 
It will bo noted that tho ducks do not dominate any cover 
typo. I'his is generally agreed upon by all ¥/ho have studied 
the bio-ecology of marshes. 
The role of succession 
ItiQ natiji'al order is an order of change. It has been 
abundantly demoastruted that biotic ooimuunitios are not static 
but dynawiic. Dynamic ecology has found its greatest outlet for-
expreassion in tlie coiicept of succoaaion, plant and animal. IChe 
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ultimate blome witliin the limitations of climate is the climax. 
The chief property of the climax is laesic life conditions, i.e. 
an intc:rraec51ate position, in the gradient from all water v/ith~ 
out land to all land virithoiit urater. Marsh comrminities are ac-
cord.in;3ly transitory stages in the hydrarch succession toward 
a climax. Due to irregularitios of v/eather, the pa:*ogress 
toward climax is not steady hut fluctuating. Marsh communi­
ties are in a constant flux which easily conceals the under­
lying trend toward the mesic conditions of a climax. 
Once plant communities are established, whether as con­
sociations or as complanentary or competitive associations, 
they are liable to exhibit aroas of overlap called ecotones. 
It is in theBe ecotones that subterranean competition in 
emergent plants is keenest aad co.-potltive corr.unitios prevail. 
In an ecotone life forms v/111 be varied, and the variations 
may appeal more to some nesting birds than homogeneous coimnunl-
ties. Changes in water levels, in rate of silting, or in 
other microhabitat factors result in migration of coTiiraunities 
in the marsh. Movements of ecotones are the vanguard of these 
migrations« ./1th five successive years of high v/ater levels, 
the cattail conaociatioi'^ at the southern end of the Oppedaiil 
Tract has expanded but the cattail-lake sedge ecotone has ex­
panded even more (Fi^-s. 44, 45, 60). This has resulted in a 
measurable increase in habitat favored by coots and yellow-
headed blackbirds and an oven greater increase in habitat 
favored by soras and red-v/inj^^ed blackbirds, ^mother exaitipl© 
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of eomnninlty rtdgration is presented in many of tlie ponds in 
Dewey's Pastiire. The snmo higher water levels, here accen­
tuated by dam construction, have introduced Dudley's rush 
(Juncus dudleyi} into the bluegrass to form ecotone 1, have 
pushed the wooly sedge into the prairie cordgrass to form 
ecotone 2, and have Introduced hards tern "bulrush into the lake 
sedge to form ecotone 3, Presurnahly because of intense sub­
terranean competition betv/een lake sedge and ^vooly sedge, the 
former has made little inroads into the domain of the latter. 
As a result, there occurred in the spring of 1947 xnnny small 
areas of drowned 'Virooly nedge (Fig. 53), which "open water" 
areas we'*e greatly favored as nenting sitea by black tornsj. 
Forty-two percent of the 34 nests in the B system ponds wore 
in such areas. Age.iu, becauise of the persistence of prairie 
cordgrasa, relict tufts of it occurred commonly deep in the 
sedge zones (Fig, 53) and constituted highly favored nest 
sites for rod-winged blac'cbirds, Th.lrty-eight percent of the 
108 nests in the C system pondfi? vjer«' in those relict tufts of 
prairie cordgrass. The ecotoni. s in a mi^rsh t re thus of con­
siderable import to wildlife, here they constitute n large 
fraction of the rsmrsh covcr, evnl'iations of plant coi-riunities 
ss covcr baoedj as Is coiniuonl/ done, ou tho dominant apocies 
can easily le.'.d to erroneous cojiclusions. 
It is therefore evident that whatever other influences 
changes in water. Tevel jmay exert on marsh covers, the one of 
most far-roachin»>' Impllef-tIons is this spatial mi£"p?otioii not 
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merely of plant commimitles Tout of biotic associations impingent 
upon them. B'or this means a drastic redistribution of habitats 
throughout the imirsh so that no one bir-d spociess is likely to 
retain the same area of optlraura habitat. I'hus an atterapt to 
thin oijit a stand uf hardstem bulrush by raising the Vv'ater level 
will probably do so temporarily, but eventually the stand v/ill 
only be moved shoreward where it raay j'.ssuine the same density 
as originally and occupy less area. It would be wiser to es­
tablish a ?/ater level which is in such relation to the basin 
topography that an optimum with respect to cover types and in­
ter spersion v/ill prevail over the greatest number of years, and 
thereafter be resigned to occasional changes in cover density, 
Intersper-sion, a property of marsh communities,is under 
a similar flus as the coToraunities, One may speak of a cycle 
of interspersion and a succession of dominants in the marsh. 
These phenoraena are a result of long-term swings in amount of 
precipitation, particularly of precipitation during the critical 
growth period. Fig. 5 sliovi/s the trend of deviations from means 
in precipitation for a period of years at Spencer, Iowa, v/ith 
emphasis placed on deviations during the period May to July, 
The change froni the drought years 1933 to 1938 to the flood 
years 1941-1946 is very evident. AH studies in the marshes 
of lov/a point to a corresponding change in interspersion within 
marshes and this change can readily be correlated with changes 
in the biotic associations recorded in the literature. Super­
imposed on water level changes are the effects of changes in 
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muslcrat populations. There is considemble evidence to prove 
a ten-year cycle in muskrat populations, Elton and Kicholson 
(1942) liave demonstrated, pop'alation peaks in 1912, 1921-2, and 
19S0-1. In the Ruthven Area there was certain3.y a peak in 
1941-2, and as certainly there is ciirrently (1946-7) a low 
point in the cycle, 5h.e muskrat cycle and the precipitation 
cycle coincided in the thirties and early forties. In the 
middle forties they were at opoosite phases of inf3.uence on 
interspersion. 
Manipulation of a Single Factor: Interspersion 
Biologists have proposed man-gement techniques for many 
types of game animals and birds, all avowedly based upon sci­
entific investigation, proportion of these which have been 
demonstrated to be effective, solely, actually, and incontro-
vertibly^ is very small. Undcibtedly one reason for this failure 
is that in so many cases a certain species is being favored 
beyond the bounds established by naturfil processes, Watural 
forces are so strong that they frequently nullify or engalf in 
their overwhelming influences v^iat v/eak pressures man arra7/"s 
against them. 
Management of marshes for duck production is, in a sense, 
a warfare with the natural order for tv/o f'andamental reasons. 
First, the very maintenance of a marsh is against the natural 
process of succession ^ vhich tends to obliterate it. Secondly, 
favoring ducks in marsh production is favoring a sub-dominant 
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form in the association. The major problems in marsh manage­
ment for ducks all stem from these impositions on the natural 
order. The best testimonial to the dominant influence of 
nature in modifying waterfowl populations was given by Soper 
{1944, p. 279)t 
Despite all that human intervention has so credit­
ably achieved for water fowl, the greatest factor 
of all still remains — that of favorable precipi­
tation. Jiince 1938j precipitation has more or less 
steadily increased over most of the Canadian prairie 
region. In consequence, myriads of slou^s-and pot­
holes have been filled to capacity and numerous lakes 
are once more well on their way to recovery. These 
naturally-induced conditions have been incomparably 
more valuable than all those produced by man. To a 
major degree they have brcsxght about the fourfold 
increase in the duck population mrhich has taken place 
since the discoiaraging days of maximum drought in 
1937. 
If it is further attempted to maintain a sustained amount 
of cover-?/ater inters per sion in the marsh, there is again per­
petrated a violation of the natural order, which established 
a cycle of interspersion. Two techniques are available ishich 
are least inconsistent with the natural orders manipulation 
of water levels, and manipulation of the muskrat population. 
It was not possible in this investigation to study these tech­
niques in detail. The dams at the outlets of systems B and C 
of ponds- in Devifey*s Pasture vmi-e constructed with the purpose 
in view of retaining as much water as possible for the late 
summer rainfall deficiency period. The changes in interspers­
ion in these ponds between 1942 and 1947 (Figs, 38 to 41) were 
great and on the whole desirable, Althou^ the writer is of 
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the opinion that the dams were largely responsible for this 
improvement in nesting cover for waterfowl, there is no way 
of demonstrating that the same improvement could not have 
occurred due solely to the five-year succession of excessive 
rainfall in the growing period. As stated elsewhere, probably 
the best guide to the maintenance of intersx)ersion by water 
level control is establishing the dam elevation at the depth-
tolerance limit of the major plant species to be interspersed. 
In the case where the basin is such that over four feet of 
water will be impounded during the growing season, taie dam 
elevation ^ould probably be approximately 12 inches above 
the elevation in the basin where the average bottom gradient 
makes a 1*^ tangent with the horizontal. 
One phase of this investigation v/as the evaluation of 
blasting in marshes as a technique for creating interspersion 
where it does not occur naturally. Blasted holes in a marsh 
are forceful impositions of interspersion. sVhile they may 
improve interspersion, they obviously bypass those factors 
which under natural conditions impinge on interspersion: cover 
type, cover density, and particularly, depth of water. They 
create an unnatural situation in the marsh, and avian responses 
to them cannot be deduced from avian responses to naturally 
occurring interspersion. It has been demonstrated that those 
bird, species which require interspersion also require certain 
water depths and certain types of cover. Unless these two 
properties occur adequately, interspersion alone cannot be 
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considered a limiting factor in coveT utiliaation. Thus, in a 
shallow-water, sedge-dominated marsh, creating interspersion 
by blasting can hardly be expected to render the marsh adequate 
habitat for coots, grebes, or diving d^Acks, all of which favor 
deeper waters at the nest, culm emergents, and open communities. 
At the same time opening up such a marsh cannot be expected to 
aid its normal bird inhabitants greatly, because these do not 
require interspersion. Even in the case of upland-nesting 
ducks, -which need water for rearing cover, the dynamited holes 
may be of limited use only since a sedge marsh, particularly 
in late summer, is altogetiier Inadequate as rearing habitat. 
Blasting openings in a marsh which does display all necessary 
requirements for cover utilization except interspersion may be 
desirable, although such circumstances are not likely to oectu? 
except during extreme drouths or as a consequence of extreme 
muskrat depletion. Under these conditions, the blasted holes 
may be of some help, not only in improving the cover for nest­
ing but in furnishing emergency supplies of open water late in 
the nesting season, in furnishing reservoirs for the saving of 
animal food organisms, and as inducements to muskrat occupa­
tion. 
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BLASTIDIG AS A TKCHNIQJJE FOR CREATING IHTERSPERSIOH 
Experimental Areas 
In reporting the pioneer work done at Little Wall Lake 
in Hamilton County, Iowa, Seott and Dever (1940) described 
the area as a 230-acre marsh new Jewell, Iowa, grown up to 
a dense Scirpu3-Typha (hulrush-cat-tail) corarnunlty. In 1941, 
when follow-up studies were made, the marsh was essentially 
unchanged. Since then, water levels have risen five feet or 
more to completely fill the basin, inundate the experimental 
excavation, and reduce the solid cover to a thin stand of 
bulrushes on approximately 40 percent of the lakers area. 
!Ehe lake bottom is deep peat, underlain by a shallow clay 
hardpan only about the periphery. Ihe blasting was done 
partly over this clay and partly over deep peat {Pig. 23>. 
In the spring of 1940 and in the fall of 1941, blasting 
was done in the Oppedahl Trsct, This area (Figs. 44 and 45) 
has changed little since 1940. It is a sedge marsh, dominated 
by lake sedge. Half of the marsh has a sizable intermixture 
of broad-leaved cat-tail and river ^rass, and several small 
patches of hardstem bulrush and great bur-reed» Except 
for a channel crossing the tract in the northwest sector and 
a small • natural opening along the mid-southern boundary, it 
is virtually solid marsh cover. In an average year, water 
stands up to 12 inches over the marsh in the spring and I'ecedes 
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to several inches below the ground level "by late summer. The 
soil is mainly peat to a depth of over six feet. Areas margi­
nal to upland are underlain hy a blue clay sloping from two 
feet und^ground at the edge to six feet down approximately 
100 yards from shore (Fig. 5). 
In the fall of 1941, experimental blasting was carried 
on also in the ponds of i^ev/ey's Pasture (Pig. 2). ®i© ponds 
are all less than four feet deep. The bottoms are peat and 
muck for about three feet. Below this "mud" there generally 
occurs a very hard substrate of either pure blue clay or a 
sandy clay in which Is incorporated a quantity of shells and 
pebbles. The vegetation of these ponds varies through the 
years in response to changes in \fater levels. In the deeper 
waters, round~steir.med bulrushes, cat-tails, and great bur-reed 
predominate, while to landward a progression of vegetation 
zones leads throu^ various sedges or river grass to prairie 
cordgrass or blue-joint grass at the edge of the bluegrass. 
The ponds vary greatly in cover interspersion. The dynamiting 
was done only where the cover was solid. In contrast to the 
Oppedahl Tract, most of the blasting was done here in the deep 
water emergent zone (Scirpus-Typha} rather than in the shallow 
water emergent zone (Carex-Flumlnea)« In this respect it 
resembled more the Little Wall Lake experimental area. 
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Investigation Methods 
Preliminary to the planning of a blasting schedule for 
1941, three maps of the Oppedahl Tract and Dewey*s Pasture 
were prepared. The first was a detailed vegetation map. 
The second was a map showing the contouring as calculated 
from water table studies (e.g. Pig* 24). The third map was 
designed to show the distribution of bottom soil types, em­
phasizing the presence and depth of hard substrates (e.g. 
Fig. 3;. A six-foot soil auger was used in the many borings 
required. In the blasting schedule then prepared, specifica­
tions were drawn to present as raany experimental variables 
as possible. 
Prior to the actual blasting, the sites were cleared of 
vegetation with brush hooks or scythes. The proposed charging 
lines were staked off and marked. Plank walks were thrown 
across the "soupier" parts of the marsh for access to blasting 
sites. These preparations mabled the loading crew to proceed 
with its work immediately on reaching the site with equipirient 
and supplies. 
All ditch blasting was done by the propagation method; 
charges were so spaced that the detonation of one capped car­
tridge Vi/as propagated from charge to charge throu^ the satu­
rated mud, exploding iiie entire load almost simultaneously. 
Because of the saving in caps, the propagation method is 
definitely the economical method to use wherever the ground 
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is saturated. In line charges, end sticks were primed with 
lo, 6 electric blasting caps from which lead wires extended 
to the batterj detonator# Although one cap usually suffices 
for one loading, vtiere spacing of charges approaches the 
raaxiamra for propagation, as in multiple-line charges, it is 
wiser to us© a few extra caps than to risk a partial detonation. 
In post-hole charges each bundle of sticks was primed and the 
lead wires connected in series to the battery detonator. 
In 1940, charges were all of one line, with only sli^t 
variations on the "3 sticks every 2 feet** method. Charging 
methods employed in 1941 are indicated in Pigs. 25 to 28. Two 
basic methods were used, with variations as shonm. One was 
the "line ch^ge", v/here frcan one to four cartridges per hole 
were placed in straight lines to produce "ditches." Eiiiier 
a T-punch bar or a broom handle was used to bore a hole in the 
mud. The sticks were pushed in with the broom handle, one on 
top of the other, until the top of the topmost stick was 16 
inches below the surface. Variations in depth of charges tsrere 
tried at Little Wall Lake and in the Oppedahl Tract and the 
indication was always that 18 inches was the best depth. The 
load side was then tamped down firmly under foot. Experimenta­
tion with spacing of charges in a row showed two feet to be 
ideal, s'ihere the individual charges are of two sticks spacing 
should be reduced to 18 inches and where they are four sticks 
spacing may be increased to 30 inches. But for rmxlrnvtra effici­
ency in propagation and excavation, two feet for ordinary loads 
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is the best spacing. Multiple rows may be separated by two 
to foar feet, and a stick or two shculd be set between rows 
to insure simultaneous propagation, Two rows of tiiree sticks 
every two feet, when set four feet apart (Clearing No, 9, 
Pig, 21)f left a 20-inch ridge down the center of the excava­
tion, In two months this ridge had settled to four inches and 
probably disappeared in anotaier tY^o months. Since an interval 
of four feet between rows produces a much wider excavation 
than one of two feet (Pig. 27), it is reconanended for two-line 
charges, 
The second btisic charging method was the ''post-hole charge." 
(Pig, 58), In this case, holes were dug with conmion post-hole 
diggers to a depth of four feet, Bimdles of cartridges, usually 
20 sticks, were placed on the bottom of the holes, ^ lich were 
then filled and tamped down. Each bundle was primed. Ihe 
charges were usually placed six feet apart in the shape of a 
cross, to produce round or oval pond holes, This spacing left 
small ridges which ¥/ere indication that greater spacing with 
these 20-cartridge charges would have been inefficient. In 
Clearing Wo, 20 (Pig. 28), a second loading of 63 sticks in 
the center was fired for additional depth, 
The size of individual charges largely deteiroines the initial 
depth of excavation. Because one or tv/o sticks to a charge did 
not excavate much over 30 inches, most of the experimentation 
was with larger loads which reached depths more promising as 
"clearings," 
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ISarou^out tfa.es© experiments DuPont dynamite was used. 
In the fall of 1941, three varieties of dynamite were employed: 
50 percent nitroglycerine straight (or "ditching") dynamite^ 
40 percent "Red Gross" Extra dynamite, and 60 percent "Red 
Cross" Extra dynamite. The ditching dynamite, being more 
sensitive, is better adapted to propagation and it alone v/as 
used in line charges* Post-hole charges Kos. 14 and 19 were 
loaded identically (Fi^. 25 and 28) and in similar soil and 
water conditions, but lo. 14 employed 40 percent Red Gross 
dynamite and Ho, 19 50 percent straight dynamite. The exca­
vation rates were almost identicali 0»78 and 0*76 cubic yards 
per cartridge. Since the 40 percent variety is 17 percent 
cheaper (as of 1941) than the 50 percent, a saving is indicated 
in the use of the former where post-hole charges are planned. 
Experiments ^vith the 60 percent Red Cross dynamite were incon­
clusive due to other experimental variables. Since the 60 
percent Red Cross dynamite is 28 percent more powerful than 
the 40 percent (Du-Pont 1942) and the cost is (as of 1941) only 
7 percent more, the 60 percent dynamite should be mDre economi­
cal to use in post-hole charges.. 
All excavations were ireasured in the fall and winter of 
1941 and 1946. Itie author took all measurements, using the 
same technique at all times. carpenter's line, attaciied to 
sturdy stakes, was stretched over the excavation and drawn level ' 
with a line level. Readings in inchep below the line to the 
ground vrere taken at foot intervals across the ditch and into 
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the marsh 20 or more feet on either side. Profiles were then 
drawn on cross-ruled paper frcm these measurements. Two or 
more profiles (12 in Clearing Ho, 21) were drawn for each 
clearing, and the aver-age was used in calculating cross~sec-
tional area, average depth, and voliime. Fall measurements 
were checked within two months "by taking rows of soiindings 
throu^ ice do^m the length of the ditches. In calculating 
depths and volumes, onlj that portion of the cross-section 
helow the average marsh level away from the ditch was used^ 
never the section below the bank tops. For straight ditches 
the follovdng formula was employed for volume of excavation: 
(L-A)XfM; 
V = 27 
where 
¥ - voluiae in cubic yards 
L s total length in feet 
A s length of slope to bottom in feet 
X s average cross-section in square feet 
The volume of round or oval clearings was computed as surface 
area multiplied by average depth as determined from rov/s of 
measurements across sevei-»al diameters. 
For purposes of comparisons, it is convenient to discuss 
escavation rates in terras of cubic yards of earth removal per 
cartridge of dynamite, assuming then a standard cost per car--
tridge used. Ihe man-hours of labor involved in 1940, when 
1199 cartridges were used, totaled 90 for a labor rate of 13.3 
sticks per man-ho^ir. In 1941^ v^hen almost three times as much 
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dynamite was used, the labor rate %vas 26,6 sticks per man-hoiir. 
It ^ould be expected that the greater the volume of work of 
this nature, the lesser v/ill be the unit labor cost. In round 
numbers, iiie cost in 1941 was Si-p? per stick of dynamite used. 
Since the average excavation rate was 0.62 cubic yards per 
stick, the average cost was then 17,8^ per cubic yards. %is 
is based on remaining excavation aftertg;o months of settling 
of the soil. 'Hrie initial excavation cost was probably 15^ p®? 
cubic yard or less. This approaches closely the cost of similar 
work with dynamite in Utah (Low, in Utah Coop. Wdf. Kes. 
Unit. 1947) where the average excavation was 0.66 cubic yards 
per stick of dynamite. 
Blasting Efficiency 
Initial excavation is, properly, volume of excavation 
iimnediately follovfing the blast and is the figure which should 
be used in determining blasting efficiency. It is a figure dif­
ficult to obtain, because the site is left in such a muddy 
and unstable condition (Pig, 59) that the necessary profile 
measurements cannot be accurately taken. The nearest to initial 
excavation figures secured were those taken in 1941 approxi­
mately two months after the blasting of Clearings Hos. 9 to 21. 
Table XXXVHI lists excavation rates for these clearings rang­
ing from 0.29 to 0.86 cubic yards per cartridge of dynamite and 
averaging 0.62 cubic yards. The 1940 clearings (KOS. 1 to 8), 
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Table XXX^III. Ph;y^ ical Measurements of Clearings 1 to 21 
faken In 1941 Wien Clearings 1 to 8 were 18 
Months Old and Clearings 9 to 21 were 2 
Months Old. 
Width 
Clear­ or Aver. Area Vol. Dynara. 
ing Length diam. depth sq. CTl. sticks Excav. per 
number yards yds. in. yds. yds. used stick 
1 33.3 3.7 14.8 123,2 52.6 172 0«31 
2 35.3 4.3 12.0 151.8 47.8 141 0.34 
3 41.7 4.0 10.9 166.8 48.0 168 0,29 
4 38,0 4.0 9.4 152,0 37.6 153 0,25 
5 42.3 4.8 12.2 203.0 63.2 181 0.35 
6 49.0 4,0 11.1 196.0 58,0 204 0.29 
7 22.0 6.0 6.1 132.0 20.7 81 0.26 
8 25.0 3.7 11,7 92.5 27.7 99 0,28 
9 36,7 8.3 22.5 304.6 166.2 310 0.54 
10 39.0 6.4 20,4 249 *6 128.6 160 0.81 
11 38.7 6.0 23.1 232.2 137.4 160 0.86 
12 41.3 9,0 16.5 371.7 152.9 530 0.29 
13 40.0 7.3 20.7 292.0 153.2 306 0,50 
14 10.4 34,5 83.7 80.3 103 0.78 
15 12.6 29.4 126.3 103.2 214 0.48 
16 34.7 5,7 26.3 198.0 136,1 160 0,85 
17 40.0 7.1 29.8 284.0 213.5 320 0.67 
.18 36.3 6.7 25.7 243.2 157.0 214 0.74 
19 10.6 30.9 89.2 76.7 104 0.76 
20 11.0 51.2 94.8 134 .,9 167 0.81 
21 125.2 6.7 20.7 836.5 470.2 636 0.74 
Total 
and 
Aver ages 
1-8 355.6 1199 0.39 
9-21 2110.2 3384 0,62 
1-line 1941 872.3 1116 0,79 
2-line 1941 532.9 936 0,57 
3-line 1941 152.9 530 0.29 
Post-hole 1941 395.1 588 0,68 
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measured when a year and a half old, averaged 0,30 cubic jards 
per cartridge of dynamite. This indicates a considerable loss 
in volums between the 2nd and 18th months after the blast, if 
it is assumed that initial excavation rates were at all com­
parable to those of 1941. Kiere is no doubt that sedimenta­
tion is a decelerating process. Measxarements of Clearings 
Hos. 9 to 21 are used for comparisons of blasting efficiency, 
but the fact that they were taken after two months of possibly 
rapid sedin^ntation should be borne in mind. 
Regarciless of substrate or v/ater conditions at the time 
of blasting, the one-line charge removes more dirt per dynamite 
unit than the tv/o-line charge, while the three-line charge 
removes the least of any (Table XXXVIII; Pig. 25). Post-hole 
charges, especially over a hard substrate, approach one-line 
charges in blasting efficiency. Unless a very strong wind is 
blowing, it mi^t be expected that the wider the clearing, the 
more lifted debris will fall back into the excavation. Biis 
explains the low efficiency in the three-line charge: 0.29 
cubic yards per cartridge of dynamite® It may as well be dis­
carded at the outset as being altogether uneconomical. The 
same would apply v/ith more force to multiple-line charges of 
more rows. A five-row charge was attempted in Utah (Low, in 
Utah Coop, vl'df. Res. Unit. 1947) and the excavation received 
"a big portion of the dirt lifted" and attained a depth of 
only 1.7 feet, while the two-line charge may not be as effi­
cient at the outset as the one-line charge, it has use pos­
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sibilities v/hich will be Tarou^t out later. 
The advantage of blasting over hardpan is readily demon­
strated and might be expected since more force is given the 
blast by the increased dovmward pressure. The x545-foot single-
line charge excavated in Little Wall Lake (Scott and Dever 
1940) extended from where the hardpan was less than 2^ feet 
below the surface to lAfaere the peat was over 10 feet deep. 
And even thou^i the dynamite load was increased in proportion 
to the depthto hardpan, measui'eaients two years later showed 
a gradual reduction in cross-sectional area from 23.9 square 
feet over the hardpan to 16,1 square feet over the deep peat 
(Fig. 23}. The single-line 1940 excavations in the Oppedahl 
Tract showed average corss-sectional areas 18 months after 
blasting of IS.7 square feet over hardpan (everywhere over four 
feet below the surface, however) and 11.4 square feet over deep 
peat. The 1941 single-line excavations showed average cross-
sectional areas two months after blasting of 37.3 square feet 
over hardpan and 32.3 square feet over deep peat. In the Utah 
experiments of 1947, all of which were over clay, the blasting 
efficiency ^vas described as better the harder the clay (Low, 
in Utah Coop. Wdf, Kes. Unit, 1947i. 
It is difficult to dissociate the effects of water-level 
conditions at the time of blasting from those attributable to 
charging methods and substrates, and particularly from the ef­
fects of water levels immediately subsequent to the blasting. 
The 1940 excavations were all done when water stood from four 
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to six inches deep over the marsh (Pigs, 59 and 61)• The 
1941 excavations were done under water-level conditions rang­
ing from eight inches below the ground surface (Fig« 60) to 
six inches above it. Fig. 29 indicates a generally lo^ '.'er 
blasting efficiency for the 1940 clearings. Table XXXVIII 
shows that Clearing IJo, 18, where the groxmd was extremely dry, 
and Clearing Ho, 21, where it was extremely saturated, compare 
poorly in initial excavation with other single-line charges 
of 1941 where the water table was either at or slightly below 
the groimd surface. The explanation probably lies in the ex­
tremes of lesser pressure when too dry and greater v/eight of 
soil when too wet. It is reasonably safe to assume that blast­
ing efficiency in peat or muclc is -reatest when the water table 
is either at or less than four inches belo^v the ground surface 
at the time of blasting, The 1940 blastings were over ground 
not entirely thawed out, and it was noted that "the partially 
frozen soil of part of the spots chosen seemed to lend power 
to the dynamite." (Lov/, Scott, and Dever 1941). This shoiild 
be accepted with caution, since on the whole blasting effici­
ency was probably poor in these 1940 excavations (Pig. 59), 
Dxiration of Excavations 
Initial excavation means little because it is not long 
maintained. The soupy condition of the site immediately after 
the blast implies at once a considerable loss of cross-section­
al area in the process of stabilissation. The rate of such loss 
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should figure largely in any evaluation of the different 
blasting methods and of the technique in general, 
Table XXXIX and Pig, 29 show the rate of loss in volume 
in these experimental clearings. The volume losses in Clear­
ings los. 1 to a (1940) in the five-year period 194-1-1946 
varied from 18 to 44 percent (average 25 percent), while for 
Clearings Nos. 9 to 21 (1941) the loss in volume varied from 
28 to 79 percent (average 45 percent), "Siis indicates a 
greater loss in the early years follov;ing the blasting and a 
general deceleration in the sedimentation process. The rate 
of volume loss was greatest in post-hole charges and least in 
two-line charges# In single-line charges, the rate of loss "was 
small enough that the initial advantage in excavation rate per 
unit cost persisted sePter five years* The initial advantage 
in cost of post-hole charges over tvvo-line charges, however, 
disappeared by the third jeaVf SBd in five years the tv?o-line 
charges surpassed in volume per initial cost the post-hole 
charges. 
The rate of loss in average depth (Table XXXIXj Fig. 29) 
corresponded roughly with the rate of volume loss, Bince loss 
of depth is to a large extent accomplished through erosion of 
the banks and slipping of the slopes (Figs- 62 and 64), there 
is frequently an increase in surface area to compensate for 
decreased depth, so that volume changes are minimized. There­
fore the loss in average depth generally exceeds the loss in 
volume. Dxjring the same five-year period, the 1940 clearings 
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Table XXXIX. Loss of ¥olijme. Depth, and Area Over 12 Inches 
Deepy Over the 5-year i'eriod 1941~1946« 5'rom 
18th to 78th Months in Clearings 1 to 8; From 
2d to 62d Months in Clearings 9 to 81, 
" ~ original area 
Clear- Volume Aver» depth over 12 in» deep 
ing "1941 ' 1^46 fo l^ T^ TSSB  ^
n-amtoer cu»yd» cu>yd. loss in. in, loss 1941 1946 loss 
1 52.6 29.7 44 14.8 7.8 47 61 0 100 
2 47.8 34.0 29 12.0 7.4 38 51 0 100 
3 48.0 32.3 33 10.9 6.2 43 48 0 100 
4 37.6 29.7 21 9.4 7.3 22 35 0 100 
5 63*2 52.0 18 12.2 7.8 36 52 19 64 
6 58.0 40.8 32 11.1 6.2 44 48 0 100 
7 20.7 16.1 22 6.1 5.6 8 0 0 0 
a 27.7 23,1 17 11.7 8.3 29 50 16 68 
9 166.2 108.5 35 22.5 13.4 40 78 70 10 
10 128,6 54.9 57 20.4 6.9 66 64 18 72 
11 137.4 77.0 44 23.1 10.8 63 78 57 27 
12 152.9 84.4 45 16.5 8.3 50 50 12 76 
13 153.2 98 .3 36 20.7 11.5 44 71 71 0 
14 80.3 17.1 79 34.5 8.4 76 70 1 98 
15 103.2 35.7 65 29.4 8.7 71 70 18 74 
16 136.1 61.9 55 26.3 12.2 54 79 54 32 
17 213.5 154.2 28 29,8 19.9 33 82 67 17 
18 157.0 112.6 28 25.7 18.4 28 77 60 22 
19 76.7 38.8 49 30.9 12.3 60 61 39 36 
20 134.9 56.6 58 51.2 20.1 61 78 67 14 
21 470.2 248.1 47 20.7 8.9 57 76 38 50 
Averages 
1~8 44,5 32.2 25 11.0 7.1 35 4 79 
9-21 162.2 88.3 45 27.0 12.3 54 72 44 40 
1-line 
1941 243.1 110.5 54 22.6 9.7 57 74 42 43 
2-line 
1941 177.6 120.3 32 24.3 14.9 39 84 69 18 
3-line 
1941 152.9 84.4 45 16.5 8.3 50 50 12 76 
Post-hole 
1941 98.8 37.1 62 . 
10 to 
12.4 66 70 31 56 
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lost fr'om 8 to 44 percent of tiieir depth (av«r-sg© 35 pePO©nt) 
and the 1941 clearings lost from 23 to 76 percent of theirs 
(average 54 percent). As in volmae losa, the two-line charges 
showed the lowest rate of depth loss, v/hile the post-hol© 
charges sho?/ed the highest. From the standpoint of effective­
ness of excavations, average depth means more than volxime since 
it is the factor involved in revegetation of the opening. 
As mentioned above, area of excavation frequently increased 
^vith the age of the clearing. Hils is Isest illustrfited in 
Clearings i^os. 10 and 19 (Figs. 26 and 28). 'Jaie largest increase 
in area over a five-year period was 26.6 percent in Clearing 
5fo» 19, The average for the 1940 clearings was 11,5 percent 
increase, that for the 1941 clearings was 10.0 percent, -^rea 
in itself means as little as volime, however. On the other 
hand, percentage area over 12 inches deep is a most significant 
measurement, since it was observed that, in the Ruthven Area, 
depths less than 12 inches v/ere quickly grown to vegetation, 
which reduced the value of the clearing. Fig. 29 shov/s loss 
rates in area over 12 inchcs deep. Again the two-line charge 
easily excelled any other charging method* In the 1940 clear­
ings the loss in area over 12 inches deep over the five-year 
period varied from 64 to 100 percent (average 79 pereent)j in 
the 1941 clearings this loss varied from 0 to 98 percent 
(average 40 percent). 
Losses in depth and voluuie result priinarily through erosion 
of the sides. Bspecially Important, therefore, are the water 
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levels imraediately subsequent to tlie blasting. Fig. 29 shows 
clearly the marked superiority of the 1941 clearings over 
those of 1940, even when similar charging methods were em­
ployed under similar water and soil conditions* In comparing 
water-level histories of these two series of clearings one 
fact stands out in bold significance. The 1940 blasting as 
followed by drought and continual recession of the water tablej 
the 1941 blasting was followed by heavy rainfall and almost 
immediate, and complete inundation (Figs. 62 and 64) of the 
blasted sites, llie indication is therefore that inundation 
of the e:xcavations d-aring the period of early stabilisation 
preserved their volumes and depths, while exposure to air 
hastened loss of both» In other words erosion in this instance 
seemed more severe in air than in calm water. 2here is more 
evidence for this. Of the 1941 clearings, for instance, Nos. 
17 and 13 are the two which retained most water through the 
years, both being often complotely inundated. And it is pre­
cisely these tv/o which showed by far the lowest loss rates in 
volume and depth (Table XXXIX). The other extreme was Clear­
ing Io« 14, which was always the first of the clearings tog? 
dry; it showed the greatest loss of both volume and depth 
over the five-year period. It is true that this was a post-
hole clearing, in which loss rates are always high, but it 
still compared very poorly with Clearing No« 19 ivhich was a 
similar charge over similar soil and which had almost identical 
volume, differing only in being deeper in the marsh. A possible 
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explanation for th.is phenomenon of lesser sedimentation "under 
water would lie in the fact that soils exposed to alternate 
drying and v/etting fragment more quickly than soils continually 
wet or dry. This is especially true of mucks, which ^ rink 
greatly on drying, since their component clays and peats hold 
so much water by adsorption and absorption respectively. It 
follows then that a %'?ell-fragmented soil v/ould sooner erode 
than one of more solid structure* 
^'rohably of equal importance in determining duration of 
excavations "vyoiild be the composition and structure of the soil 
in the banks and sides. V(h.ere the hardpan is not penetrated 
by the blast^ as in all Oppedahl l^act excavations, the soil 
of the banks and sides will be of the same composition as the 
top soil of the marsh though the structure was altered by the 
blast. When the hardpan itself is moved by the blast, as in 
all the Dev/ey^s Pasture excavations, the banks and sides differ 
from the undisturbed marsh soils In both composition and struc­
ture. i^-here adhesiveness between soil particles (oceuj:'ring in 
many clays due to method of deposition) does not exist, the 
angle of repose in a free slope will be proportional to the 
size of the soil particles, i«,e. the coarser gravels and sands 
will assume a greater slope under stt^bilization than the fine 
sands and silts. Since blasting obviously loosens the soils 
of the excavation, it should therefore be indicated that 
steeper slopes and more' permanent banks will result v#hen ex­
cavated soils are coarse. Herein lies the most plausible 
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explanation for the steeper slopes and more satisfactory banks 
in the i^ewey's Pasture clearings. The implication is that it 
is most desirable not only to blast over a coarse hardpan but 
to employ charges which will matf^'.-rially penetrate this hardpan. 
This principle was well demonstrated in the experimental dyna-
lid ting. Exca'^-atioas made in 1941 ^ov/ed not only a greater 
slope in sandy clay, but a lesser loss of slope over a five-
year period (Table LX.} In the Little Wall Lake excavation, 
two years after the blasting, the slope over the clay substrate 
was three times that over the deep peat (Table XX3CX; Pig. 2S). 
In the 1941 clearings, the best, highest, and most firm banks 
were those throvjn up by a blast in sandy clay. Clearing Ho, 16, 
where gravel and boulders were thrown on t?ie bank, had the 
most satisfactory banks of any clearing (Fig. 67). !Hie four 
clearings blasted over very coarse clay (Nos. 16, 17, 18, and 
20) have given definitely the best results from the standpoint 
of effective daiation. In three of these the tilasting opened 
up springs near the bottom of the excavation, so that the holes 
filled from the bottom rather than from seepage through the 
sides. The spring struck in Clearing No. 17 at first bubbled 
up 18 inches across and one foot highj it delivered very turbid, 
yellowish-gray water containing gravel, shells, and even a 
piece of petrified wood. The slope of the sides in a marsh 
excavation is quite important, detailed plant ecological 
studies made in the Ruthven Area have demonstrated the signifi­
cance of bottom gradient to marsh cover, and in ti®se clearings 
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Talsle IX. Slope of Excavations as Related to Type of Soil 
Substrate, and Amoimt of Subsidence of Slopes 
in a Five Year Period 
Clearing Degree of slope Percent of loss in slope 
number 1941 l8 - 78 mos,"" 2 - 6'S mos. 
1 21° 10* 10® 28» 51 
2 13 20 6 33 48 
3 14 29 7 03 50 
4 14 29 9 21 35 
5 12 23 8 12 30 
6 14 29 6 42 54 
7 5 45 4 54 15 
8 15 51 12 45 19 
9 16 53 12 30 26 
10 19 44 6 24 68 
11 20 12 10 15 • 50 
12 12 02 6 24 48 
13 16 57 9 37 41 
14 17 51 5 45 70 
15 11 17 3 44 66 
16 25 07 11 29 54 
17 18 48 18 28 2 
18 23 36 16 50 29 
19 18 35 6 07 67 
20 29 07 12 07 58 
21 17 28 7 29 57 
Average 
Peat 1940 13 12 8 08 38 
Peat 1941 15 23 6 17 60 
Clay 1941 17 17 8 18 52 
Sand 1941 23 02 13 00 43 
Little Wall 
Lake 1939 
Clay 28 40 
Peat 8 18 
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it has been shown that the lesser the slope of the sides the 
quicker will "be the revegetation and loss of effectiveness in 
the clearing. Sharp sides and high banks are desirable even 
apart from their possible direct use to wildlife. 
!Swo other sedimentation factors may be mentioned, First, 
rate of sedimentation in similar soils increases with degree 
of slope in the sides, ITnis obvious fact explains the high 
rate of volume and depth loss in post-hole charges as compared 
with line~chstrges, 'Ihis also suggests that th© attainment of 
great initial depth (if ha3?dpan is not penetrated) is of no 
consequence since it is accomplished at the cost of greater 
sedimentation rate. Secondly, rate of sedimentation increases ^ 
with the ratio of perimeter to area. Ilhisj in turn, ej^ lains 
why sedimentation rate is less in multiple-line charges than 
in single-line charges which produce narrower ditches. 
The Flora of the Clearings 
Blasting leaves a truly denuded area in the marsh, and it 
is not surprising that the vegetational development should be 
a recapitulation of the plant succession occurring locally 
under corresponding v/afcer-'level conditions, ^iliis plant invasion 
is important because it may either reduce or enhance the value 
of the clearings• In 1941 vegetation transects were taken of 
the Little Wall Lake excavation, then two years old, and of 
Clearings Nos, 1 to 8 then 13 months old in the Oppedahl %act» 
Pigs. 30 and 31 show the composite findings. It is seen (Pig,30) 
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that the dominant plants (lake sedge, river grass, and cat­
tail) in the Oppedahl Tract were beginning to take over the 
shoulders of the excavation. The following sumQier (1942) the 
invasion was almost complete (pig» 68), with river grass in 
the lead, and by 1947 the vegetation of the shoulders was es­
sentially like that of the surrounding marsh and v/as moving 
into the excavations proper. lh.e charaeteiisti© group of com­
posite and labiaceous plants and cut-grass which occupied the 
nev/ly-forrned shoulders was disappearing by 1942 and was gone 
by 1946, High water levels subsequent to 1941 hastened tiiis 
process* ditches proper were dominated in 1941 by great 
bur-reed, arrowhead (sagittaria cuneata), water-plantain (Alisma 
subcordatum), soft-*stemmed bulrush (Scirpus validus) and blad-
derwort (trtricularia vulgaris). In 1947, bur-reed and arrow­
head were still the dominant eraergents, while foliose pondv/eed 
(Potamogeton foliosus), bladderworts, water-milfoil (Myriophylltim. 
spicatum), duckweeds (Leiana trisulca, SpirodeXa polyrhiza), and 
riccias choked all "open" water. The plants of the blasted 
sites fiirnished more desirable duck foods than the undisturbed 
marsh. And those plants which took over the excavations, even 
seven years after the blasting, were species which appear above 
water late in the growing season and v/hich leave little stub­
ble over winter. This meant that much "open" water occurred 
in the ditches at the time of nest establishment for most marsh-
nesting birds, even thou^ a heavy growth hid the water by mid­
summer (Fig. 66). 
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The excavation at Little Wall Lake was in deeper portions 
of marsh than those above described in the Oppedahl Tract. In 
two years, the marsh dominants (cat-tail, rice cut-grass^ ar­
rowhead, and river bulrush) had invaded the shoulders more 
completely {Fig. 3l) and had advanced into the excavation 
enou^ that the vegetation of the Moulders differed little 
from that of the ditch to a depth of one foot. Even the deep­
est parts of the ditch resembled the marsh proper in flora, 
differing only by lesser amo\mts of cat-tail, river bulrush, 
and spatterdock (Ifuphar advena), and by great amounts of spike-
rush (Eieocharis ealvaj, soft-stemmed bulrush, coontail and 
bladdespwort. A fact was here demonstrated which apoears to 
be of wide application. The plant invasion of the blasted sites 
advanced from two opposite directions. From the undisturbed 
marsh, the dominant etiBrgents advanced toward the excavation 
by extension of underground parts, eventually displacing an­
nuals and taking over the banks, then proceeding into the ex­
cavation (Plg» 69). Meanwhile another group of plants, bur-reed, 
water-plantain, arrowhead, bladderv/ort, coontail, and others, 
established itself in the excavation by seed germination or by 
chance introdi«ition of winter-buds or turions. This group met 
the invaders from the marsh tisually at the water-line under the 
banks. 
Water tables, almost exclusively, determine and select 
those plant species which are to invade by underground parts 
or by germination. Table LXI lists the plant communities 
2^4 
Table LXI. Dominant Plants on the Experimental Cleavings 
in lov/a. Prior to Invasion by the Vegetation 
of the Surrounding Marsh 
A. SHOIfLDERS 
Height Dominant plants 
High Lesser Ra^sreed (Ambrosia artemisiaefolia) ^ 
\¥ild Millet (Echinoehioa crus-galli) # 
False Dragonhead (Physdstegla parviflora) 
Y^ild Mint (Mentha arvensisT 
Medium Rice Cur-grasij (Leersia orysoides) 
River Grass (B'luSnea jTestucaceaT 
Nodding Bur Marigold (Bidens cernua) 
Marsh "^kullcap (Scuteiiaria epllotiiafolia) 
Low Creeping Spike-rush (Eleocharis calva) 
Large Birp-reed (Sparganium eiiryoarpuia) 
Water Smartweed (Polygonum coccineum) 
Type 
B. EXCAVA5?I0I?S 
Dominant plants 
Shallow- Golden Dock (Ruiaez: inaritiimis var» fueginus) 
water Red Goosefoot '(Ghenbpodiim rubrijm) 
i'^odding Bur Mar i'^ Id ("Bidens oernua ) 
Cyperus (Gyperus sp.) 
Medium- Large Bur-reed (^parganium euryearpuai) 
water Arrowhead (Sagittaria cuneata) 
?/ater Plantain T^i'i'sma auboordatum) 
Deep- Foliose /'ondweed (Potamogeton foliosus) 
water Water Milfoil (MyrlophylluTO spicatura) 
Bladderwort (Utrleularia vulgaris 
Coon tail (CeratophyllTim'"demer 
Ivy-leaved" Duckweed (Lemna trisulca) 
Greater J^ckweed (Spirdfela' pdl;^^ ) 
wSlender Riccia (Ric ei^fXui'tans} ~ 
% fu c 
•1 
I'/; I 
/ 
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establishing themselves on the lov/a experimental clearings. 
Very few of the species involved woxild have occurred had the 
water levels been stable* Indeed, the groups are absolutely 
typical of the fluctuating water flora found in marshes of 
•the region in ISaeir higher portions (cf. shoulders) and in 
their lower portions (cf. excavations). 
By and large, the plants v.'ere tmdesirable from the stand­
point of maintenance of either shoulder or excavation. It is 
therefore suggested that the shoulders be seeded after the 
blasting and that the vegetation in the ditches be kept under 
control with a good herbicide. Although the shoulders could 
probably produce fine crops of millet (Echlnochloa), wild 
(2iganla), and tweeds (Polygonum) ^ such annual duck 
foods would not anchor the soil of the banks any more effectively 
than the species which establish themselves naturally. A sod-
former which can thrive eith^  submerged eijaersed wou3.d b© 
ideal. Observations in Iowa indicate that canary~g3?ass 
(Phalaris arundinaeea) may suit the purpose. 
Animal Use of the Clearings 
Animal use of the dynamited clearings was conditioned by 
so many extraneous factors that accurate measurement of responses 
to the better interspersion of covrr and vmter was most diffi­
cult. lh.e fundamental difficulty lay in the inadequacy of 
water-level control on experimental and check areas. "Ehe 
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sigaiflcanee of this is evident when it is recalled that 
water levels in themselves are the primary determinants of 
intersperion in a marsh. Thus the years 1942 to 1946 were 
years of excessive rainfall, v&rlch. destroyed several con­
templated check areas by transforxning them from vegetation-
choked mardies to open-water lakes (e.g« Little Wall Lake, 
some ponds in -^ ewey's Pasture). But even had ths water levels 
and interspersion "been under control, other difficulties would 
have "been encountered. An important factor conditioning the 
effect of interspersion on nesting densities, for instance, is 
the migratory nature of the birds in question. In a bird 
population which is not only traiository but hunted on and off 
the experimental and check areas, it would be hazardais to 
attribute fluctuations in nesting densities exclusively to local 
environmental changes. The redhead was fairly common in the 
Ruthven Area from 1938 to 1941, but was reduced to a few 
scattered breeding pairs from 1942 to 1947. 2?he marsh covers 
could at all times have supported a heavier nesting density 
than vms ever found. Ehis example is especially :ne^ ingful 
since it had been hoped to use the redhead as a key indicator 
to waterfowl responses to interspersion. ffiie muskrat is another 
ii 
animal v/hich v/as expected to respond to changes in interspers­
ion, l3ut its numbers from year to year may fluctuate quite re­
gardless of habitat conditions. In the Ruthven Area, muskrats 
became very abundant in 1941 and 1942, but by 1946 they ?/er© 
scarce everywhere. Because of many such eventualities, 
responses observed were mainly inconclusive. 
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Blue-'Winged teal 
Hie blue-winged teal is easily the predominant nesting 
duck of the areas under study, for which reason it is con­
sidered separately. In the spring of 1940®, the newly-blasted 
holes (HOS. 1 to 8) in the Oppedahl Tract were in constant use 
by blue-winged teal. During the nesting season pairs were seen 
on the banks or on the v/aters of all clearings except Mo, 7, 
which had the least shoulders of any. At four of the clear­
ings, tVi?o pairs of teal were observed at one time. Dropped 
eggs and feathers were found at several clearings. One nesfe 
was located 60 yards from Clearing i^ Oo. 3. Ihese clearings 
were fairly close t-o one another and the same pair of ducks or 
the same territc3Q?ial drake may have frequented more than one* 
Hov/ever, the consistency of observations is reasonable evidence 
that at least five pairs used the clearings as bases for nest­
ing operations. Throu^ out the season of observation (May to 
August) the water-table was receding. Even as early as xnid-
June the birds were apparently shifting from the border clear­
ings (los. 1, 2f and 3) to those clearings (HOS- 4, 5, and 6) 
which w^ e at lower elevations in the marsh and held water 
loiiger. Biere is no record of teal seen at the clearings after 
June 18, by which time the marsh was dry and the excavations 
nearly so. Water levels being as low as this, it may be assumed 
a M — ' " 
In this chapter all remarks on the 1940 responses are based 
on records given by Low, Scott, and Dever (1941). Bie inter­
pretation, however, is the author's. 
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that many of the teal atteiapted nesting in the marsh (e.g. 
the nest near Clearing Ho, 3). If "broods were hatched, the 
ducklings had to make their v/ay through hundreds of yards of 
exceedingly rank vegetation to reach the nearest remaining 
water, the channel north of the island* One surmise only is 
indicated; a poor reproductive succeBs* 
In the spring of 1942, the tract contained 15 clearings, 
seven new ones having "been blasted in the fall of 1941# The 
water levels were hi^  throu^ cmt the nesting season, the 
marsh itself being under 10 to 21 inches of water. During mi­
gration, as many as 54 pairs of blue-winged teal were observed 
at the clearings on one day (April 21), all but tv/o pairs on 
the new clearings, Clearing Mo, 11 alone had 18 pairs lined 
up abreast on its high and broad banks. During the ensuing 
nesting season it was estimated that three pairs used the old 
clearings while four pairs operated out of the new clear­
ings, An intensive nest survey yielded only one nest in the 
marsh, and it was flooded out by a small rise in water level 
in late May. 
In 1947 only two pairs of teal were observed repeatedly, 
on© at Clearings Mos. 1 and 2, and the other on Clearing Ho, 6. 
Bie waters again ivere high, four to 12 inches over the marsh, 
and an intensive survey revealed no nests at all in the marsh. 
In the Ruthven Apea generally, blue~winged teal nesting numbers 
were only sli^ tly lower than in 1942. 
The new clearings (ilos, 16 to 21) in i^ ewey's Pasture were 
likewise popular with migrating bl\ie~v/inged teal in th.e spring 
of 1942. On April S7, 15 pairs were counted on tlaem. ' During 
tlie nesting season only Clearing No, 16 held an apparently 
residentpair» All other clearings were- completely inundated 
and the ponded areas easi3.y accoimnodated the 50-odd pairs 
nesting in the 300 acres of upland bluegrass. The same situ­
ation prevailed in the spring of 1947, v^ hen the pair using 
Clearing NJ. 16 nested in the bluegrass on a nearby slope. Uiia 
offered the best example in this study of a dynamited clearing 
rendering the surrounding upland more useful to nesting teal, 
for no other open water existed within 300 yards* 
Eie use of dynamited clearings in the fall was observed 
only in 1941. Observations were made until mid-December that 
year. ®ae 18~month old clearings (l?os • 1 to 8) v/ere dry until 
mid-October and v/ere ijised only sporadically after that date by 
teala ITo teal •vver'e personally observed on the freshly-blaated 
clearings (Wos. 9 to 21)« It was reported, however, that when 
teal were flushed otit of the channel north of the Island in 
the Oppedahl Tract they would settle in one clearing after 
another and in this manner offered the hunter good sport. On 
opening day (October 16) 13 hunters were on the tract and shot 
teal and mallards mostly. Most of the birds were obtained from 
the open channel. Three men were hunting over decoys on Clear­
ing No, 4J they had shot three mallards and one blue-v/inged 
teal and had shot at but missed a baldpate. Properly Txsed, 
these dynamited clearings could certainly be expected to offer 
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good duck Imating. Tlieir greatest value would probably come 
after the first blast of opening day, when they would serve 
to disperse ducks, hunters, and sport. 
Stunniarizing these observations, then, it is clear that 
the dynamited clearings in sedge marshes were especielly at­
tractive to blue-winged teal on the spring migration arid when 
the excavations were nev/, !Ehe naked shoulders were p^arently 
the main attraction, as they constituted ideal resting sites, 
close as they v^ eve to the open v/ater of the excavation (Pigs. 
62 and 64)«. testing teal were also attracted to the new clear­
ings, using them as resting and waiting sites. i>rakes fre­
quented the clearings regularly during the nesting seasonj 
they probably established territories on the ditches. IJever-
theless, as inducements to nest jja a sedge marsh, the clear­
ings perfoimed a service of dubious value# In normal years 
such marshes dry up too early^ for the welfare of the broods, 
while the least rise in water level threatens the nest,for 
these teal are normally upland-nesting ducks® It is also in­
dicated that as the clearings aged and the shoulders assumed 
the character of the surrounding marsh, they lost their at­
tractiveness to both migrating and nesting teal® It is fairly 
certain that if these dynamited clearings are to continue their 
service to blue-winged teal, their banks must remain hi^  and 
dry and their contained v/aters must remain free of eis^ rgent 
vegetation. And probably the greatest service they can render 
these teal is the making of adjacent pastures more attractive 
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as nesting cover. But even this must be qualified, for if 
there is no guarantee or reasoxiable expectancy of continued 
presence of water nearby the ducks ?/ill only be invited to 
failure in nesting. Finally, under proper management and use, 
these clearings could materially improve duck-hunting. 
Other puddle ducks 
In the nesting season of 1940 the new clearings were used 
sparingly by mallards, with one nest located 50 yards from 
Clearing Mo^  4. Single observations were also made of one 
pair of pintail and one of shoveller. 
In the spring of 1942 the only observation made at the 
old clearings (Sos. 1 to 8) in the Oppedahl Tract was of a 
drake shoveller on May 26 at Clearing Bfo«2» On the other hand, 
the new clearings (Nos. 9 to 15) were used by many migrating 
puddle ducks, chiefly mallards and shovellers. On one day, 
April 21, 13 pairs of shovellers were counted at the new clear­
ings. During the nesting season, it was estimated that regu­
lar use was made of the new clearings by three mallarddpakes 
and tivo shoveller drakes. ®rie nesting survey, however,yielded 
only two mallard nests and none of the shoveller in the marsh. 
One nest was 47 yards frcrni Clearing No, 13, the other 70 yards 
from Clearing Ho. 8. Both were eventually flooded out by a 
rise in the water level. 
Only a few mal.lards v/ere observed on the clearings in the 
spring of 1947, Two mallard nests v/ere found in that portion 
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of the marsh where no blasting has been done* 
The nev; clearings (Hos. 16 to 21) in i^ ewey^ s Pasture were 
•visited by a variety of ducks during the 1942 spring migra­
tion, and here also mallards and shovellers predominated after 
the blue-winged teal. Occasional gadwall and baldpate were 
observed. During the nesting season, a few mallard and shovel­
ler drakes had apparent territories at the clearings. In 1947 
no other puddle ducks but blue-winged teal were observed at 
the clearings during the nesting season. 
The concluding remarks made for the blue-winged teal ap­
plied equsO-ly to mallard and shoveller, though both were much 
fewer in numbers on the areas. Mallards nested even more fre­
quently within the marshes, however. But every single mallard 
nest found over v/ater (except for nests on large imiskrat houses) 
in 1942 and 1947 was eventually destroyed by rising waters. 
Ho shoveller or pintail nest was ever fcnmd anywhere but on 
dry land. Migrational and hunting use of the new clearings by 
these puddle ducks paralleled such use by blue-winged teal. 
It was noticed, however, that although gadwall,baldpate, wood 
ducks (AIX sponsa), and green-winged teal (Hettion carolinensis) 
occurred frequently on the open channel in the Oppedahl 'i'ract, 
only a very occasional green-winged teal and wood duck visited 
the clearings* Migrating gadwall and baldpates did, however, 
stop at the deep and wide-open clearing (Ho, 21) in a large 
pond in Dewey*s Pasture, 
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Diving ducks 
Use of tlie dynamited clearings by diving ducks was very 
liiHlted. i^ edlseads visited or used those clearings only which 
were located in bulrush or cat-tail cover (NOS. 6, 10, 17, 18, 
20, and 21). In the spring of 1942 and 1947, flocks of red­
heads, canvasbacks, ruddy ducks, lesser scaups (Fyroca afflnis), 
and ring-necked ducks (Hyroca collaris) were continuously ob­
served on the open channel in the Oppedahl I'ract during mi­
gration time, but none were ever seen at the nearby clearings. 
In the 1947 nesting season at least three pairs of redhead and 
six of ruddy stayed about the naturs'l clearings in this marsh, 
but only one redhead was seen to visit a dynamited clearing 
and this was Mo, 10 v^ hich v/as almost continuous with the large 
southern natural clearing where cat-tail abounded. Clearings 
Nos» 17 to 21 in Dewey's Pasture are all in bulrush and cat­
tail cover and were expected to be more often used by redheads 
and ruddies. But tv/o circumstances prevailing in 1942 and 1947 
made observations of such responses negligible: (1) hl^  "^ sater-
levels opened up the centers of the ponds and inundated the 
clearings to the point where they were lost to view in the 
waters, (2) redheads and ruddies were scarce in the area. In 
1947 Clearing Ko» 18 v/as the center of a waiting site used by 
a redhead drake vAiose hen nested in the bulrushes 40 yards 
away, but there was as much open water out of the excavation 
as in. 
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Ifc Is eonoeivable that a large dynamited clearing in the 
deeper parts of a marshj sueh as Clearing No, 21 (Pigs, 70 and 
71), might be of great service to diving duck broods in suia-
aers of low v/ater levels, but this service v/as not observed 
in these studies. As a matter of faet, this v/ould probably 
be the greatest improvement to duck habitat furnished by dyna­
mited clearings. In the siammer of 1947 pied-billed grebe and 
coot broods vTere seen frequently on Clearing Ho. 21, but since 
no diving ducks nested anywhere near the pond, none of their 
broods were observed. 
Coots 
In marked contrast to the situation v/ith refei^ nce to 
puddle ducks, coots and rails utilized the older clearings more 
than the new ones. In 1940 none, were reported seen about the 
freshly-blasted clearings. In 1942 several observations of 
coots ?/ere made at the old clearings .-ind only a fev? at the new 
clearings. There is very little indication, however, that the 
dynamited clearings induced coots to nest farther away from 
the natural openings in the Oppedahl 'Iract marsh. At all times 
they used only those clearings in the bulrush and eat-tail 
cover. I>uring the 1947 breeding season, as many as 25 coots 
were counted at one time on the natural clearings at the aoutii-
ern end of the marsh. Some of the nearby clearings (Hos-. 10, 
11, and is) were occasionally visited. Clearings Kos. 12 and 
15 wepe also surrounded by natural clearings that year and 
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were, conseciuently, frequented by coots. It was obvious, 
however, that the topography of the marsh (Fig. 24) had more 
to do vsith the distribution of coot nests than the artificial 
clearings. In both 1942 and 1947 coot nests wesre located only 
in the deeper parts of the marsh and therefore where the domi­
nant vegetation was cat-tail, bur~reed, and bulriish» The 10-
inch depression contour (Pig« 24) delimited their distribution, 
regardless of clearings. Clearings Nos* 10, 12, and IS fell 
•within this area and probably only because of this coot nests 
were found in their proximity, l^ e five nests found in 1942 
were over 15 to 19 Inches (average 13.0) of u'aterj the nine 
nests found in 1947, thou^  in the same general area, were 
over water five to nine inches (average 7.9) or less than half 
as deep, llie indication is therefore that neither depth of 
water nor artifical intersparsion, in themselves, determined 
nest locations in the Oppedahl Tract. The critical factor was 
type and density of cover, as established by the topography at* 
the marsh bottom. 
In times of migration, clearings saw little use by coots, 
for at this time coots are in large flocks and visit larger 
and deeper v/aters than could normally be provided by clearings 
of this type. 
In Dev/ey's Pasture, all the clearings but 16, which 
was in solid lake sedge, were visited continually by coots dur­
ing the nesting season. Since the clearings were surrounded 
by natural open waters, their actual service to coots wag not 
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ascertained. A large, deep clearing, like So, 21, may attract 
migrating coots. 
Rails 
Three species of rail nested in the Ruthven Area experi­
mental marshes5 king rail, Virginia rwil, and sora. The lat­
ter two only ¥/ere observed at the clearings, and their responses 
to the artificially created interspersion were approximately 
the same. Like coots, the rails were not seen about the clear­
ings until the banks were well vegetated. In 1940 no rails 
were reported about the clearings. In 194S several observa­
tions were made about the old clearings and none at the new 
ones. In 1947 many Virginia rails and soras were seen about 
the clearings in the Oppedahl Tract, for by this time the shaald-
ers offered good cover and even the ditches proper were partly 
vegetated. In 1942 and 1947 nests of both sora and Virginia 
rail were spotted on a map of the Oppedahl Tract (Fig. 24). 
The distribution indicates no correlation between nest loca­
tions and clearing locations. It was found that the rails 
preferred the sedge-cat-tail ecotone for nesting cover; nests 
v;ere found in neither solid sedge nor solid cat-tail. Those 
clearings located in this ecotone {Hos. 5, 4, 5, 6, 12 and 
15) are the ones at which rails v/ere most frequently seen dur­
ing the nesting seasons of both 1942 and 1947, The sedge-cat-
tail ecotone by 1947 extended eastward across the marsh into 
the region virhere no clearings were made, and rail nests oc-
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cvirred here as well. There is then no Indication that the 
clearings affected the distritoution of nesting rails. 
Unlike coots, rails in migration were very much scat­
tered thr'ou^ out the marshes. Ihey appeared singly or in 
pairs at any of the clearings where cover existed to the 
•water's edge. 
Hon-game birds 
I'ilhat influences, if any, the dynamited clearings had on 
the distribution of non-game bird nests is not too well in­
dicated from these studies. Although nests of prairie marsh-
wrens, red-winged blackbirds,- and yellow-headed blackbirds 
were found close to the clearings, they occurred in the same 
general numbers away from the clearings, Ihere is a strong 
likelihood that marsh-border birds like the swamp sparrov/ and 
the Maryland yellowthroat could be Induced to nest on the 
raised shoulders about the clearings. Both species were re­
peatedly observed about these clearings during the nesting 
season, often at great distances {e.g. Clearing No, 4, 150 
yards) from the shore. 
During both migration and nesting time, birds of the 
heron group were frequently observed at the clearings. Ihe 
American bittern was tho most comtnon visitor. It was clear 
that these large v/uders came to the excavations for food. 
'^ Pheir visits increased as the water in the ditches dried up and 
prey organisms (frogs, minnows, crayfish, etc.) became more 
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ab\indant and concentrated. 
Several bird species were observed at the clearings only 
in migration, the fall of 1941, when Clearings Ifos» 9 to 
21 v/ere bare mud and vrater, large numbers of Wllson^ s snipe 
(Capella delicata)^  American pipits (-^ n^thus spinoletta) and 
rusty blackbirds (Euphagus carolinua) foraged about them. As 
many as 28 snipe were put up on the mud flat &t Clearing No, 15 
on October 14. Other shore birds were observed at the clear­
ings that fall, but very infrequently only. The older clear­
ings (Nos. 1 to 8) whose banks were grovv-n to annual weeds 
mainly, ^ .^ -ere moat attractive to a host of small birds. The 
more consistently observed were, in order of both numbers and 
frequency, swamp sparrows, short-billed marsh wrens, Maryland 
yellovifthroats, and Leconte spari'ows (Passerhurbulus caudacutus)> 
Goldfinches (Spinus triatis) and song sparrows (Melospiza 
melodia) were accidental visitors# Neither in the spring of 
1942 nor of 1947 were small migrating birds observed in as 
large numbers as occxirred in the fall of 1941. 
Mammals 
The muskrat, of course, was the naminal to use the dyna­
mited clearings most frequently and consistently. Mink 
(Mustela vlson) tracks, scats, and other sign occurred in time 
at several of the clearings. Clearing Wo, 9 was taken over 
completely by a mink In the fall of 1946, with a den on one 
bank and burrows, scats, prey, etc, all about the shoulders 
of the clearing. In the spring of 1947, the clearing was still 
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In the possession of a minlc. Other mammals observed at clear­
ings included raccoon (Procyon lotor)j striped slmnk (Mephitis 
mephitis) (Low, Scott, and Dover 1941), ground squirrel 
(Citellua trld8ce33ilineatus), meadow mice (Microtus pennsylvani-
cus), and long-tailed shrews (Sprex cinereus haydeni)» Raccoon 
tracks were observed fairly comatonly in the drying excavations. 
One long-'cailed direw was trapped in the ditch at Little '"'•^ all 
Lake in 1941, and one -was seen alive in one of the Oppedahl 
l^ ract clearings in 1942. 
A sedge m&z'sh such as the Oppedahl '^ ract is not an ade­
quate muskrat habitat from the standpoint of either water or 
food. While the dynamited clearings iiaproved the v/ater re­
quirements of tiie habitat, they did not materially improve the 
food production of the marsh. Sedges (Carex spp*) are not gen­
erally preferred food for muskpats, v^ hile cat-tail and bulrujiies 
definitely a.- It v/as not surprising then to find those 
clearings surrounded by either bulrush or cat-tail to be the 
ones most used by muskrats^  That the clearings v^ ere attract­
ive to muskrats was evident by the amount of sign observed as 
well as the frequent observations of the animals themselves. 
All the eight ditches blasted in the spring of 1940 had 
muskrat sign by July. One had a hoxise built on the bank 
(KO, 6) and two (Hos. 5 and 8) had bank burrows. A year later, 
in the fall of 1941, all but Clearings Ifos. 1, 4, and 8 had 
signs of rat activity. Clearing Ko. 3 had a house bui.lt on 
the bank. The following spring, in 1942, or two years after 
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the blasting, there were no signs of activity at Clearings 
Hos. 1, 3, 6, and 8» Houses were built on the banks of Clear­
ings Nos» 2 and Thus within two years, six of the ei^ t 
clearings v/ere actually occupied by rauskrats, four as evi­
denced by houses on the banks, and t^ 'o as evidenced by burrows. 
By 1946 there v^ ere no signs of additional houses having been 
built on the clearings, but general muskrat populations were 
lov/ then. 
'Ihe clearings in Dewey's Pasture, except for Ho* 16, were 
in the bulmsh-cat-tail cover in the centers of the ponds. 
Ihey were located in good habitat for muskrat, and except for 
two houses built directly on the clearings it ¥/ould be diffi­
cult to demonstrate any precise response of the muskrats to the 
dynamited clearings. One pond of four acres had, in 1941 and 
1942, an abundance of bulrushes but no open water. No sign of 
muskrat v^ as found in this pond then. In 1946, there were re­
mains of no less than 34 houses found. Of this number, seven 
were judged to have been built in the fall of 1942, 13 in 1943, 
11 in 1944 and tliree in 1946. Ifone were of 1946. 'This pond 
had been opened up in the i'all of 1941 with two dynamited 
ditches, Nos. 17 and 18# There is scarcely any doubt that 
these deep holes ijafluenced at least to some extent this popu­
lation of muskrats. The local trapper who secured the skins 
was most enthusiastic in his praises of these excavations, 
which he clc^ iraed were responsible for the largo density of 
muskrats following 1941• 
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So likely are the possibilities of improviiis muskrat 
habitat with dynamited holes, that the teehnique has been at­
tempted on a fairly large scale in irarious parts of the United 
States^  Although no special study of this phase of marsh im­
provement was made in Iowa, it can logically be assumed tliat 
beneficial results obtained in other localities were similarly 
obtained here. 
Gold-blooded vertebra tes 
Except for an occasional garter snake (Thaainophis sp,), 
the only reptiles observed in the clearings were some snapping 
turtles (Clielydra serpentina) and painted turtles (Chrysemys 
picta). The mud bottoms vtf-ere attractive to the former and the 
shoulders were particularly attractive to tlie latter. Leopard 
frogs (Rana piplens) were exceedingly abundant in all the 
clearin^ gs in Ruthven as well as in the Little Wall Lake ex­
cavation. 'ihe mud of the drying excavations in late sunmer 
was frequently a living mass of these frogs, "iaie swamp cricket-
frog (Pseudoacri's triseriata) was seen only once. Small, un­
identified minnows were left stranded in the drying excava­
tions in the late suntner of 1941. 
Invertebrates 
The most conspicuous invertebrates of the clearings were 
crayfish (^ ainbarus dlogenes). As the excavations dried up, 
their bottoms were full of the Gbimneys built by these crayfish. 
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and their undercut banks were riddled with crayfish burrows. 
They undoubtedly proved attractive as food to the isiink and to 
the bitterns which visited the clearings, 
•Ilie molluscan fauna was represented chiefly by tv/o species 
of Lymnaea and by the very abundant Planorbis trivolvis« An 
•anideiitified limpet also occurred in Clearing No, 9 -
Althouf^  the plankton was not studied, there were obvious 
abundancies observed in the spring of 1942 \Yhich may be men­
tioned. Daphnia pulex occurred in numbers sufficient to color 
the v/ater In several of the old clearings* Cyclopods were also 
noted as most abixndant on the bottoms of several of these clear­
ings , 
Sie insect fauna of the d;7namited clearings was that to 
be expected in pools of more oi' less stagnant water. Most fre­
quently observed were in orderJ chironomids, notonectids, dyt-
if'Clds, and corixids. Odonate and ephemerid nyrophs were less 
nusicrous, while tipulid larvae, gyrinids, and hydrophilids \'9ere 
observed seldom only. l"hese insects probably played a large 
role as food attractions to the visitors of the clearings, but 
this phase of the ecolog:/ was not investigated for lack of 
time. It was noteworthy, however, thct at no time were mosquito 
larvae observed in any of the these dynamited clearings. 
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Evaluation of the Technique 
Before any eval^ iation of the various blasting methods or 
of the technique as a whole is attempted, it is essential that 
the goal of such development be very clearly defined. It is 
simple enough to evaluate blastings on the basis of volume of 
earth removed per unit cost, but this may not be the best meas­
ure. f^ the purpose is to maintain as much open water as pos­
sible in the clearings, then the depth of the excavation be­
comes the measure of evaluation. It is very important to re­
member that the higher the water-level the less depth is needed 
in excavations to preclude plant growth and maintain the clear­
ing as a clearing (compare Pigs. 63, 65, G6 and 71). If the 
required depth is 12 Inches, then the evaluation must be based 
on, say, square-yards of area over 12 inches deep per year per 
unit cost. It is felt that this figure ?tfoald apply for most 
of the cleariJigs in the Ruthven -^ rea, and ^ 'able XXXXII presents 
comparisons based on this criterion, 'i3tius the average improve­
ment made in 1941 amoimted to 6.97 square-yard-years per car­
tridge of dynamite. And from this table it may be deduced that 
tv/o-line charges are the most efficient, averaging 15»11 square-
yard-years per cartridge, or an annual cost of #38,50 per acre 
of s-'.iTface over 12 Inches deep. Expressed in terms of straight 
ditch, one rod wide at that depth, the cost would be ^ 0.24 pa* 
rod per year or ,^^ 76,80 per mile per year. 
It has been demonstrated that the blasting technique is 
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Table XXXXII* Comparisons of Clearings 1 to 21 on Basis of 
Effective (Over 12 Inches Deep) Durations 
Effective Area Per Year I'er Unit of Dynamite 
Used 
Clear­ Years v/ith Original area Sq- yd . Dynam, Sq.yd. 
ing some depth over 12 ' deep years sticl^ s years per 
number over 1 
a-
o in. sq, yds. AXB/2 used stick 
A B C C C 
1 7 74.7 212 172 1.23 
2 6 89,8 271 141 1.93 
3 6 79.4 238 168 1.42 
4 6 53.1 159 153 1.04 
& 7 105.6 370 181 2.05 
6 6 94.0 282 204 1.39 
7 no area over 12 inches deep 
8 8 46.6 186 99 1.88 
9 57 233.3 6549 310 2iao 
10 7 160.3 560 160 3.50 
11 19 181.3 1722 160 10.77 
12 7 187.7 657 530 1.24 
13 no logR of ar^  over 12" deep indicated 
14 5 58.8 147 103 1.42 
15 7 89.0 312 214 1.46 
16 16 157.1 1257 160 7.82 
17 25 234.0 2925 320 9.12 
18 24 186.6 £239 214 10.43 
19 14 54.8 384 104 3.69 
20 37 73.3 1356 167 8.10 
21 10 636.5 3178 636 5.00 
Average 
1 - 8  6. .5 77.6 245. 4 159^ 7 1.56 
9 - 2 1  19. 0 187.6 1773. 9 256.5 6.97 
C^oniputed on the basis of loss rates in the five-year period,, 
1941 to 1946. 
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more adaptable to the deeper parts of the marsh.. Another way 
of expressing this Is that excavations are more effective in the 
hulrush type of deep-water emergent vegetation than in the 
sedge types of shallow-waters. Superficially this may seem 
unfortunate because the latter vegetation is more often in 
need of opening up. There is, however, a very important con­
sideration easily overlooked. Will the creation of interspers-
ion alone render sedge marshes such as the Oppedahl Tract suit­
able as nesting cover for waterfowl? Is lack of open water 
really thie limiting factor in nesting use of such areas? Both 
questions imj be answered in the negative. The very fact that 
sedges dominate a marshi is indication enou^  that water depths 
are generally Inadequate for the nesting of diving birds and 
coots, -Such, areas coiamonly become dry early in the summer, so 
that Inducing these birds to nest may be inviting disaster to 
nesting attempts. Upland nesting ducks like teal, mallard, and 
pintail, may nest in sedge marshes, but nesting success, as 
observed in such habitat in Iowa, is low because water gener­
ally stands in late spring and the least rise in water level 
destroys the nest. In short, lack of open water in sedge com­
munities should be interpreted as an indication of general 
unsuitability of the habitat for nesting of diicks, a deficiency 
which artificial interspersion by itself will not necessarily 
correct, ahe most that can be expected of dynamited clearings 
in such habitat is the possible rendering of surrounding up­
land more attractive to upland nesting v/aterfowl. They may 
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also be valuable in improving <iick-liunting conditions in this 
type of marsh. 
It is felt on the basis of studies in Iowa that blasted 
excavations are of much greater value in the deep-v/ater emergent 
vegetation siich as round-stemmed bulrushes, cat-tail, and bixr-
reed. It must be appreciated, however, that because of the 
lower elevations and consequent higher wetter-levels, these areas 
are usually more attractive to muskrats and are therefore more 
likely to be naturally interspersed with open water. Neverthe­
less, summer precipitation is often low enough to make even this 
habitat dry (Pig. 71), in which case the dynamited holes furnish 
emergency supplies cjf water to broods and habitants of the 
marsh in general. A prolonged drought can usually be expected 
to (1) intensify the vegetative growth of deep-water emergents, 
and (2) drive out the muskrat population. Both iSiese together 
will result in a solid growth of the otherv/ise desirable emer­
gent cover. Disease or excessive trapping of the muskrat popu­
lation may reduce these natural cropr)erR of the vegetation and 
thus alloiv the growth of cover to become rank and solid, even 
when water levels are relatively high. There are therefore many 
instances of solid deep-water emergent growths which are severe­
ly in need of improvement by interspersion. Under such circum­
stances blasting may be most desirable, not only because of the 
interspersion created but because of the inducement to muskrat 
occupation. It has been amply demonstrated that blasted holes 
in marshes greatly improve the habitat for muskrats. In the 
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Iowa experimental work it was noted tlaat muskrats at once 
took over all the dynamited clearings, often building a lodge 
on the very bank of the excavation, iSome ponds in Pe^ vey^ s 
Past-ure which, because of overwintering difficulties, had not 
held muskrats for years, produced striking catches of muskrats 
within two years of the blasting. In the final anal^ T-sis there 
is no better way to maintain interspersion in a marsh than to 
maintain an adequate and controlled muskrat population. Good 
muskrat habitat is synonymous v;ith good duck habitat. 
Recommendations 
Perhaps no consideration is more Important than that the 
shallower the locale of a blasted hole the greats depth, of 
excavation will be required to keep the hole clear of vegeta­
tion. Blasting should be done over hardpan if possible, and 
in a way to penetrate it. The coarser this hardpan the better. 
For roaximuin efficiency the water table sho\ild be at the sur­
face or less than four inches below it at the time of blasting, 
A moderate to strong vjind away from the axis of the charge will 
be helpful in keeping debris from falling back into the excava­
tion; the wider the proposed excavation the more essential this 
would be. It is recommended that blasting be done at a time 
v/hen climatological records indicate a probably rise in v/ater 
level subsequent to the blasting. Charges of four sticks or 
less shoiild be pa^ ed into the mud until the top of the topmost 
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stick is 18 inches below the surface, and ^ oxild be sj^ ced 
two feet on centers in a row. In tv/o-line charges, the rows 
sho\.ild be four feet apart. Charges of more than two rows are 
too Inefficient to consider. 
Two after-blasting treatments are recommended for trial. 
One is the planting, as soon after the blasting as feasible, 
of a good sod-former throTi^ iout the area of mud flat in order 
to check erosion. Another recoinmendation would be the periodi­
cal eradication of emergent vegetation from the excavation 
proper, using some good herbicide. 
In a large tract of marsh, blasted holes should be located 
strategically. Studies in the Ruthven Area have indicated that 
dynamited ditches will be of little use to any game bird species 
unless they are located where only open water is lacking in 
the total habitat requirements for that species. For diving 
ducks and coots, therefore, the excavations should be in por~ 
tions of the marsh grown to "shaft" emergents (round-steimied 
bulrushes, cat-tails, bur-reeds, reed grass, etc.) and where 
v/ater will st and over eight inches deep in the nesting season. 
It must also be remembered that for full use during the nesting 
and rearing season, these birds require near at hand large and 
permanent bodies of water. For rails and possibly for gallinules, 
the ditches should be where the vegetation is a mixture of 
shaft and foliose (sedges and grasses) emergents and where 
water will stand from 4 to 10 inches deep in the nesting season. 
For puddle ducks, excavations should be located as close as 
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possible to good upland nesting cover, and if this means blast­
ing in ahallow portions of the marsh it must be borne in mind 
that greater depth will be required to maintain these as ef­
fective clearings. 
Large tracts of marsh cover could be opened t?) with a 
scattering of 6- to lO-rod long ditches at Intervals, as recom­
mended by Low (1945), of 100 yards. For water holes in extrenely 
dry seasonsj double-shot post-hole ponds should likewise be 
scattered through the marsh. I'hese deeper holes would serve 
not only as emergency waters for waterfowl and muskratsj but 
may also hold important food organisms (fish, crayfish, aquatic 
Insects, etc.) over tlie critical period as a reservoir for quick 
repopulation of the marsh v/hen desirable water levels retxarn. 
Sedimentation rates being what they are (Figs. 62 and 63, 64 
and 65) and penetration of the hardpan being so desirable, 
heavier loads are recommended in line-charges. Although the 
"3 stick every 2 feet" single-line charge has the greatest 
blasting efficiency, a more satisfactory cross-section insur­
ing longer effective duration is obtained Tising the "4 sticks 
every 2 feet" formula (Fig, 32). This requires three boxes of 
dynamite per 10 rods, and the cost might be ^ 40 for this length. 
Expected duration as a clearing vjould range from five to 10 
years depending on water levels. Reblasting after five years 
may be indicated. Hie same reasoning ^ ich selected the four-
stick over the three-stick charge impels reccommendation of the 
two-line charge over the single-line charge (Fig. 32), A "4 
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sticks every 2  feet, in tv/o lines 4 feet apart" charge would 
require twice as much dynamite and cost twice as much as tiie 
above recommended single~llne method. Expected duration would 
be more than doubled, hov;ever, and reblasting after 10 years 
could indeed be expected to produce virtually permanent holes. 
The post-hole charges recommended (ex. Clearing No. 20, 5*10. 55) 
would cost about #20 each. If all of 100 acres are to be 
opened up at 100-yard intervals, there vrcRild be required prob­
ably 25 line ditches (10 rods long) and 10 deep post-hole 
clearings. If the line ditches are two-line charges, as recom­
mended (@ 180) the cost would be ^ SSOOj if single-line charges 
are used the cost would be ifplEOO. These are maximum estimates, 
and it will seldom be indicated to open up an entire 100-acre 
tract, because of considerations of strategy as disc\issed above. 
Throughout the prairie regions of the United States and 
Canada, there are many small, fallow kettle-holes such as 
those occurring in Dewey's Pasture. At their best these small 
ponds can support tremendous concentrations of nesting birds, 
but unfortunately they often remain choked with vegetation for 
years at a time and lose most of their value to ivildlife. 
Clearing lo. 21 (Figs. 70 and 71), blasted in the shape of a 
cross, suggested a hi^ ily recommended means of improving these 
ponds for waterfowl and muskrats. A cross-shaped clearing in 
the center of a five- to 20-acre pond would give maximum "edge" 
and interspersion at a minimiim cost. A charging method slightly 
varied from that employed in Clearing Wo. 21 should be most 
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satisfactory (Fig. 33). The 45® short load-lines between the 
main arms of the cross are needed to keep the center dear and 
well opened; they worked very well in Clearing ¥o. SI* A 
desirable refinement vjould be a second blast of 40 jstieks in 
a post-hole in the center and at the end of each main arm. 
This would leave five deep holes, well separated^  to serve 
the food-reservoir purposes mentioned above. ditch like 
this with 100-foot arms would then require nine boxes of dyna­
mite and cost in the vicinity of fll6. In a pond which holds 
three to four feet of water v/hen full, a clearing of this kind 
in the center may be expected to last at least 10 years.  ^
cost of fll.60 per year is not mch to maintain a fair-sized 
pond incptimiim productive condition. Observations in -^ ewey's 
Pasture indicate the added catch of muskrats alone may defray 
the expense. 
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S-OMMARY Am CONCLTJSIOHS 
The investigation attempted to demonstrate the importance 
of eover-water interspersion to cover utilization in 
marshes« 
Two state-owned areas in northwestern Iowa v?ere locale o:f 
investigation; Dewey's Pasture in Clay County, and the 
Oppedahl '•i'ract in Palo Alto Cotinty. These areas were sep­
arated by one mile occupied by Mud Lake. 
The primary faotors modifying cover properties are geology 
and weather# 
The intermediate factors modifying cover properties are 
basin topography, v/ater levels, water turbidity, soils, 
emergent plant germination, and muski'sts. 
The direct factors m.odifying cover properties are water 
depth, cover types, and cover density. 
The important properties of cover types to marsh-nesting 
birds are (l) gross structure, (2) density of grt3wth, 
(3) depth of water relationships, (4) rate of grov/th, 
(5) fate of dead growths, (6) propensity to intermixture 
of species, (7) permanency of comnmnities, and (8) char­
acter of submerged debris. 
Species constituency alone is no indication of adequacy of 
plant communities as cover. 
Interspersion is the fanction, directly or indirectly, of 
all factors modifying cover properties. 
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9. Interspersion is determined chiefly by water depths and 
by croppers of the emergent vegetation, chief of wftiich 
is the rauskrat» 
10. Emergent plant succession is the dynamic interpretation 
of marsh covers. 
11. The basic succession on organic marsh soils of the Ruthven 
Area is Soirpus acutus to Garex laenstris to Calamagrostis 
inexpansa to Spartina pectinate to Andropogon fureatua. 
'Ehe basic siiccession on silted marsh soils is. Phragmltes 
communis or Typha latifolia to Scirpus fluviatilis to 
Spartina peotinata to Andropogon furcatus. 
12. The basic successions are modified chiefly by water level 
fluctuations and grazing Influences. 
13. Water depth is a factor in cover utilization related to 
nest structure requirements# 
14. Cover type is a factor in cover utiliaation related to 
nest structure requirements. 
15. Interspersion is a factor in cover utilization related to 
the birds^  requirements. 
15. Interspersion is a limiting factor in cover utilization 
only in the case of grebes, coots, and diving ducks. 
17. Bird association in marshes occur as competitive communi­
ties and as complementary communities. 
18. The yeHow "headed blackbird-red-winged blackbird associa­
tion is competitive. 
19. The pied-billed grebe-coot association is complementary. 
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20, The importance of factors modifying cover properties is 
proportional to their Impingements within a factor com­
plex. 
21, Marsh nests can be grouped according to their substrate 
requirements into (l) floating nests, (2) surface nests 
reaching to the bottom, and (3) nests suspended above 
wa ter. 
22, S'actors modifying cover utilization fall Into three groups, 
according as they reside (1) in the cover, (2) in 1±ie in­
dividual bird, and (3) in the bird population, 
23, Factors residing in the cover as accomodating nest struc­
tures are (l) v^ ater depth, and (2) cover type, 
24, Factors residing in the individual bird are (l) areal 
demands of nesting terrain and territory, (2) gregarious 
instincts, and (3) tendencies to return year after year 
to the same nest site. 
25, The factor residing in the bird population is its size. 
26, iicreage-use ratios are not valid criteria of relative 
adequacies of cover types. 
27, A final classjJTicatlon or evaluation of marsh covers is 
not yet possible because of inadequacies in knov/ledge of 
bird and emergent plant auto-ecology. 
28, -distance of nest from water is not a valid criterion of 
open virater or intersperslon requirements. 
29, The best measure of open water or intersperslon require­
ments is nest density as related to amounts of open water 
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or cover-water edge per unit of cover, 
30, The natural order is one of dominance within associations 
and succession of associations, 
31, The "biotic associations in the marshes of the Ruthven Area 
are four in number: (1) grebe-coot-yellowhead in Scirpus 
or Typha consocies, (2) sora-redwing in the ecotone with 
next, (3) Virginia rail-marsh Virren in the Garex lacustris 
consocies, and (4) swamp sparrow-yellowthroat in the 
Carex lanuginosa^  Calanxagrostis and Spartina communities, 
32, IHicks occur only as associates or sometimes sub-dcsninants 
within marsh cover coiamunitiesr 
33, Bird associations follow the emergent plant succession in 
its chronological and spatial progress. 
34, Bird species favoring ©eotonal areas are particularly in­
fluenced in their cover utilization by plant succession, 
35, The problems of marsh management for waterfowl stem from 
impositions on the natural order of dominance and succes­
sion, 
36, Interspersion in marshes occurs in cycles established by 
swings in precipitation and cycles in muskrats, 
37, Manipulation of interspersion is best accomplished by 
manipulation of water levels or muskrat populations, 
38, Blasting, a forceful imposition of interspersion on a 
marsh, creates unnatural conditions, 
39, Avian responses to interspersion created by blasting can­
not be adduced from responses to naturally occurring 
int er spa r s ion, 
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40. Creation or improving of interspersion in marshes will 
be effective in increasing cover utilization only when 
interspersion is the only limiting factor to such utiliza­
tion. 
41. A report is given on marsh blasting done in Little Wall 
Lake (Hamilton Con, lovva) in 1939, in the Oppedahl Tract 
in 1940 and 1941, and in Dewey's Pasture in 1941. 
42. Fifty percen'u straight or "ditching" dynamite is best 
adapted for line blasting using the propagation raethod. 
For post-hole charges, sixty percent "Red Gross"Extra 
dsmamite appears to be best. 
43. The labor item in marsh blasting amounted to 8^ 52^  per 
stick of dynamite used, or 26.6 sticks per man hour, 'i-he 
dynamite cost was 2-i-^  per stick. Total cost rate v/as then 
11^  per cartridge, or approximately fl2 per box of dyna­
mite used. 
44. The average excavation rate in 1941 v»ras 0#62 cubic yards 
per stick, making for an excavation cost of V7per 
cubic yard. 
45. The most efficient charging method was a single line of 
three-stick charges every two feet. A c3iarge of tteee 
parallel lines was very Inefficient. 
46. A hardpan within three feet of the surface greatly im­
proved the force of the blast. Blasting in deep peat was 
not very effective. The best substrate was a coarse, 
sandy hardpan. 
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47. Charges should, be of such size as to penetrate the hard-
pan. 
48. Size of individual charges, or dynamite per surface area, 
largely detewnined the initial depth of excavation. 
49, Blastiiig should he done when the water table is either 
at or less than four inches below the ground surface. 
It is best to have the clearings inundated during the 
early period of settling, 
50, Irtjss of depth and volume in clearings is caused primarily 
by sedimentation due to slipping of the shoulders and 
sides. It is a decelerating process. 
51. Over a five year period, the 1941 clearings lost from 28 
to 79 percent (average 45 percent) of their volume, f^ ate 
of volume loss was least in tisro-line charges, and greatest 
in post-hole charges, 
52. Over a five year peE'iod, the 1941 clearings lost from 28 
to 76 percent (average 54 percent) of their average depth. 
Rate of depth loss was least in two-line charges and 
greatest in post-hole charges. 
53, Over a five year period, the 1941 clearings lost from 0 
to 98 percent (average 40 percent) of their effective 
area, i.e. area over 12 inches deep. Rate of such loss 
was least in two-line charges and greatest in the three-
line charge. 
54, The higher the elevation within the marsh bnsin, the more 
depth v/as required in the excavation to preclude growth 
of emergent plants. 
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55. ®iie plants which colonized the banks were mostly annuals 
which were poor soil stabilizers. It is recommended that 
soil-binding pereimials be planted on the shoulders. 
56. It is reeoBimended that herbicides be tried for checking 
the growth of emergent plants in the excavation, 
57. Hewly-blasted clearings, when still largely bare, were 
very attractive to puddle ducks on their northward migra­
tion. During the nesting season, puddle duck drakes es­
tablished waiting sites on the clearings. 
58. Diving ducks and coots used only those clearings which 
were in culm emergents and where the surrounding ngirsh 
held water deep enough for usual nesting activities, 
59. Muskrats quickly established themselves on the dynamited 
clearings. The excavations appeared to Induce overwinter­
ing in shallow marshes which were previously unused by 
Hiuskra ts. 
60. The average imp'ovement with the two-line charge was 
15.11 square yards per year per cartridge, or an annual 
cost of p^38.50 per acre of surface over 12 inches deep. 
In terms of straight ditch, one rod wide ovif^ r 12 inches 
deep, the cos^ t would be 24{^  per rod per year or i^ 76«,80 
per mile per year. 
61. The dynamited clearings were most effective in the deeper, 
culm-emergent dominated portions of the marshes. 
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62. I!he straight-line charging method reoomraencled is Tour 
sticks every two feet in two lines foiar feet apart. 
Initial cost would be approximately fS per rod. Re-
blasting after 10 years may be necessary, depending on 
water levels. 
63. A cross-shaped clearing, using the above chax^ ng method, 
is recojffitiended for opening up the centers of five- to 
20-acre, fallow ponds. Initial cost would be about 
#116 for a cross with 100-foot arms and deep holes in the 
center and fjt the end of each arm, Reblasting should not 
be necessary for at least 10 years. 
64. Deep, dcuble-blasted holes may be desirable to serve as 
food reservoirs in time of drought. The blasting method 
recommended is five charges of 20 sticks each in post 
holes in a cross and six feet on centers, followed im­
mediately by a second charge of 60 sticks in the center. 
The cost Yifould be approximately $20. 
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B'ig. 46, Maze xnterspersion created, fey muakrats in cattail 
cover. Rush Lake, Palo Alto Gounty, Iowa* July 9, 
1947 
.... 
Pig. 47. Ring interspersion eroated. by water depth inlxil-
• rtiah cover. Pond D~1 in Dewey»s Pasture. June 14, 
1942. 
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Fig® 48. Black-crowned night 
resds alDotit niuslsrfit 
Clay County, lOTm. 
haroBS rising from nests in 
clearing. Ba.rringer*s Slough, 
June 9, 1942,. 
Fig. 49. Floating bottom raised by putrefaction gases, 
drifting, and forming germination substratea 
above deep water^  Barringer's Slough, Clay County, 
Iowa. July 9, 1947. 
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Pig- 50. Oppedalil Tract marsh. Cattail-sedge eootone ad' 
vancing on pure lake sedge. July 31, 1947. 
(Photo by Fred G-lover) 
I 
Pig. 51. B-ponds in Dewey's Paatiu'e, showing open centers and 
frinf^ ing "btilruah covers. June 19, 1947, 
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Fig. 52. Kevi' spearhead of cattail, advancing into center 
of pond B-1 froHi fringing cover, Dewejr's Pas­
ture. May 16, 1947 
Pig, 55. Southeast shore of pond B~3 in Pewey's Pasture. 
At right center is inundated sone of "wooly sedge 
and relict tufts of prairie cordgrass, the former 
occupied "by nesting black tems, latter by nesting 
redwings. May 16, 1947. 
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>..1 A.it 
Pig. 54. Stream flowing from tile drain into pond A-12, tiae 
main inlet for the system ponds in De-wey's 
Pastxxre. March 30, 1942. 
Fig. 55. Channel between ponds A~4 and A-6 in l-''ewey»s Pas­
ture, ahovjiag spread and impeded passage of freshet 
m'aters, Earch SOj 1942. 
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Pig. 56. Algal laat supportiD,g nests of Popster's terns. 
Barringer's Slough, Clay County, Iowa. May 19, 
194-2. 
Pig. 57. Muskrat house occupied by ipij^ k in Forstertern 
nesting colony. Remains of tx'io adult Forster' s 
terns, one adult coot, one adult Plorida gallinule, 
one iminature black-cromed night heron. Barringer's 
Slough, Clay County, Iowa. May 19, 1942. 
Pig. 68. Post-hole shot 
(Gleartag Ho » 20) ixi Bevvey's 
'Fastur©, October 1941. Shoves 
unifona density of biilrush-
cattail marsh being opened 
up. (Photo by Thos. G. 
•Seott) 
Fig. 59., Fresh excavation 
(Clearing !lo. 5) in th© Qp-
pedalil Trsict, May 1940. 
Shoulders hei*e represent 
probably maximum height at­
tained in blasting. (Photo 
by Thos. G. Scott) 
Fig. 60. Fresh excavation 
in the Oppedahl Tract, Oc­
tober 1941, shoviTlns initial 
depth attained in 1941 •when 
water table x^ as under sur­
face. (Photo by Thos. G-. 
Seott) 
Fig. 61. Fresh excavation 
in the Oppedahl Tract, May 
1940^  shoisfing shallo-w depth 
attained when water table 
•was above surface, (Photo 
by Thos, G. Scott) 
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Pig. 62, Glearihg ETo. 12 in Oppedalil Tract, May 1942, 8 
months after blasting. This was a 3-line charge. 
Pig. 6S. Clearing IJo. 12 in Oppedahl Tract, Octoher 1946, 
five years after blasting* Weeds, mostly R^ imex 
irgritismm ma. Ghenopodiugi ruhrum, and large "burreed 
corapletely ooTer the shallow bottom. Marginal 
areas flattened by falling debris when excavated 
are now covered with Bidens cernua. 
Pig. 64* Clearing No. 10 in 
Oppedahl Traet., May 1942, 8 
months after blasting. Open 
water at left is where vege­
tation u'as bvtried by falling 
debris of blast. Shoulders 
are still very unstable. 
Fig. 65, Clearing Wo. 10 in 
Oppedaiil Tract, October 1946, 
five years after blasting. 
lleeda in center mostly Cheno-
podj-am rubrtim, an annukTI 
Clearing will still be "open" 
in the spring. 
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Pig. 66» Clearing Ho* 11 In Oppedahl Tract, July 1947, 69 
months after blasting. Burreed is encroaching 
from the sides, leaving only a scant opening do-pm 
the center of the clearing. 
'N-J:**'' 
Pig. 67. Clearing No, 16 in Dewey •'a Pasture, October 1946, 
five years after blasting. Hard shoulders, steep 
slopes, and sandy substrate have prevented roarsh 
vegetation from entering the clearing, which 
remains completely "open." 
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Pig. 68. Clearing Ko. 6 in 
Oppedahl Tract, May 1942, two 
years after blasting. Marsh 
vegetation has taken over 
shoulders but has not yet 
invaded clearing. In 1947 
this clearing vi?as virtually 
obliterated by th© same marsh 
growth. 
Fig. 69. Cleai'ing No. 15, in 
Oppedahl Tract, July 1-947, 69 
months after blasting. This 
post-hole clearing is still 
open but cattail is invading 
rapidly from the left, and 
lake sedge is advancing in 
from the right. 
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•3, 
Pig. 70. Cl'earing Ho- 21 in Dewey's Pasture, October 1946, 
five years after blasting. Like most clearings 
at lower elevations in the marsh, this cross-
shaped ox>ening has remained free of emergent vege­
tation. 
Pig. 71. Same as above, but photographed at closer range on 
the same day, to show the growths of pondweed 
(Potamogeton follosus) in the w-ter of the excava­
tion, v/hile the pond bottom surrounding it is 
almost dry. 
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Pig. 73. HeSt of pied-billed 
grebe in thin bulnish cover 
of pond A~4 in Dewey's Pas- • 
ture. Unusually large clutch 
of nine ©sgs, uncovered by 
photographer. July 3, 1947, 
Fig. 72. ilest, egg, and 
chicks of pied-billed grebe 
in dense cattail cover of 
pond B~2 in Dewey's Pasture. 
June 15, 1942. 
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Pig» 74. Reed nest of black-
cromed night heron in pure 
reed covers Barringer's 
Slough, May 19, 1942. 
Fig. 75* Bidens nest of 
black-crowned night heron 
in pure cattail cover. 
Barringer'^ s Slough, May 8, 
1947. 
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Fig. 76, Large yonng of 
black-cromied night heron 
on compacted nest of reeds, 
Barrlnger^ s Slough, Jime 9, 
1942, 
Pig. 77, Thoroughly flat­
tened Bidens nest of black-' 
cromed nigkit heron at time 
of departure of young. 
Barringer'a Slough, July 9, 
1947. 
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Pig. 78. lest of American Isittern in "burreed and "bulrush of 
pond A-7 in Dewey^ s Pasture. June 15, 1942. 
Pig. 79. Young of American bittern in river 'mlrush nest. 
Pond C-8 in Dev;ey's Pasture. Juno 15, 1942-
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Fig. 80. Kest of least 
"bittern in hardstem "bulrush 
of pond AS in Deisey's Pas­
ture. June 15, 1942. 
K 
Pig. 81. Hest of least 
"bittern in "burreed cover of 
pond A-IO in Dewey's Pas­
ture. Kest supported by 
strand of barbed-wire 
fence. June 15, 1942. 
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Pig. 83. Mallard nest in 
hards tern bulrxish over 18 
inches of water. Flooded. 
Pictiire taken while hen vs&s 
intermpted in the process 
of raising ego^  and building 
up nest. Fond B-3 in Dewey'g 
Pasture, Kajr 16, 1947. 
Pig, 82. Mallard nest in 
lake sedge over 11 inches 
of water« Flooded. 
Oppedahl Tract, May 9, 1942. 
S02 
Pig. 84. Redliead nest in bulrush cover of pond D~1 in De^ jvey's 
Pasture, Of the 20 eggs incubated, 8 hatched. Re­
maining 12 incubated frora 2 to 14 days, indicating 
compotind clutch. June 6, 1942. 
.A.'  ^ .. . 
Pig. 85, Bedhead nest in bulrush cover of pond C-S in Cev/ey's 
Pasture. Gomplete hatch later, in spite of freak 
blizzard of May 28 when clutch had been incubated 
16 days. May S9, 1947. 
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Fis» 86. Canvasback nest in bulrush cover of pond. B-5 in 
De^ e^y* s Pasture • Fotir egg® of the clLxtch of 11 
are redhead eggs. June 19, 1947. 
Fig. 87. Ruddy duck nest in lake sedge and ri¥er grass of 
pond B-6 in Dev.'ey's Pasture. Poor construction 
as coiapared to nests of redhead and canvasback 
is typical. Jime 19, 1947. 
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Pig. 88. Marsh h^ wk nest 
In 'lake sedge of Oppedahl 
Tract, June 14, 1942* 
Pig. 89. Ilest of Florida 
gallimile in lake sedge of 
OppedaM Tract »• Hote wide 
"variation in sizes and 
shaoe aaong 11 es^ ;s of 
clutchi June 8, 1942» 
SOS 
FlQ, 90. Kini' SSTf nest in hardsteia T^ ulrusli of pond 5-2 
in Dewey's Pasture. June 26, 1947. 
i 
Pig. 91. King Rail nest in lake sedge cover of^ nd A~10 
in Dev'jey's Pasture. Canopy had to "be parted to 
reveal 11 o^ -^ s. July 3, 1947. 
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Pig. 92. Vix-'glnia Rail nest in dense lake sedge cover of 
Oppedalil Tract. Y^ ater 15 inches deep. June 8, 
194^  
1  
1  
1  
Pig. 93, Sora nest in cattail-sedge ecoton© of Oppedahl 
Tract. Water 9 inches deep. Sine eggs and 
one chick, June 25, 1947. 
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Fig. 94, Coot nest in bulrush cover of pond B-2 in iJevvey'a 
Pasture. Well built, early nest ^ -ith large clutoii 
(13 eggs). May 28, 1942« 
v 
V --^ v 
Fig. 95. Coot nest in "buli-ush cover of pond A-4 in Dewey's 
Pasture. Poorly "built, late nest \vith small 
clutcli (7 eggs). July 3, 1947, 
Fig, 96. Coot ra.est, vilth eggs arid young. In bulrush of 
pond B-S in De-wey's Pastttre, showing ramp. 
June 6, 1942. 
Fig. 97. Coot nest in bulrush cover of pond C~S in Dewey's 
Pasture. All but on© (infertile) egg; in clutch of 
9 hatched later. Last egg laid on morning of 
blizzard. May 28. May 29, 1947. 
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Pig. 98, Porster's tern nesi^  .j. old lauskrat houae* 
IvTest on right with one chick. Barringer's 
Slough, June 9, 1942, 
Pig. 99. Forster's tern nest on algal mat. 
Sloughy Jrnie 9, 1942. 
Barringer's 
SIO 
'PMl.-i' 
Fig. 100• Black fcern nest 
on'algal mat, surrounded 
"by duckvi?eed. Pond A-10 in 
Dewey's Pasture. June 6, 
1942. 
Fig.101. Black tern nest 
on dromed wooly sedge in 
pond B-2, Derrey's Pasture. 
June 19, 1947. 
